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PREFACE

SoMK years iv^o ilui author wrote a hook entitled

“Aerial oi* Wire-Koju* Tramways,” which is now

out of [>riiit. the ])uh]ication of that work

the term tramway used in relation to aerial lines

has been found hy manufacturers and others to be

souiewhai misleadin;j:, and tlu*se installations have

become almost universally known as aerial or wire

rope-ways. In conseciuence of this it has been

deejiied advisable in this new work to discard the

tin’in “Tramway’' and substitute that of “Rope-

Way in order to conform with the present

terminolot^v.

•. Th(i new hook has been practically rewritten,

ai^d those poi-tions of the original work^used have

been thoroughly revised and brought up to date.

Cofisidcrable additions to the subject matter, together

with a number of illustrations, have been made in

the. chapters devoted to ])etails of Construction,

Electrically Driven Wire Rope-Ways, and^that oi%

M*iscellan^ous InforUjation. A number of descrip-

tions aiid fllustratidns^of installations of lines on

•the •different sy^eins are given by waj-tof lix^uiplo

as in ^the former work. Much out-of-da1^ .matter

has beeif eliminated #and le|)Iaced by* particulars
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and illustrations of lines of recent construction!^

Additional matter and examples of lines’ on the

telpher system are also given. A special chapten
is devoted to wire rope-ways for hoisting and
conveying and for coaling vessels at sea, the former

type of rope-way being of great utility in building

bridges, making canal, railway and other excavations,

for dredging work, and for other purposes too numerous*
to mention

; and the latter being a subject of no small

interest and importance especially with relation to

warships when engaged in hostilities.

In the chapter dealing with miscellaneous informa-

tion will be found a method of calculating the strains

on the carrying rope of an aerial rope-way, *also hints

as to the splicing, securing, preserving, &c., of wire

ropes. An addenda to this chapter devoted to general

matters gives instructions (illustrated) for uncoiling

wire roj^es, removing kinks, estimating for wire rope-

ways, approximate prices for wire rope-ways of different

(Japacities, and a number of useful tables. The book
is provided with a sufficient Index, a- Table -‘of

Contents, tand a List of Illustrations.

It is hoped that the present work will be found
of considerable more service than the former *one

by those desirous of obtaining information regarding
aerial or wire rope-ways.

A J. AYALIJ^-TAYLfia
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AERIAL OR WIRE ROPE-WAYS

CHAPTER I

iNTRontTCTORY—Different Systems op Aerial or Wire Bopb-

Ways—The Running or Endless Rope System—The Fixed

Caurying41ope System.

Introductory.

Over fifteen hundred years ago wire ropes were known

to the Chinese, and were employed as rope-ways for

crossing rivers. It is also on record that aerial rope-

ways were used in the Middle Ages.for the transmission

of goods. A book in the library at Vienna dated 1411

shows a drawing of a* rope-way, and according to the

Danzig “Chronicles'’ one Wybe Adam, a Dutch
engineer, constructed an aerial rope-way in that town

in the year 1644.

. The advantfiges possessed by aerial or wire rope-

ways—especially in mountainous countries—for- the

^handling of materials, -have now become so well under-

stood that it is unnecessary to expatiate upon them.

Tl!he system ^can likewise, though to a lesser extent, 'be

usefully employed for passenger traffic.

Amongst thf more obvious general advantages

thS following may bejeitett;

—

The unavoid^le heavy outlay • tBat •wofild^ be

^tailed in a hiUy countiy by the necessity onmaking

*ittimels. outtinDTs. and embankmenfts for a^Kne
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way is avoided ; and an aerial or wire rope-way can

be consta:ucted and worked on hilly ground at a cost

not greatly exceeding that which would be called for

on a level country. Rivers and ravines can bo

spanned without the aid of bridges. Gradients quite

impracticable to ordinary railroads can be worked with

ease. The lines do not occupy any material quantity

of ground, a post or standard at wide intervals being

sufficient to cany them, and the intervening land

being left free for cultivation or otlier use. The cost

of a line is in all cases in strict acc<n*(lance with its

working capacity. Floods or heavy snows do not

interfere with the working. A line can be moved
from one place to another with comparativt? facility.

And finally, power can be taken off* at any point along

the line and utilised for driving macdiinery.

The principal applications of wire rope-ways have

been already mentioned in the Preface. Of these,

that to the working of mines is one of considerable

importance, and in this connection the advantages

derived from the use of a wirtj rope-way arranged

jo both hoist and convey, for open j)it mining—such

as described under the head of Wire Rope-Ways for

Hoisting and Conveying—cannot be over-estimated.

The superiority of open pit mining is well known, it

saves the great outlay otherwise required for timber-

ing, shaft sinking, pumping, ore breaking, and the

extra cost of blasting, and with an aerial or wire rope-

way, the opening can usually be spanned, and t^e

waste carried back to a hollow, thjjs admitting of the

over-burden being delivered dif'ectly^ to ils dumping

grouivi Where the pit is not deep some n^ethod'of

working withtan incline railway is frequently oisedv

but noymatter how the latter may be laid down, a©

certain animint of eve vdll be covered, and^ moreover,

.
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the’ tracks will have to be constantly cleared of

material thrown on them by blasting operations. The

cost of loading the railway waggons is besides far

higher than that of the shallow skips or carrier

buckets of an aerial rope-way.

In placer mining, the greatest difficulty experienced

is the handling of the earth deposits in the river beds

and streams, so as to work them to such a depth as to

^et at the richest deposits, which lie near the bed rock.

This has been successfully performed by moans of an

arrangement of aerial or wire rope-way on the hoisting

and conveying principle, working with special forms

of self-lilling grab buckets, or of drag buckets.

Aerial or wire rope-ways have been also advan-

tageously,,used for stripping coal mines.

Anoth(U‘ use to which wire rope-ways can be very

profitably applied is the carriage or removal of

produce from land. The most desirable of these

applications are perhaps those on sugar plantations

for the delivery of the canes to the crushing mills,

and on farms for the carriage of beetroot to the sugar

factories, esj)ecially the former, where the low^ j)rice(^

due to the competition of beet sugar, renders the

adgption of every possible labour-saving contrivance

an absolute necessity.

An important feature connected with the use of

aerial or wire rope-ways for the above purpose, is that

the crops can be removed from the land by their

lieans without in any way injuring the latter. In the

case of sugar plantations, moreover, the unevea nature

of the ground is^freqtfently such as to render the lay-

ing down onlines of railway from the cane jpiepes to

ihe works a matter of great difficulty,* if «ot*a total

•hnpossibility, and such lines in any case denljind tlie

•erection of a greater orJesser* miTnher of; bridges, are
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expensive both in first outlay and in maintenance, and

take up andt waste a considerable amount of land. On
the other hand, where no railway or tramway is laid

down, the saving effected by the use of an aerial or

wire rope-way as compared with cartage by mules,

horses, and oxen, and the roads and traces and

consequent waste of land, and cost of maintenance,

would be even more marked. In such cases, indeed,

the value of a wire rope-way is very great, and that*

this fact is recognised by owners ot‘ large estates is

evidenced by the many installations now to be found,

not only in Demerara, where they have been in

successful operation for a number of years past, but

also in Jamaica, where many have inclines as steep as

I in 3, Mauritius, Martinique, St Kitts, Guatemala,

Australia, and elsewhere.*

In almost every description of factory a short ro]'>e-

way or cable-way could be used with advantage, and

installations of wire rope-ways are now in use in

numerous places for connectiug the different depart-

ments of factories which are siCuated at too wide a
e

distance apart to allow of being spanned by a bridge, or

where the intermediate space is occupied by buildings,

water, roadways, &c., which have to be passed oirer.

Such cases admit of a considerable saving of expense

being effected by the use of wire rope-ways, which latter

do away with the necessity of lowering goods from

the upper stories of works to the ground, and the

subsequent removal of these goods by a circuitoi^

rUute tv, and elevation to a higher level at. Iheir

destination.

In. factory Jines the ropflfe can ne trequentiy sup-

ported &t i&au^ points from brackets 6xed to the walls*'

of adiadbut buildins's, thus effecting a saving of thd’

1£8-135.
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posU or standards that would otherwise be required

;

and the necessary driving power, moreover; can usually

be obtained from the shafting of the works.
, ,

At the present time short cable-ways or wire.rope-

ways are in operation at most of the up-to-date print

works, and similar factories, in Lancashire,* • also in

dye works, manure works, chemical works, linoleum

works, brick works, mills, and other factories too

jiunierous to nieiition.

Wire rope-ways provide both cheap and ad-

vantageous means of forming piers for loading and

discharging minerals, and other materials, from ships

and lighters, which in certain situations are forced by

the shallowness of the water to lie at some distance

froiii the shore. In the case of a cable-way or wire

rope-way,' instead of the long row of piles that would

otherwise be necessary, all that will be required to

connect the shore with a point at deep water to which

the goods can be brought by barges or ships, are a few

posts or standards fixed in the bottom and rising to a

height of about 12 feet above the water, and which

poSts may be ])kw?ed at wide intervals (180 feet

more) apart, a small group being provided at the deep-

water point to which the terminal can be fixed. The

molion of the wire rope can also be used fRr driving

’ cranes at the terminal points, as well as for carrying

loads to or from the shore, thus admitting of the

engine being located in a secure position on the shore

\^hece it may be protected from damage through

'storms, an(f, besides, permitting of the cran^ being^

run at so hfgh a speed* as to enable barges to be safely

di^hargW ^hen rising and falling from the efiqcts of

Ithe^vysea.

Numerous installations of this descriptioD are in

* Se| pages^2^.*
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successful operation, such an arrangement being used

at the end of the wire rope-way at the Cape do Verde

Islands, at Russel, Bay of Islands, New Zealand, &c.,

which installations will, in a succeeding chapter, be

found briefly described and illustrated.*

Different Systems of Aerial or Wire Roper-

Ways.

Wire rope-ways may be conveniently divided into

two main or principal classes, viz., first, that wherein

a running or travelling endless rope supporting and

moving the cai'riers is employed ; and, secondly, that

wherein a fixed carrying rope and a light running or

travelling hauling rope attached to the carriers, by

couplings or grips is used. In the latter* case two

fixed carrying ropes are sometinies used.

These two main classes are lurtlier subdivided by

W. T. H. Carrington, M.I.C.E., a well-known

authority uj»on the subject, in his practice into five

difierent systems or arrangements, viz. :—The endless

^running rope witli the carriers detachably connee'ted

to the rope by means of saddles
;
the endless running

rope with the carriers rigidly fixed in position upon

the rope^ the double fixed roj)e type with carriers

mounted on trucks or runners and detac^hably secured

at predetermined intervals to an endless hauling rope

;

the single fixed rope type vvith one carrier drawn from

one terminus to the other and vice versd by means

of an endless hauling rope ; an^^ finally, two ‘ fixed

carrying ropes with an endless hauling rojfe by which

one carrier is drawn in one direction upon#ond carrying

rope, vfhikt another carrier is drawn in the opposite

directigiU upon the other carrying rope.

*fieofpag(» y 2-116 .
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•When erecting a wire rope-way it is imperative

to carefully select such an arrangement as will be best

suited to the requirements of the situation. The
failures sometimes recorded are generally due to

makers insisting upon an universal application of one

particular type.

The Running or Endless Rope System.

This system, w'hich is by far the most simple, was
invented by C. Hodgson about the year 1868. It is

capable of advantageous application wherever the

amount of material to bo carried does not surpass 500

tons j)er working day of ten hours, and the individual

lo^ds 6 cwt. The inclines, moreover, should not be

steeper fhan 1 in 8, and the section of the ground
should not necessitate a longer si)an than 600 feet.

The endless running-i*ope ty})e of rope-way consists

shortly of an endless wire rope, >siipported upon a

series of pulleys mounted upon strong posts or stan-

dards located some 300 feet apart, but with occasional

Sloans of three times that distance, the rope passing at

one oml of the line round an arrangement of driviiig

gear comprising a 6 or 10 feet diameter drum rotated

by steam or other power at a speed of {|J)out three

miles per hour, and at the other end round a similar

wheel or drum provided with tightening gear. The
loads are carried in boxes or receptacles hung on the

•rop<B (by means of V-shaped saddles) at the loading

end*, the atrangement being such as to maintain the

receptacle and their contents in a state of perfect

equilibrtui% wliilst at tl}^ same time admittinfir of their

pairing the supporttng pulleys.

But one endless running rope is employed, which,

it wiH be seen, forms both ^he* carrying and hauling
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rope for the buckets. This system has been improved

from time to time, both by its original inventor and

also by Hallidie, Carrington, and others
;
but although

apparently so simple, and decidedly the cheapest plan,

its successful working is a inatttT in many instances

of so’ much difficulty that it is being to a great extent

superseded by the fixed-rope system. It is still, how-

ever, pretty extensively used in Northern Spain and

America.

The modified arrangement of the running or endless

rope system previously mentioned admits of steeper

inclines being worked, indeed it, may be said that no

limit exists to the gradient that can be successfully

negotiated. This ty\)e of line is specially suitable

where sudden and continual changes of level occur,

guard or depressing pulleys being easily placed where

requisite without interfering with the passage of the

carriers, so that the vertical angle of the line can be

altered at each support or standard. The driving and

tightening gear and endless rope are arranged practi-

cally as before, but instead of the earrier saddles riding

on the rope and being retained in phice by frictioh,

they are rigidly secured by a steel band pr clip, or

other arrangement, so that they are fixed in position

and must follow the rope, passing round the wheels at*

the terminals, instead of running on to shunt rails

as in the former case. For this reason the driving

wheel is usually arranged in the form of a special

clip-drum, and the tightening wheel is so formed as'

to allow the carriers to pass round i;jj^with .tese. The
carrier receptacles are as a rule usiloaded by%jtriking a
catch so as to either cause th^ bottom *to or the

»> whole fegdjp^cl^ to capsize or tip^flp.

The coverage cost per ton per mile for transport on
running cur endlesa rope system, including reHewid/s.
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of flarts and labouf but not fuel, vari^ froln threepence

to fivepence per ton.

The Fixed Carfying-Roj)e System.

This system was also devised by Hodgson, and

improved by Bleichert, Otto, Carrington, and others.

It comprises one or two fixed ropes and a correspond-

ing number of light liauling ropes. This plan admits

of very wide S[)an8 being made without support, and

a valley, river, or ravine of 3,000 feet and upwards

can be negotiated with ease. Wljorever a sufficient

fall occurs, and it is required to transport goods or

material from the higher to the lower ground, the

po^er of gravity due to the loads can be utilised in

the case of a double fixed carrying-rope line to raise

the empty receptacles, and the line worked practically

as a self-acting incline. When, on the contrary, the

loads are r(‘quir(?(l to ascend, or the line is practically

level, or in the case of a single fixed carrying-rope

line, motive power miftt be provided. A small amount

of this, however, will only be requisite for working ^
line on this system, as the rolling load gives rise to

but little friction.

*As above mentioned, aerial rope-ways of^he fixed-

rope type are subdivisible into three classes. The

first, or that in which two parallel fixed ropes are

used, upon which carriers are arranged to run, and

are drawn along by means of a hauling rope, forms a

desirable arrangement in situations where oyer 500*

tons of maforial have«to be transported per day, and

where tRe individual l<j^ds surpass 6 cwj;. , The
ijaclii)ps may exceed Tin 2, and the spans l,000>f6at.

H#
It may be here mentioned, however, tl^at the

capacity of transport by: the /ormcr system may be
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indefinitely increased by grouping the lines where
the situation admits of it, an arrangement which
obsdously possesses the advantage of practically per-

fect immunity from complete stoppage from break-

down.

Briefly, this type of ropc-way consists of two fixed

carrying ropes stretched parallel to each other abput

7 feet apart, and supported by posts or standards

located about 300 feet apart, upon suitable saddle

castings. The carr^dng ropes i‘ire finchorod at one

of tlie terminals, and are provided at the other with

some suitable form of tightening gear. The carrier-

travellers or trucks, whiidi are fitte(l with steel-irrooved

wlieels to fit the ropes, run upon the latter, the

receptacles being suspende«l from these travellers^ by

means of frames or hangers. The carried are con-

nected by some suitsible form of friction or of locking

grips or couplings to an endless hauling royie oyierated

by driving gear at one end, and provided with

tightening gear at the other end, the usual rate t>f

speed being from 4 to 6 miles per hour. On arrival

^at a terminal, the grips or couplings are automaticsilly

released, and the carrier-traveller runs ijpon a shunt

rail.

This type of wire rope-way is cconomicial in \Vear

and tear, hut somewhat expensive in first cost, and is

unsuitable where there are sudden changes in the

vertical angle of the line.

The second type of fixed rope -way, wherein *8

single ^xed rope and one carrier ^‘e used, is the b&t
suited for situations where on^' moderatb quantities

of materials have to be carried, th^ in^vidual loads

being Jie^ivy, .'and the spans l6ng, and the inclines

steep.
*

The airangement cqnsists of a single fixed carrying
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rop6 upon which a bingle carrier is mounted through

its traveller or truck, and is drawn forward and back-

ward by means of an endless hauling rope operated

by suitable reversible driving gear at one end, and

having tightening gear at the other. The fixed

carrying rope is supported on posts or standards

placed at intervals of about 300 feet apart, the hauling

rope being carried on pulleys fitted with guide bars

Jociited in the centre of the standard over which the

carrier passes, the standards being so constructed as

to admit of the carrier passing through them. The
return portion of the hauling rope is carried upon

outside ])ulleys mounted upon brackets or arms on

the standards. The attachment of the hauling rope

to Jthe carrier head is made by a pendant so shaped

as to adniit of its passing under the saddle-transom.

This type of wire rope-way is cheaper in both first

cost and maintenance than that just described, and it

is likewise simpler to erect and to work.

The third type of fixed rope-way, in which two
fixed carrying ropes •and two carriers are employed,

thft one moving upon one carrying rope whilst the

other moves down upon the other and vice vemt, is

applicable where the spans are of extreme lengths,

and the individual loads very heavy.

The two fixed carrying ropes are stretched side by
side as in the other double fixed carrying-rope type

of rope-way, but only two carriers are used, and most
freqi;iently these lines are arranged to operate as self-

acting inclhies, the loaded carrier descenc^ng andt

hauling up%he empty«carrier, or lighter loaded carrier,

which iif tijrii ?s loaded^ and descends. When the

Jioadgd carrier passdb up, and the ejnpty*<jr* light

,carrier descends, power is used. The travelling speed

may be as high as 30 or 4p ^njiles an . hour. The
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individual loads may be of 8 tons or more, and spans

of over 3,000 feet can be traversed. A line in the

Pyrenees was constructed and -operated successfully

with a span of 4,500 feet between the supports.

Tliis type of line is cheaper than the other arrange-

ment of two parallel fixed carrying ropes, in first cost,

and also in maintenance, and fewer hands are reejui^d

to work it. The quantity of material it is capable of

ti’ansportiug per day i.s, of course, less, and the speed

of running produces a rapid wear of the rope.



CHAPTER II

DKfAiLs OP Construction: Posts or Standards*—Wire Hopes

OR Links for Hunnino-Rope System—Carrier Boxes ob

Saddles for the RuNNIN^^RopE System—Wire Ropes or

Lines for the Fixed Carryino-Rope System—Carrier

Trucks, on Runners, fob the Fixed Carbyino^Rqpe

System—Friction Grips or Couplings—Knots or Carrier

Collars for Locking Grips or Couplings—Pawl Locking

Grips or Couplings—Claw Locking Grips or Couplings—

Carrier Receptacles or Vehicles—Motive Power.

As in the tvitee of railways or tramways, aerial or wire

rope -ways consist essentially of three all-iinportant

jiarts, viz,, the line or track, which in this c^se takes

the'' form of a running or travelling, or of one or more

fixed, wire ropes or cables, in accordance with the

system in use
;
the qj,rriers, vehicles, or cars for the

goods or passengers
; and finally, of the motive power

for the line.

Posts or Standards.

.Whether the line be constructed on the running or

travelling, or fixed carrying-rope or cable system, the

rope or cable must be suitably supported at proper

intervals upon wooden or iron posts or standards.

These* posts^are usually placed at from 100 feet to

SOO feet apart, th# exaSt ^stance depending of course

lipdn^ the cofifiguratiop of the ground .to ba pas^d

(keVy an accurate survey and section of VhiRh ^cmld
Is Always executed. H^en, however, a gorge,\avine,

valley, or river has tS W crossed •over, the.
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distance between the uprights or supports may he
very considerably increased, and, as has been already

mentioned, spans of 3,000 feet, or, in extreme cases,

even considerably more,* may be safely resorted to.

The survey for a line of wire-rope way should

in all cases be carefully executed. And it is important

to bear in mind that wherever it is possible the rope-

way should be straight, as each angle will render

necessary the erection of a complete station, this

increasitig both the cost of construction ,and that of

working. At each point wherb a ppst or sj^ndard is

to bff esected,. the depth Si sojid grouhd should 'be

asc^rtaTneS.
*

The*posts or standards when constructed wholly 6f
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mostly of wood may, in the simplest cases, consist of

common round poles or spars forming the legs, and

having top cross-pieces of well-seasoned oak or equi-

valent timber. These legs are stayed near their

lower extremities, and should be let into the ground

for a sufficient distance to ensure the requisite rigidity.

Two simple forms of wooden standards or posts are

illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2.

Upon the upper ends of the posts are cross-pieces

secured in position by iron brackets, and provided

with suihible shoes, saddles, or seats to receive the

carrying wire ropes, two of which are used in both

these instances to form double lines. Lower crossbars

braced to the posts carry rollers, which serve to

support the driving or hauling ropes at such times

as the latter are not engaged by passing carriers or

vehicles.

Figs, 3 and 4 show in front and side elevation a

simple design of wooden standard with four legs not

to exceed 20 feet in height. The timber required for

a shindard of this pafttern 20 feet high, according to

Aiherican (Leschen’s) })ractice, is as follows :—One top

cap, G in. by 8 in. by 8 ft. 6 in.
;
one sheave girt, 6 in.

by 6 in. by 7 ft. 7 in.
;
two braces, 4 in. by 6 in.

by *5
ft. 6 in. ; two posts, 8 in. by 8 in. 6y 20 ft.

;

two ^braces, 6 in. by 6 in. by 18 ft.; one sill, 8 in.

by 8 in. by 12 ft. ;
one anchor sill, 6 in. by 8 in.

by 6 ft.

Figs. 5 and 6 are similar views of a 40-foot standard,

the requisite timber being :—Eight pieces, 6 in.«by 6 in.

by 22 ft. ; *bne piece,® 6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft 6 in.;

two pieces, 8iin. by 10 in.-iy 12 ft. ;
three pieces* 6 in.

by 6 jn. by 16 ft.
;
two pieces, 4 in. by 6 in.tby®12.ft.

;

^ght pieces, 2 in. by 8 in. by 14 ft. ; eight*, pieces,

2 in. by 6 in. by 14 ft.
;

pight tpipees, 2 in., by 8 in. by
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Fig. 4. Ftc. 3.

Fig, 6. Fic. ^

Fins* i awk 4 anS Flos, 5 atnl 0.—Wooden Standard*, not to Kxo4ad

iH) ft. in Height and 40 ft. in Haight.
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12 ft ;
twelve pieces, 2 in. by 6 in. by 12 ft. The side

pieces are in this standard strengthened with iron plates

as shown in the drawing.

The dimensions given above are all in sawed

material, but where poles are procurable along the

route they may be substituted for the latter and the

cost of construcition be reduced. Fig. 7 shows a

wooden standard with six legs.

When iron is employed as a material for the sup-

Fiq. S. Fio. 7.

F/tJS. 7 rtml 8.-—Woodun Staiidurcl with Six I^gs, and Iron (Mandat'd

with Ladder Affording Access to Head.

ports, channel or I-beams, with angle-iron stiffeners,

and channel iron cross-pieces, are usually employed.

Wl?ere the loads are heavy and the spans considerable,

the posts or Ktandards should be constructed with

four legs.

The design of these suj^rts, w^hethor constructed

of tiniber or iron, will vary from those *of §re&t sim-

^icity, required for short lines carried at nd* great

fa^^t aVve the ^rroundiolevel,* to'^structuiiies of com-
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parative complexity in the case of the more.impoH«>nt

installations.

One pattern of iron standard fitted with, an iron

ladder giving aocess to the head is shown in Fig. 8.

Another pattern is illustrated in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9.—Iron Post or Standard.

Aiftither type consists of wrought-irqp pipe’s con-

nected by ferrules, which call readily be to

pieces, .and can be adjui^d jus regar€s height' ,by
sliding ot telescoping the one length. of pipe wiibbs

the other.

PThe standiardsW %upparts,-of whatever’
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ooDstoction they may be, when above 45 or 50 feet
in height, are usually stayed with wire guy ropes as
an additional security. When intended for supporting
running ropes, the seats or saddles are replaced by
sheaves or pulleys.

Descriptions and illustrations of a number oi other
• posts or standards will be found given later on in the
chapters devoted to the particulars of various installa-

tions that have been erected in different parts of the
world.

Wire Ropes or Lines for Running-Rope
System.

As regards the line or track itself, the charactcr-
istitf features of the wire ropes used for this purpose,
in both the above systein.s, will be found dealt with to
a certain extent in the above-mentioned descriptions

of the various installations on both plans. Inasmuch,
however, as such ropes form a verj', if not the most,
important part of aerial or wire rope-ways, being both
the, chief wearing parts and those most costly to,

renew, a few preliminary general observations upon'
the*classes of wire rope most suitable for the purj)ose

in question will be of interest. The methods employed
for the splicing and securing of the ropes, and for

thei»pre.servative treatment, will be found dealt with
in- the last chapter of the book. Even the briefest

description of the manufacture of wire, a subject

intimately connected with wire ropes, is beyond the'

^
scope of thii^iwork, but those desirous of obtaining full

information upoB«this 'matter can do so by perusing*

a very interelbing wor|^ by^. Bucknall Smith,*C.fi.*
iFftr a wire rope-way of the main class firs? nfen-

Manufacture and Uses,” by J. Bockn^ Smitii,

.JKB,, at Bnginemng.
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tioned, where a running or travelling endless rope

carrying the buckets or carriers is used, this rope

should preferably be of what is known as the Albert

or Lang* lay, that is, a rope in which the component

wires of the strands, and the strands themselves, are

laid in the same direction.

Figs. 10 and 11 are photographic reproductions

showing a wire rope of this description as it appeared

respectively when new, and after two years* use, on a

wire rope-way on Carrington*s system erected between

Badovalle and Ortuella

in Spain. This ro[)e

was j)ut to work at tl\c

beginning of July 189tS,

and was kept in con-

tinual use until 20th

July 1895, at which

time it had carried up-

wards of 105,000 tons

of iron ore, the cost for

rope renewal being in

this instance only about

one-fourth of a penny

per ton mile. It .was,

however, far from being worn out when removed, as

was proved by the fact that the breaking strain was

even then found to be 27^ tons, against one of 29ijV tons

when new. This was a very remarkable performance,

and bore abundant testimony to ^ the quality of

Fig. 10. —Wire Rojmj, Albert Lay

:

ApiKjaranco \vhcn New.

• Fig. 11,—Wire Rope, Albert I^ay;

Appearance after Use on Wire

Hope-Way.

* A so-called patent was acquired’in this country in tho year

1879 -by J. Lai\g for a wire r6|H) constructed in the principle

invented by Pi'ofessor Albert of Clausthal about the yeof 183i7i

and whyjh at the time of Lang’s patent had been in

use in Germany for ov^r forty years, and liad been n^ade publ^B

in England fift* at least ten years.
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maferial employed, and the care and skill exerted in

its manufacture by the makers.* It also shows how
desirable it is from an economical point of view to

use only ropes of the very best quality obtainable,

although they may primarily entail a larger outlay.

Both the above and many other practical tests

very conclusively prove that the Albert or Lang lay

is decidedly the most suitable form of construction for

funning ro})es.

The endle.ss running or travelling rope, which should

be made of special steel, usually passes at one end or

terminal round a suitably arranged driving gear pro-

vided with some (ronvenient tightening device by means
of which the slack and extension of the rope can be
taken up as reejuired, and at the other end or terminal

is carriefi by a plain cast-iron grooved wheel. The
tightening devices em[)loyed are usually similar to

those used itn underground haulage installations.

Pulleys or sheaves rotatebly mounted upon the posts

or standards serve to supjwrt the rope between the

terminals, and the cith-iers or vehicles are attached to

it at suitable intervals by gripping devices.

.It is obvious that the above grooved supporting

sheaves or pulleys may consist of any ordinary and
well-known types mounted in the usual manner. A
nupjber of specially constructed sheaves or pulleys

have, however, been designed.

In one form the supporting sheaves for the endless

tVavelling rope are constructed with deep flanges to

prevent the rope from being jerked 06", and also with*

raised or removable 4reads on which it bears. The
sheaves are *0 dished thatithe bearings will Ije l(>cated

dbeneath the line of the rope. At such points ou the

tUne as are exposed to great pressure, such as tjie ends

Messrs ^livant% Qo^ Ltd.
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of spans, it is recommended to mount Wo or more

sheaves on simple or compound balance, or compen-

sating levers, on springs, or on adjustable bearings, so

as to distribute the strains, allow for the varying posi-

tions of the load, and to admit of the rope conforming

to the contour of the ground. It is also suggested

that the sheaves be mounted in canted or inclined

positions at curves so as to allow of horizontal changes

in direction being made without shunting on to another

section.

It has been proposed to employ double pulleys or

sheaves with a clearance or space between them to

allow of the passage of the hangers. By this means

the advantage of being enabled to hang the loads

directly from the rope would be secured. In practice,

however, it has been found that such an arrangement

presents many difficulties against successful working,

not the least of which being to ensure the passage

of the hangers, which have more or less tendency to

sway laterally, through the narrow clearance, the

amount of which is of course governed by the diameter

pf the rope.

Carrier «Boxes or Saddles for Running-Rope
System.

The vehicles or receptacles for the conveyance of

goods or passengers, including the means employed

for suspending them from the rope-way, are usually

Jknown ky the name of carriers, an3 in the system of

wire rope-ways under consideration ip which an end-

less travelling rope is empWyed, the inefood of sup-

^rting^them upon this endless travelling rope is^such

that th^carriers are attached to and will travel with

the frpm which they %re suspended by* means
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of suitable frames or hangers, and boxes or saddles,

several different methods being adopted for securing

the latter to the rope, and the slipping of these grip-

ping devices when inefficient forming one of the most
fruitful sources of wear of the wire rope.

In one pattern the box is fixed to the rope, which is

held therein by an abutment and strap, and to this

box is journalled an upper hanger. The lower hanger
carries the loads and is detachably connected to the
ujiper one, and its lower end enters a V-shaped notch
with a cross-rib in the carrier receptacle or bucket
into which it is guided by a locking device consisting

of a swinging arm. The strap for securing the box or

saddle to the rope is tightened by a screw or by a jib

and»cottoj;, and the box can be placed at any angle
to suit the disposition of the supporting pulleys or

sheaves.

An arrangement of saddle designed by Roe and
Bedlington, has clips which grasp the sides of the
rope, and are tightened by the weight of the carrier

and its contents acting through toggle levers, wedges,
and universal joints or rollers, running on plane,

inclined, or curved surfaces, the slight endwise motion
of the saddle on gradients under the action of the

load causing a further tightening of the'jaws to take

plao^. On passing a supporting sheave or pulley the

chp jaws pass through the sheave groove whilst the

saddle passes above it, and a taper nose attached to

tfie saddle tends to bring the rope into the centre of

the sheave^groove if at all displaced. The saddle is'

also provided wiih t^o pulleys for supporting it on

i^unt rails It the stations, and the jaws of,th« clip

sire sametimes grooved to fit the cable or njpe^drands

it^d lined with some suitable material. To ^prevent

aacdlle from tipping,, endwa^t when /uscending-a
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steep gradient, the frame, or hanger carrying the
receptacle, is pivoted to the saddle in the horizontal
plane of the centre line of the rope.

Fig. 12 shows one of Carrington^s boxes or saddles
specially adapted for steep grades. The portion of
the saddle which rides upon and grips the rope is

fitted with a seating of some pliant material such as

indiarubber, or of an arrangement of wooden or
composition friction pieces or blocks, the latter being
held by some authorities to be the best, as the india-

rubber seatings are liable, in some cases where the
gradients are very steep, to slip in wet weather. For

Fig. 12.—Carrier Bdx, or Sjifldle, f(>r Stoop Cratlionts.

additional security steel toggles ar(3 sometimes plgiced

at the extremities, but this pratttice is objectionable

by reason of the great wear and tear to which .they

subject the ropes. The external arrangement and
construction of the saddle are sufficiently apparent
fi:*om the illustration.

Th^ frame carrying the friction blocks, or pieces is

generally made of malleable cJst iron, with^ wings at
each -end, whiph, when the**carrjer is pacing a rope-

supporCin^ pulley, embrace the pulley rim.

SmAll shunt wheels are mounted upon pins carried

in the frame, as shoVn,^nd s^jrve to remove the carrier
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,
%

from the rope at the terminals, and at the curves,

where sliunt rails are fixed for that purpose.

Another form of saddle has a V-shaped groove,

also lined with indiarubber or other clastic material

at each end, which grooves ride on the rope, and the

indiarubber by engaging with the wires obviates any

tendency to slip|)ing under ordinary conditions. At
the central portion, which is clear of the rope, a pair

of jaws grips the wire-work freely on inclines. To
effect this thi) load is suspended from a horizontal

transvei’se shaft on the top of the saddle, and a verti-

cal stud is ])r()vided on the former having at its top

a horizontal shuttle-shaped piece placed in the direction

of the rope. The arms of the grip are forked fore and

afty the prongs rising opposite the pointed end of the

shuttle, which, when the saddle assumes an inclined

position on a gradient, enters between the forked arms

and (causes the jaws to grip the rope by reason of the

weight hanging in a verti(»il direction, and so causing

the shaft to rotate relatively to the saddle.

A type of box or*saddle for steep grades is so con-

structed that it is capable, whilst riding on the rope,

of. passing through an enlarged groove provided on

the supporting pulleys. The frictional connection to

the rope is in this case usually discarded in favour of

a rr^jschanical device which grips the rope, or, in some

cases, of an arrangement of clip, consisting of a lug

cast on to the frame or to a movable portion of the

fatter, and resting between the strands of the rope.*

The Hallidie clip is one which is rather extensive!/

used, and has b^en w^ll spoken of. It consists essen-

tially of t#o parts connected by a pin fgrniing a

‘hinge joint opening upwards. On the e^trejme* end

* See descriptiou of running-rope system on this jHan, pages

46-60.
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of the body or main part is a spiral web that enters

the rope. Two prongs on the other end of this body

are drilled to receive the pin, and the piece jointed to

the body by the latter has an arm which forms a

journal, a lip or projecti()n preventing the joint from

working downwards. The spiral web on the body has

five concave corrugations or scores and one convex

corrugation, and is formed to suit the pitch of the

strands of the rope in which it is to be entered, and
also the size of the latter, so that the rope will fit

accurately in the corrugations.

When in place in a six-strand rope the first corru-

gation will receive the heart or core, and the second

and third receive the two outside stratids of the rope.

The third of the three bottom .strands will lie beneath

the core which is in the first cori*ugation or score.

The sixth convex corrugation on the upper side of the

web will take the [)lace of the upper half of the core,

and the fourth and fifth corrugations will take one

strand each, whilst the third will lie on the top of the

sixth corrugation. An almost 'perfectly round rope

[s thus, it will be seen, secured at the point of

attachment.

On the inner end of the above-mentioned arm is

cast a solid collar, and a loose collar or washer placed

at the free or outer end and retained in place Ijy a

split pin, forms the journal upon which can be

mounted the carrier or hanger frame.

In work, when passing a sheave or pulley the body

Hdes om the rim of the sheave, an€ is raised up‘as it

'

travels over it, gradually falling*as it ^passes until the

joint l^kgs its bearing, the shaft or journal remaining

during the^movement in a horizontal, or approxirai^tely •

horizontali position.

The advantages claimed tpr this clip are Uwing
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to ttxe clip Ijeing hinged and inserted into the rope

without the form of the latter being altered at the

point of insertion, no swelling is produced on the rope,

and the clip can pass over a sheave without jar to the

rope, or throwing the load out of "its vertical position,

thus avdiding the detrimental swinging action which

takes place when rigid clips are used. This hinged

arrangement, besides, admits of very deep wide

grooved sheaves or pulleys being used, and the

liability of the rope being jerked out of place is thus

reduced to a niinirnuni. With ordinary clips, on the

contrary, the rims of the sheaves have to be cut down

so that the grooves will not be deeper than half the

diameter of the rope, and conseciuently the danger

of liie latter leaving them is ‘considerable. The clip

can also be very readily attached to the rope, and can

be easily advanced on the latter from time to time,

so as to distribute the wear, and prolong the life of

the rope. It is cheap, and does not require, as is the

case with some forms of clips, to be bent round the

rope whilst hot, thei*«by affecting the temper of the

latter and frequently considerably reducing its tensile^

strength.

Wire Ropes or Lines for the Fixed Carrying-

Rope System.

With respect to the second main class of wire rope-

vvTays mentioned, that is, those in which a strong fixed

carrying rope forms each of the lines, tracks, 9r ways'

and a light running o» travelling rope is employed in

conjunction ^ith it for dmving or haulage purposes,

theTprm^ should be Of stout steel wire) and specWly

designed to withstand the strains to which theiUne or

track vriil be subjected jn wording ;
and .the latter
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should preferably consist of fine steel wire, and be
naade on the Albert lay, and with a hempen core so
as to ensure the maximum degree of flexibility.

The fixed rope forming the track or line is some-
times solidly anchored at each end, suitable means for
straining or taking up the slack being provided at a
point, or at points, along the lino. In other cases it is

anchored at one end only, and strained at the other
end by heavy weights passing over pulleys, a weighted
anchor carriage, or by winding it on a drum, &c.

The posts or standards used in lines on this system
do not diflbr materially from those employed for the
running or endless roj)e system, and the wooden and
iron posts or .steiidards shown can be arranged to suit

either the running-ro|)e system or the fixed carrying-
ro])o system.

The fixed carrying rope is as a rule supported at
the posts or standards in iron saddles, seatings, shoes,

or cradles so formed as to afford no obstruction to the
passage of the grooved wheels of the carrier-travellers

or trucks running on the r«pe, whilst the light

(travelling hauling or driving rope is held up simply
by its attachment at frequent intervals to the carrier

frames or hangers, except where such intervals or
spaces are of considerable extent, in which case the
rope is generally arranged to rest upon rollers rotat-

ably mounted upon arms, brackets, or cross-pieces fixed

to the posts or standards.

The method of supporting the carrying rope is bf
considek-able importance, as, by rfeason of variations

in temperature and in the positions of' the loaded
carriers,,, the ropes have* a considerable*’ endwise
movemten* imparted to them, which, if they should
become* fixed in their saddles, seatings, or shoeS|.

would teiki to . ovevIjUMi the standards, and •'in anv
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case is likely to give rise to a considerable amount

of wear. To overcome this objection the ropes are

sometimes carried on grooved sheaves, but the small

amount of bearing surface afforded by these also

entails excessive wear. More successful methods

are those wherein the blocks or shoes are mounted

upon small rollers and arranged to run upon suitable

races, or what is still better, secured, as in the Obach

and Beer systems, to the ends of pendulum rods or

swinging levers, arranged to move through certain

arcs, but supported against sideway movement by

quadrant-shaped guides.

• The terminals and occasionally intermediate points

of divergence on the line, where the latter is con-

structed as is usual in straight sections, have to be

prodded with switch rails to enable the carriers to be

transferred or shunted on to another line or track, or

on to the second rope or cable to perform the return

journey.

One end or terminal of a rope-way on Blfeichert’s

system ij illustrated ih Fig. 13, from which it will be

seen that the hauling;rop^passes round the borkontal

*pulldy, and the track im connected to a rail* su^pcJrted

Vy suitable brackets. The carriers may be hei% passed

round to the second or opposite &rrying*rope for the
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return journey, or they may be shunted on to another

track by the switch rails.

When it is desired to erect portable temporary

junctions at some intermediate points oh the line

where it is required to stop or to return the carriers

to the starting point, these junctions are constructed

with a connecting rail somewhat similar to that shown

in Fig. 13, but arranged to dip below the ropes by

means of temporary pulleys, so that they may be out

of the way of carriers crossing over.

At curves the arrangement is such that the carriers

leave the supporting track or carrying rope, and run,

by reason of their momentum, on a connecting rail

in the same manner as at the end or terminus* of the

rope-way, having been released from the hauling rope,

by which they are again picked up on resuming their

bearing on the fixed carrying rope. Both the carrying

ropes, and hauling rope, pass round rollers.

Fig. 14 shows an upper terminal for a double rope

line on the Leschen system with one of the carriers in

position for loading. Fig. 15 illustrates a lower or

delivery terminal on the same system.

The standing ropes at the upper terminal. Fig. J4,

are run through castings and anchored, a track con-

nected to* the castings and bolted to the timber work

taking the place of the carrying ropes. On an eqipty

carrier arriving, at the terminal it runs on to the rail

round the terminal wheel to the releasing rod, where

the clip is released from the empty carrier, and passes

on to tke loaded carrier to engag# the longer of two

levers called the clip lever, the* carrier becoming at

the sjimp instant attached*, to the shorter ‘ of these

levers knewn as the carrier Jjbver. This latter is«

fulcrun\od to the clip lever in such a manner that tlw
spe^d of thq carrier •(^eoreasep gradually until it stopji'
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at the loading point. The clip lever and clip nfean-

while pass along until the clip comes in contact with a

device for accelerating the carrier, which until then has

been loading, and the latter is gradually moved from

its stationary position until it receives the full speed

of the hauling rope, when the (dip becomes locked in

the clip frame and the carrier passes along the line, and

the two levers then return to their original position

ready to receive the next arriving carrier.

The lower terminal shown in Fig. 15 has a similar

arrangement for automatically handling the carriers to

and from the running rope. This terminal is mounted

on sills to admit of its sliding backwards and taking

up the tension on the running rope and so controlling

the latter independently of the carrying ro])e. In*the

illustration an empty carrier is shown ready to go up

the line, and as a loaded carrier is released on its

arrival from the hauling rope at the yoke its speed is

gradually decreased through the series of lovers as

described with reference to the upper terminal. The
clip goes on to the axjcelerator and picks up the empty

carrier which passes round the lower terminal wheel,

the levers return to place, and the loaded' carrier stops

at the discharging point.

The tfinber required for the erection of each of the

above terminals is as follows :—Main sills, two pieces,

10 in. by 10 in. by 22 ft.
;

cross sills, three pieces,

10 in. by 10 in. by 16 ft.; top frame, two pieces,

10 in. by 10 in. by 20 ft.
;

centre, two pieces, 8 it,

*by 8 in<by 20 ft.
;
short posts antf headers, one piece,

8 in. by 8 in. by 16 ft.; post® and, back cap, three

pieces, 1^0 in. by 10 in. by 42 ft.
;
headeift, one piece,

10 iij. by M) in! by 10 ft.
;
headers, one piece, 8 in.^by-^

10 in. 6 ft. ; track girts, ten pieces, 4 in. by 6

by 16 ft.
;
,500 ft. oftl-in. bofy'ds.
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Fig. 16 shows in end view the Leschen dumping
device which when in action makes one revolution of

th^ terminal shaft and stands at rest until again

thrown into action, During this revolution the

dumping rods are operated and coming in contact with

a pin on the bottom of the carrier tip up the latter and

entirely spill the contents. No violent action takes

place, the dumping rod being merely pulled up and let

down. The clip passing from one carrier to the next

is guided by the slot rail shown so as to ensure its

being in its proper place to strike the accelerator.

In the Leschen system there are always two
stationary carriers, one at the upper terminal ready

to load or loaded, and one at the lower .terminal
’ dumped or ready to be dumped.

Amongst the various other plans that have been

adopted or suggested for the arrangement of the rope-

way the following may be mentioned :—Connecting the

carrying rope by ties at fixed intervals to another rope

suspended from posts or supports consisting alter-

nately of one of consMerably greater height, so as to

form, as it were, a flexible girder. In the case of,

double lines stTetohers or crossheads being provided to

maintain the ropes parallel, and to enable loads to be

suspended when desired from both lines. The carrier

suppprts and carriers need not in this case differ from

those ordinarily employed.

Supporting the weight of the carriers by means of

several wires so arranged that the tension of the wires

will be independent of the load; These wires are

fixed at one end or terminus, and are passed over

grooved pulftys at the other end or termiiAis,* and^

connected to heavy weights. The driving, propelling,

cj* hauling ropes are arranged side by side with the

above, dhe end of each being attached to the carrier.
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passed around pulleys, and back to the other, elid of

the* carrier, and there secured. The hauling or driving

rope is driven by a suitable pulley, which latter is

rotated by an engine located at the rear of the casing

carrying the supporting pulleys, and provided with

guides for the suspension tension weights. These

latter consist of two side plates carrying between them

at the top a loose jmlley, and having supports for

removable bars forming the adjustable part of the

weight.

In another arrangement of rope-way suggested by

Hodgson, a rope was to be laid parallel to the bearing

or carrying rope, which second rope was to bo capable

of taking a strain similar to that tlirown by the loads

upon the bearing or carrying rope, and was to be

clamped by a clip formed with spiral grooves corre-

sponding to the lay of the rope, to the supports of the

main carrying rope. The main carrying roj^e was to be

first laid with a sag so as not to overstrain it, and

then the second sustaining or carrying rope strained

whilst unloaded to its maximunr/ strain.

Many plans have been proposed for enabling curves

to be rounded at angles instead of shunting the carrier

on to a rail, and thence to another rope-way or section,

diverging in a straight line from the first. .In one

arrangement the bearing or carrying rope is replaced at

the curves by rails, and the traction or hauling rope

is guided by pulleys supported in a rail on which

run wheels on the vehicle suspending or carrier

frame,c and rope-gripping appaAtus. The track is

supported by two crossed poles with inclined struts,

the pol^s being held where they cross by a bolt and a
doi^blei channel section. The traction or hauling rope

may be ruirat the terminal station round a horizontd

pulley with a flange, .agaii^st which the above-men-
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tioned wheels engage. The bearing or carrying rope

and traction or hauling rope pulleys, &c., are supported

on brackets on the cross-pieces, which brackets, near

the terininals, are mounted on slides vertically adjust-

able by screws, or other means, so as to enable the

required incline to be obhiined.

Carrier Trucks, or Runners, for ^:he Fixed
Carrying-Rope System.

The carrier receptacles in this system are suspended

from what are oall(Hl indifferently trucks, travellers,

runners, or saddles, the ordinary form of which consists

mainly of two grooved wheels or rollers rotatably

‘mounted in a suitabhi frame. Of the several special

arrangements tliat ai'e also made, the best forms are

those having the spindles or axles of tlie grooved

wheels supported in hearings at both ends, instead of

being arranged overlianging and sui)ported at one end

only, as is sometimes tlie wise.

The spindles or axl(?s in some of the best types are

alsoTormed hollow so as to provide reservoirs adapted

to contain a charge of lubricant, and they are perforated

with small radial holes to allow the escape of the

lubricant into the journal, by which means the travellers

or saddles are enabled to run for a lengthened period

without attention, and the spindles and bosses of the

grooved wheels caused to last for many years. The
oik or other lubricant can be inserted into the hollow

spindles by the removal of screw plugs.

In the ordinary forgn of saddle with overhanging

spindle th% w4ieels become dskewed, atwist, or|Ont of

line,ra{id consequently Ihe carriers do not h^g ' verti-

cally. Considerable trouble is also generally ex-

perienced in keeping them prop©rly*lubricate(j[.
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Fig. 17 illustrates in sectional plan and elevation a

truck or runner haying a frame and spindles of the

above-mentioned improved description. The frame is

composed of two steel plates having a central cast-iron

distance piece throughwhich the hanger or frame spindle,

passes. The grooved wheel spindles or axles are of

phosphor bronze hollowed out or recessed to contain

oil or other lubricant, as shown, and also arranged to

Fig. 17.—Carrier Truck or Runner, Sectional Plan and Elevaticn.

form end distance pieces between the side plates of the

frame. The hanger spindle caiitbe oiled through a

hole ift the distance piece, and the carrier frame or

hanger passes through- the lattfir, the frame J)eing sus-

pended*from .the centre, l^t oij one side of the truck

pr funher*Hand swinging on the spindle. * Fig. tS is a

perspective view showing a truck of slightly^differedffc

j^ttern ill position upon the^ fixed wire rope-way.
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To admit of the loads being suspended directly

from the crying rope a form of truck or runner

having double wheels or rollers, with a space or clear-

ance between them, has been proposed. Through this

clearance the connections by means of which the rope

is suspended or supported will pass, the amount of the

clearance obtainable being of course dependent upon

the diameter of the rope.

Amongst the very numerous other trucks or

Fio. Ts. —Carrier Truck or Kunner. Perspective Vie\/

runhSrs that have been designed, one has grooved

wheels or pulleys mounted in a frame from which the

receptacle is carried by a hanger and rods, and on the

other ^ide of which is another pivoted rod whic])i takes

on to a stud on a se^cond rod, a third pivoted rod

taking on®tp^a stud on tl^e first rod. The office of

this
, latter rod is to* prevent the trufck qt runper

^cidentafly leaving the rope, and to admit, of its

passing the supports on the pojsts^^or standard^ fixed

iuclines being there proyiifed to knock the rods out pf
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the way at these points. Another has provision made

for preventing its being jerked from, or otherwise

getting off the canying rope, consisting of a saddle

framing fitted with two or more rotatably mounted

grooved wheels or pulleys intended to run upon the

fixed carrying rope, and one or more similarly grooved

wheels or pulleys mounted in a like manner, and

adapted to engage with the under side of the rope,

so as to prevent the possibility of any accident arising

through the above-mentioned cause. The frame of

this saddle is also forine<l fcnider-sliaped at oacli end in

order to remove any obstructions, such as branches,

from the carrying rope.

In practice additional safety arrang(unents for.

preventing the trucks or runners from leaving the

carrying rope are found to be unnecessary on lines

working under ordinary conditions.

A number of so-called safety suspension devices or

trucks have been likewise devised, the general idea in

all of them being to provide soMie form of clutch which

will act automatically to grip the rope-way should the

driving or hauling rope break.

In one form, upon the accidental breakage of the

hauling* rope, a bridle to which the latter is attUched

will fall and release detents, thereby allowing of

springs coming into aedion by which gripping^ rods,

jointed in a manner prac*tically similar to a parallel

ruler, are caused to grip the rope-way through luiks

and kvers. A pusher piece is forced by a *suitable

stop to shoot beneath a snug^ on the bridle, and pre-

vent ijs falling, and the cljitch from con^n^into action

afi the termination of the travel or journey.

Another type of carriage or truck, in addition a

safety clutch devi^je, has suitable mechanism*by means

of which the carrier receptacle can be lowered at one
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of tlie termini. This arrangement is intended especially

for hoisting and conveying coal and other materials

from mines, vessels, &c.

There are numerous other patterns of trucks or

runners which space does not admit of even briefly

describing here, but a few of which will be found

noticed and illustrated in the descriptions of instal-

lations that are given in succeeding chapters as

examples of lines that have been erected and are.

working in various parts of the world.

Friction Grips or Couplings.

To attach the carriers to the hauling rope some

kind of clip, coupling, or grip is re(juired, and if regu-

larity and uniformity of working is to be attained,

this device must be both simple in construction, cer-

tain in its action, and calculated to produce as little

wear of the rope as possible. Indeed it has been the

experience of most engineers, with regard to wire rope-

ways, that the slippfng of the clips, on the carrying

rope in the one system and on the hauling rope in the

other, is one of the chief causes of their deterioration.

. The couplings or grips in general use are either of

the friction or of the locking types.

Figs. 19 and 20 show in elevation and in vertical

section a form of grip or coupling of the first-mentioned

class, which consists, as will be seen from the illustra-

tion, of two smooth-faced discs, one firmly attached to

the (irossbar of the carrier frame or hanger,•and thd

other rotatably mounted upon a spindle, and capable of

acting as a^rrier or support for the drivingi oi; haul-

ing t*ope. The discs*are normally retained«apart*by a

spring, and to bring them together and grip^he rope

the spindle is provided with a ?^<aare scr^w tliread at
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ifa) outer end, upon which the correspondingly internally

^ew-threaded boss of a lever is adapted to engage, so

that when the latter is raised the loose disc will be

moved towards the fixed one, and the rope be tightly

clamped or gripped between their adjacent faces, the

lever being retained in its raised position by means of

a spring catch or trigger. This latter arrangement

admits of the grip or coupling being automatically

•thrown out of action by a stop or wiper encountering

Fias. 19 and 20.—Disc Friction Grip or Coupling. Elevation and
Vertical Section.

the lever ana eaxyeii, and the driving rope releasee?, on

approaching a station, when the carrier can be switched

off the carrying rope on to a siding, as has been

already described.

The*Bleichert grip or coupling is said to be sifitable

for gradients up to 1 in 6, and for loads weighing up
to 9 nwj), net An advaiftage of%o iifconsiderable

value, posd^ssed by this coupling, is the ease with which

it can be adapted to receive ropes of different dimen^

lions, and tq allow fen the wear of the rope.

,
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Where steeper gradients have to be surmounted,

such as those up to say 1 in 3, a friction grip or

30upling with corrugated jaws, one of which is rigid,

and the other movable to' and from the rope by means

of a lever and cam, should be used, or some other

more powerful form of grip than that fitted with

the smooth-faced discs, as above described and

illustrated.

. Two forms of clips, couplings, or grips have been

designed; which are constructed shortly as follows :

—

In the first a right and left handed screw-threaded

spindle is employed. The thread engaging in the

outer or first movable jaw is of a fast pitch, and,

when rotated, rapidly advances the jaw against the

rope and then becomes disconnected, after which the

closing of the jaws is completed by the fine thread,

which engages with, and acts upon the second movable

jaw. A casing is provided for excluding dirt, and a

lever is attached to the screw-threaded spindle which

can be acted on by fixed inclines or stops at the

stations so as to autcftnatically operate the coupling

or grip.

The second arrangement consists of a toggle me-

chanism for operating the jaws, and the grij) is held

closed by a pawl engaging a sector fixed on one of

the jaws, and is kept normally open by a spring

between the jaws.

Both of the above clips are provided with guide-

rollers intended to bear upon the hauling or driving

rope, and have their jaws fitted with liners to facilitate

repair when worn.

In a &rri! of coupling of grip designed by tbe.samc

inventor, whose disc* grip has been alre^y brieflj

djspribed and illustrated, an eccentric quadranjj is

1;»u^ to bear against the rope by a cam pperated bj
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an arm controlled, by suitable projections provided on

the line.

Another grip or clip invented by Koe and Bedlington

has the jaws so mounted that they will be closed by

a movement perpendicular to the direction of the cable

or rope, and will be then automatically tightened by

the pull of the latter. The above purpose is effected

by various arrangements, such as ball-jointed jaws

with eccentric faces, straight-faced jaws working on

eccentric bearings, one jaw jointed to a plain or

segmental toggle lover, and the other supported by

eccentric rollers, and by other dispositions of toggle

levers. Apparatus is also provided for entering the

cable or rope between the jaws, applying the initial

pressure, and locking the jaws.

It has been also proposed to use a rope clip or

grip in which the hanger is given a vertical movement

in the supporting trolley or saddle, which latter is

arranged to carry an upj)er gripping block, and to

actuate a lower gripping Wook pivoted on the trolley

through a link. A pulley running on a fixed
^
rail

raises the hanger above the ordinary carrying rope at

the termini, so as to free the grip from the driving or

hauling jopc.

Whatever the type of friction grip br coupling,

however, that may be employed, provided it effi-

cient in action, certain specific advantages will be de-

rived from its use. Amongst these the most important

are that, owing to the carriers being attachable to the

rope it any point, the wear of the rope is reYidered

more uniform throughout ife entire length
;

and,

furthermore, .as the carriers can '1)e, aS above rnon-

tibtied, aftached to the hauling or driving rope at any

point,••the carrying capacity of the line may be eaaify

increased* ©r decre&sed at pleasure, by simply placing
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the carriers closer together, or farther apart, in accord-

ance with whether the former or latter alteration be

desired.

This is, indeed, a far more desirable way of effect-

ing the above object than that of varying the travelling

speed of the hauling rope from that found to be the

most advantageous rate at which to work any particular

installation of jvire rope-way, and more particularly is

’this the case when the alteration entails an increase

of velocity.

As an example of the small amount of wear caused

to the rope by the use of disc friction grips or coup-

lings, it may be here mentioned that on the Fernie

wire rope-way at Giesen, where such grips or coup-

lings were in use, the hauling or driving rope supplied

when the line was erected in 1879 was stated to have

still been in good condition and in regular work in

1891.

Figs. 21 and 22 illustrate in plan and section a

friction coupling used by Ceretti and Tanfani on their

rope-ways. The hauling rope is gripped by two jaws

opened and closed by a screw and a toothed collar. A
counterweighted lever, turning through the third of a

ciivJe, operates the device. One of the jfiws is im-

movable, whilst the other has two successive move-

niAits in the same direction, the first, a quick motion,

being caused by the iiu^lined surface on a collar operat-

ing against another on the movable jaw, and the second,

a slow movement which effects the gradual gripping

of the hauling rope, being effected by the scre^ thread*

The tuirnigg of the couiiterweighted lever in the

ogposite direction aasisteS by the spiral sprilig* shown

in ftie illustrations causes the opening of tlie grijT. To

render the coujjing and uncoupling of the ^rip auto-

matic, angle irons formiflg incline*d planes are provided
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at tl)e terminals to act on the counterweighted lever.

This coupling is adapted for gradients up to 1 in 3.

Fioa 21 and 22. —Friction Grip or Coni^ing. (Ce«tti and Tanfani’s Syctem.)
Plan and Sectional Views.

Figs. 23, 24, and 25 show side elevation, cross
section, and* detail views of another coupling.ad^
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ing on the same principle, which has been sucoess-

ftllly employed by the above firm. In this case the

grip is produced by the weight of the carrier itself

acting on the jaws through a wedge having inclined

surfaces, and arranged to slide within the frame. A
roller mounting special rails at the termini, causes the

Figs. 23, 24, and 25.—Friction Grip or Coupling. (Ceretti and Tanfani’s

System.) Side Elevation, Cross Section, and Detail Views.

wedge piece to rise and release the jaws. Amongst the,

advanl^es claimed for this device are the following :

—

It is siisplg and inexpensive. The coupling and

uncoupling are automatic, and there is.a minimum of

^ocl. The amount of grip can be easily clianged by

varying^ the angle of the inclines on the wedgfe piece.

When the coupling is ‘closed ‘tlie gripping strain
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remains constant for the whole of the run, no matter-

what the gradient. Tlie device can be used to grip

ropes of different dimensions without any special

adjustment, thus admitting of hauling ropes of vary-

ing sizes being used on the same installation.

Knots or Carrier Collars for Locking Grips

or Couplings.

When a line of wire rope-way has gradients steeper

than 1 in 3, a lock grip or coupling of some efficient

G>oM.BKknpii on C p.

(OftOltUPlNAi'StCTlON ON A B. .

c

0

Figs. 26, 27, and 28.—Star Knot or Carrier Collar for Use with Locking

Grips or Couplings. Elevation, longitudinal and Cross Sections.

description must be employed. There are many
patterns of this type ot grip and of the necessary

knots, carrier collars, or swellings in the rop^ by

means of which the fastening is completed.
,

With respect to the latter, that known as the Star

knot is perhaps about the best. This device, which i.s

Illustrate in Figs. 26, 27, and 28 in elevation and in

longitudinal and cross sections,' consists of a spirally

grooved, cylinder having a diameter slightly larger

,^an that of the driving or hauling rope to whish it

is to be* fixed. Into these spiral grooves the strands

of the rope, iwbich hnjst be vsntwisted for the purpose.
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are iliserted in the manner shown in the illustrations,

so that the ribs of the cylinder will project to a

suflScient extent to afford a hold for the grip pawls, or

for the claws of the coupling.

To ensure additional security, a couple of yards

of the hemp core of the rope are besides removed, and

a steel wire strand is passed through the cylinder, and

fixed by wedges rr, y, as shown in the longitudinal

section, the steel wire strand being then put in place

of the hemp core that has been removed, and the rope

twisted up again, when

the knot and strand

will be found ca
2
)al)le of

resisting all the strains

to which they are likely

to be subjected whilst

in work.

A pattern of knot

or carrier collar, which

is also capable of with-

standing heavy strairife,

is illustrated in plan

and in longitudinal and

cro^ sections in Figs.

29, 30, 31, and 32. It

consists essentially of two pieces which are held to-

gether by joints, and bolts or pins, or by means of

ordinary hinge joints, and is of a cylindrical form

when closed. This construction enables the carrier

collar* to be attached at any part of the •endless*

rope afty a suitable •filling piece has been inserted

between th^ strands of the rope to form a^wplling.

Thfe* filling piece is made with radial projections,

!tfid with spiral grooves, corresponding to the*Mrands

of wire forminsf the rope# and is.tnrned o^ the outside^

*
Figs. 29, .W, 31, and 32.—Otto Knot or

Carrier Collar for Use with Locking

Crips or Couplings, Plan, Longi-

tudinal and Cross Sections.
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to exactly fit the recess in the outer cylindrical casing

of the carrier collar.

The attachment of the carrier collar to the hauling

rope is made by untwisting a sufficient length of the

rope and removing the hempen core or interior for

a length equal to the length of the filling piece, which

latter is then inserted. The two halves of the carrier

collar are then placed over the whole and secure4

together by means of the joints and the bolts or pins.

The radial projections of the filling piece bear against

the inner surface of the carrier collar and thus prevent

it from being displaced. To ensure greater security

and to prevent any movement of the filling piece in

the rope, white metal

or other suitable alloy

or composition may be

run into the clearance

spaces. Elastic rings

formed in halves may
be placed at the ends

of the filling piece to

cushion the force of any violent impact, and ensure

its being gently transmitted to the rope, thereby pre-

venting serious injury being caused to the latter By
the grippei* striking against any one of' the carrier

collars.

Figs. 33 and 34 show in longitudinal and cross

section a slightly different arrangement of the above-

described carrier collar. In this case the carrier

collar Is divided transversely to form two ’parts,

provided respectively with rrfale and fen^le screw

threads- and boles for theVeceptioif of a^bar or lever

by ineans^of which they can be rotated to admit of

their bfeing screwed together and thus firmly united.

.

A filling-pbce spiiaHy grodved to take* the jtranda

Figs, 33 and 34.—Modified Form of Otto

Knot or Carrier Collar, liongi-

tudinal and Croys Sections.
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is alfeo fitted inside the rope to form an even en-

largement or swelling which will be firmly gripped

between the two parts of the collar, when the latter

are screwed together. In this manner the carrier

collar can be secured to the rope without the aid of

any alloy, composition, or cement. When, however,

a very considerable amount of strain has to be sus-

tained by the collars owing to the work demanded of

them being of an exceptionally heavy nature, or from

other causes, such

alloy, composition, or

cement may be em-

ploj^ed as an addi-

tional safeguard as in

the^case yf the pre-

viously described

carrier collar.

Bleichert forms

the requisite knots or

swellings upon the

driving rope by tlie

use • of a drum or

thimble such as that

shown in Fig. 35
,

which is attacdied to

the- rope by a lining

of tin composition in the following manner :—A por-

tion of the rope is untwisted to a certain extent, and

after cutting away a certain amount of the hemp
centre* or core this portion of the rope is well •tinned.

The drunj or thimble fe then placed in position upon

the tinned part of the rojil^,* as shown i\i the drajving,

and*^ taper pin is driven through holes in •the drum

di* thimble, and through the rope, when, the ends

having been closed by means of th^ split packing rings

Fk;. .*1.').—Eleicliert Knot i>r (i\riier Collar

for Use with l/jcking Crips or Couplings.
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«hown, and the taper pin having been withdra^^
melted tin composition or alloy is poured through
the holes, and the space left by ih© withdrawal of

the pin, &c., is filled up.

Pawl Locking Grips or Coupling

An excellent and simple form of pawl grip or

coupling is shown in side elevation, plan, and vertical

Fkjs. 36, 37, and 38.—Pawl Locking Grip or Coupling, Elevation, fPlan,

and Vortical Section.

section in Figs. 3(5, 37, and 38. It will be seen frpm
the drawing that this grip consists essentially of two
corresponding and similarly niQjanted pawls, mov-
able, iiv a vertical plane; eand hairing a ftrked end
adapted <to engage on each side of the knoji^ the

amount of fall or drop, of which the pawls are capable^,

being limited by a stop, ajid the hajiling or dnving
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rope resting on a grooved roller located immedi^ly

below, And centrally between the pawls. Pins or

projections upon arms on these pawls (see the. plan

view and vertical section) engage with a guide rail

fixed at each of the stations, and serve to throw the

pawls out of gear, and disengage the hauling rope.

The apparatus is attached to a crosspiece of the

suspension frame, as shown in the illustrations, and

is equally suitable for right or left-handed wire rope-

ways.

Fiqb. 39, 40, and 41.—Arrangement for Automatically Connecting and

Disconnecting Pawl Grip, Plan, Side, and End Elevation.

This pawl grip admits not only the connecting of^

but also the disconnecting of, the hauling rope to be

performed automatically. The arrangement for this

purpose is shown in plan, side, and end elevation in

Figs. •89, 40, and 41, from which it will be smn that

releasing rails are employed, which rails are fixed at

the difierlnt^ stations. These rails raise both pawls

(whic^ fit over the rope like a fork) by coining into

iQpjitact with pins, or projections on them, and they are

arranged in a similar manner fof the arriving as foi
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the departing carriers. The rails are located on-one

side of the apparatus and coininence about a yard

before the j)oint at whi(ih the switch rail is inclined or

tapered toward the carrying rope, and they are placed

parallel to the switch rail. The height of the releasing

rail corres})onds with the position of the pawls when
out of gear with the hauling ]*o]:)e, . and they are

|)referably bent (lownwai*ds at either end to ensure

their getting under tlie above-mentioned pins, and

gradually lifting tlie pawls as one of the carriers

approaches. Tin’s releasing or disengaging action

hikes place only when the a])])roaehing earriei* has

arrived on the switch rail, by which moaiis the pushing

of the carrier on to the latter by hand is dispensed

with. It is, howevei*, necessaiy to push the departing

carriers off the switch rail on to the carrjdng rope,

but before the carrier apja-oaches the hauling rope,

the pawl will already have been lifted by the j*eleasing

rail, and this rope, which is in motion, can rest on the

roller which is free to revolve, and on pushing the

carrier runner or trolley furthei* on the carrying rope,

the pawls will drop. To more cei'taiiily ensure ‘^the

engagement of tlui i)awls with the hauling rope,

springs may in some cases be employed.

In o]5eratioii the carrier having been moved along

the switch rail to the carrying ro])e, and the ]^awls

having been thrown out of gear, as above desc;ribed,

so as to allow of the hauling rope being guided and

placed upon the grooved i-oller rotatably mounted on

the grip, the pins or projections are released from the

guide rails, and the pawls fijl into their ojierative

posi^ioys. An approaebiyg collar, ^knot, efr enlarge-

inent ontthe* hauling ro])e moves along the inclined

surfac(»s on the pawls, and after raising and passir^g

the fii’st pawl moves into t\^e space between the bolt
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and roller, and is gripped by the second one, any

further forward movement thereof being thereby

prevented. The first pawl then falls behind the

collar, and the carrier is moved forward and is hauled

to the following station, or the next releasing rail.

An alarm or signal bell is usuallj^ arranged to

sound on the approach of one of the knots, so that

the operator may pusii off and give a certain amount

df impetus to the carrier, and thus prevent an exces-

sive shock from occurring between the approaching knot

and the gidp. The uncoupling is effected by the pins

or projections engaging, as before mentioned, with a

guide rail, and I'aising the locldng pawls out of gear,

thus allowing the knot to escape, and releasing the

carrier, which moves off* the carrying rope by reason

of its momentum, a tongued rail being usually pro-

vided for switching it into a siding.

Loads of more than a ton can, it is said, be carried

with safety upon mountain linos up gradients as steep

as 1 in 1 by means of those automatic pawl locking

couplings or grips.

An arrangeincmt has also been used wherein the

hauling rope is held by the pressure resulting from

wedge pi (ices acting on iiuJined surfaces, which is

claimed to have given better results in the working

of the rope.

Claw Locking Grips or Couplings.

A claw locking grip designed by Bleichert is’' shown

in Fig. 42. ^
The dri^ng rope is supported upon a

grooved wheel or roller, and two forked btBts? em-

brace the knot or carrying collar on the Sriving or

fiiauling rope, one from each side, that on the siSe from

which the rope moves or%ayels* Being h(9i’mally held
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in jposition by a spring, but having an inclined face

presented to an approaching knot, so that it will be

lifted by the latter, and will then instantly drop, and

thus confine the knot or collar between it and the

second fork, which latter is fixed. These forked bolts

are attached to a casting or block which slides verti-

cally in guides in the framing, and is held in position

by a suitable spring bolt. A projecting inclined face,

placed before the intended stopping point of the

carrier, engages with the point of

a hook piece, slightly lifting it,

and thereby depressing the spring

bolt tlirough the medium of an

arm and another bolt (as shown

in the drawing); on further lifting

the hook the block carrying the

forked bolts will be raised, and

with it the two forks, so as to

release the knot or carrier. The
spring bolt/ which during this

time is between two projections,

may be disengaged by a piston,

or plunger, and the whole of

the sliding block or part* be

withdrawn vertically or again

lowered.

Figs. 43 and 44 show two sectional views of a

claw grip or coupling which is also said to be very

tidvantageous for use on steep gradients. To the

crossbar of each of the suspension frames or hangera

of the cj^rriers, a suitable* <?asting of frame ^is firmly

attached, in wliich a roller rotatably moimted japon.

a spindjb is designed to act as a guide and support fpBr

Ihe driving rope, when the lyicket or other receptacle

is Uncoupled. In this roller is a recess or chamber for

Fio. 42.—Claw Locking

Grip or Coupling.
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'Oil or other lubricant, which latter is retained in the

same by a screw plug, and passes on to the spindle as

required through a hole or oil-way; another screw

plug, by removing which the oil-way can be cleaned

out when necessary, is also provided. A spring which

engages with ratchet teeth upon the head of the first-

Figs. 43 and 44.—Claw Looking Grip or Coupling for Steop Gradients.

Longitudinaland Cross Seotion.

mentioned screw plug prevents it from shaJ£|^ loose

and leaving the receira. Above the roller is a croes-

hiead sup^oted upon spring, so that it may be moved
vert^Uy in guides formed on the frame, ^nd having

^p^ta^ed. to its lower side a forked gripper and^a

sleeve, which latter carries another gripper which ‘is

^Q^ntly ' pressed by meays of a spring against w
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inwardly projecting rim or flange at the lower elid of

the sleeve. An eccentric either attached to or form-

ing part of a spindle carried in suitable bearings in the

casting or frame above the crosshead, and having a

projecting exti'einity upon which is fixed an arm or

lever, is also jn-ovided, and a stop upon a cover, secured

to the (jasting or frame, which stop serves to limit the

movement of the arm or lever.

To couple or connect a tru(*.k to the hauling rope

(which is kept constantly in motion), the rope must

be first placed on the roller, and the crosshead lowered

by turning the eccentric by means of its lever, so that

the grippers will be caused to engage with the rope,

the spihigs being at the same time compressed.

Carrier collars or knots are fixed at suitable intervals

upon the hauling rope, and on one of th4se carrier

collars a})proaching the gripping apparatus it presses

against the inclined surface on the gripper carried by

the sleeve, tlms lifting and passing the latter, and

striking against the other or second grip})er. As soon

as the carrier collar has passed the fiivst gripper, the

latter will be forced down by its spring, and *the

coupling operation completed, the whole apparatus,

together with the suspension frame and carrier

attached* to it, travelling forward with the hauling

rope.

To stop the carrier at any desired point or part of

the line the grippers must be released, and this is

automatically effected, on arriving at the point at

which ithe stoppage is to take place, by means of a

fixed plate against which the ^sccentric lever strikes,

and by^which it is forced back »o'as*^to turn the

eccentric and ‘permit the springs to act and raise- the

crosshf^, and with it the grippers, suflSciently high

to allow the jdriving rope ^nd the carrier collar or
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knof to pass freely between the grippers and the

roller.

Carrier Receptacles or Vehicles.

The carrier receptacles, whether for goods or pas-

sengers, which are suspended from the trucks or

runners by means of frames or hangers, are of various

patterns.

Goods Carriers.

Those intended for materials and goods are of

course made in a large number of different forms and

b

Fig. 4.’).—Fixed Cylindrical

Jlooeptacle or Bucket with

•Hinged Opening Bottom.

Fig. 46.—Tilting or Tipping

Cylindrical Receptacle or

Bucket.

sizes, being usually, indeed, specially designed to meet

the requirements of the material or goods to be

transported, and of the particular installation. '•Under

these ciicjimstances it«would be obviously impossible

to do more ftian briefly describe a small selection of

carrier receptacles of the descriptions most•generally

employed.

Tp commence with carrier receptacles &r minerals,.
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which are the materials, perhaps, the most Jargely

transported on wire rope-ways. Figs, 45, 46, and 47

illustrate three forms of receptacles, skips, or buckets

employed for this purpose. Those shown in Figs. 45

Fics. 47.---Slieet*iron Tilting or Tipping Rectangular Receptacle or Budcet

and 46 ^re respectively a fixed cylindrical backet W)tb

l^ged opening bottom, and a tilting or tipping Cy^-

^ical ‘tucket, both of which type^ are, with eeiw^’

IttodifioJitioil^'of shaf)e and*size, very frequently
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ployed. Fig. 47 illustrates a sheet-iron tilting or

tipping rectangular bucket, fitted with special tipping

arrangements as shown in the drawling.

Fig. 48 shows a produce carrier receptacle, which
consists simply of an ordinary basket, the shape, tod
dimensions of which may of course be varied to a
considerable extent according to circumstances. This

.

receptacle is suitable for the transportation of farm and
gdrden produce, manure, coke, &c.

Figs. 49 and 50 illustrate two arrangements for

carrying sacks of flour, coal, &c. That shown in Fig.

49, which is made in the form of a cradle, and is

Fio. 48.

Produce Carrier

Receptacle.

o

Fia. 49.

Cradle Sack

Carrier.

Fin. 60.

Sling Sack Carrier.

adapted to support the sack in a vertical pgsition, is

a pattern employed to a large extent at coaling stations

for the purpose of supplying passing steamers with

fuel, in which cases it is usual to sell the coal by the

sack as a ready method of estimating the quantity

supplied. The carrier arrangement shown in Fi^. 50 is

one of the ordinary sling type.

Fig. 54 sjiows a carrier receptacle intended for the

conveyance of textile goods, and is a sample^oT a* type

ijiuch used on aerial or .wire rope-way installations

erected at. textile factories in the Manchester ^district

and elsewhere. The closed box-sliapei receptacle
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illustrated admits of this class of goods being carried

from place to place without any danger of their being

injured by exposure to the weather.

Fig. 52 and Figs. 53 and 54 show two arrange-

Figs. 53 and 54.

(iunpowder Cask Carrier.

ments commonly used for carrying casks. That shown

in Fig. 52 is the form of sling usually employed for

casks containing cement, petroleum, wine, beer, &c.

That shown in side and end elevation in Figs. 53 and

Fig. 51. Fin. 62.

Textile (ioods Carrier Sling Cask Carrier.

Receptacle.

Fig. 66.—Timber Fig. 67.—Platform
or Bale Carrier. Carrier.

*

14 is*th6 type of carrier employed •lat thb gunpowder

nagazine^ belonging to the British Government, wtere

;hey are used for transporting gunpowder casks oft

b wire rope-way ftqjtn the«magazine to the examin-
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ing house, which is usually situated at a distance of

about a quarter of a mile from the former. These

Flu 58.—Sling Wood Cari itir. Fia. 59.—Carrier for I’r.iris.

porting Cannon.

casl; carriers arc cither made of guii-metiil or of

yalvaniscff iron.

Figs. (50 and (51. -Sugar ('aiuj Carrier.

Fig. 55 is a liquid carrier. Fig. 56 is a carrier for

either timber or bales. Fig. 57 is a platform carrier.

Fig. 58 is a sling wood carrier.

Fig. *59 is a carrier intended for

transporting cannon. Figs. 60

and 61 show in side and front

elevation a device for carrying

sugar*canc. The' cane stalks are

placed, depicted ifl the front

elevation, m a double • liook,

forifltng a species of cradle, the

?«Cpacity of which will of course

vary according to circumstances,
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the 1(^8 ranging from 1 to 4 cwt . The cradles
usually so constructed as to discharge their load upon
the striking of a catch. ^

Sometimes the space between the arms of the
hooks IS filled up with wire netting so as to preventany short lengths of cane from falling through. Fig.

IS a sugar-bag carrier of the type commonly used
in usines and sugar refineries.

F<-. ea-Pu^enger Carrier for Running-Ropo System.

PassengeV Carriers.

pussengers, cmJ.tmcted bxBuIh™,f 4 Co. Ltd, which
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^xaiBpled of those commonly employed, on wire ro|pe-‘

waysy Fig. 63 is a light passenger carrier for the
running-rope system, capable of transporting two,
persons seated face to face as shown in the illustration.

Fio. 64.—Paasengei^arrier for Fixed-Rope System.

Mg. 64 is a carrier for passengers, capable^ of
accommodating ten persons, intended for use rf?n the
fixed-rope system.
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Motive Power.

The motive power for use in connection with wire

rope-ways may be derived in some cases, wlicre the

working conditions permit of this arrangement being

used, from the force of gravity developed by the

descending loaded carriers. In other instances water,

steam, animal, or other power may be employed, and,

in the case of lines on the fixed carrying- roj)e system

more especially, electricity njay in some cases be

advantageously utilised as a motive powei’, what is

known as telphei*age being the most preferable

arrangement to adopt.

The most suitable type of motive power and the

best method of a])plying the ])()wer to drive tbedine

are naturally to a great extent governed by the s})ecial

features of ea(^h jKirticular installation. Some plans

of di’iving that liavc^ been used will bo found briefly

described in the ac^counts given in subsequent (tlia[)ters

of the various typical installations that have bcicii

erected at diffei*ent parts of thb world, and a des(Tij)-

tion of the telpher system will be found in the next

chapter.

One arrangemeilt for driving endless wdre ropes

that was patented a considerable numl)er of years ago,

consists in an arrangement of two pulleys loosely

mounted on the driving shaft and driven by bevel or

mitre gearing. Two independent pulleys are also

mounted on another shaft, and a pulley on a tension

carriage. The wire rope is wound round the driving

pulleys and the independent guide pulleys ajternatc)ly,

aftei; ^^dlich it passes round the pfllley oSi the tension

carriage And to line.

In«a special form of grooved driving drum, around

which the .r^pe of pable ie wound, the grooves are
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formed in independently rotatable rings, which latter

are preferably made of wrought iron or steel The

iBrst ring is fixed to the flange of the drum by bolts,*

and the others are kept in place by a movable flange

or plate boltedf to the rim of the drum. In another

modified arrangement of the above, one or more

grooves are fixed, whilst the other grooves, and all

the grooves on the loovse pulley, are carricjd in rings

Capable of rotating on the drum independently of the

shaft.

Fio. 65.—Arrangement for Driving Wire-Rope Tramway,

Bleichert System.

Eig. 65 illustrates a method of driving devised by

Bleichert. Loosely mounted upon the same shaft as

the driving wheel or pulley is a second or other

wheel or pulley of the same diameter, round which,

and a horizontally mounted wheel or pulley, the

endless driving, running, or hauling rope is passed.

This horizontal wheel or pulley is so mounted, as will

be seen fr«wn the illustration, as to be capable of sliding

between guiSes, and a wdght attached thrtmgh a

ehaidHo this wheel maintains the rojje taut. *A wiftd-

Id^s is also connected to the chain as shown, ’which

lulmits of the cable or rop6 being iSlackeued. and like-
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wise prevents the fall of the above-mentioned weight

in the event of the rope breaking.

The cheapest method of working an aerial or

wire rope-way is of course the force of gravity, which

plan can bo adopted on the endless-rope system or on

the double fixed carrying-rope system where the

gi’adients admit of the loaded (iarriers being I'un down
from the upj)er to the lower terminal of the lino, whilst

at the same time the empty carriers, or the latter

loaded to a lesser degree witli such n^aterials or stores

as may be required at the upper terminal, are hauled

up. Such lines can be woT‘ked automatically where

the gradients do not exceed 1 in 10. Power has

occasionally to be ajqdied to a line of this descrijHion

where the inclines are very stciop in order to regulate

the speed with which the loaded carriers travel down
tlie line by gravity. In ordinary cases, however, in

which the inclines are severe miough to call for control,

but are not excessive, the speed of the descending

carriers can be sufficiently governed by means of auto-

matic brakes.

Attempts have been made to design lines upon

which the loaded or empty carriei's can be run in both

directions by the force of gravity. The limited capa-

bilities and consequent few possible ' advantageous

applications of any such arrangement are, however,

very obvious.

The following is a brief description of a line of this

kind. At (iach end or terminal a strong standard or
^ suppcFrt is erected, to which is centrally })ivoted a lever

P^^'”ovided with wheels or pulleys around which a con-

. "ou3. or endless wire r6pe is passed. ^ This rope is

attached at one place to one of the ^cvers,

, . lower stretch of rope is provided with tightevi-
w ic the

. ^ carrier 48 suspended fi-om a pulley
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or grooved wheel running upon the upper stretch of

rope. This arrangement enables one of the levers to

be raised into a vertical position whilst the other is in

a horizontal position, so that the wire rope-way will

become inclined to the latter end, and the carrier run

to it from tlie former end by gravity. The position

of the levers may tlien be reversed by means of suit-

able gearing operated by hand or power, and tlie wire

rQj)e-way bocjoming oppositely iiuJined, the earlier will

again return under the action of gravity to the start-

ing point, and so on ad infnifum. Ifor ciarrying goods,

auxiliary line attachments passing over rollers at the

stations may be provided, and a vehieJe for workmen,

it is claimed, might also be hauled by another driving

rope over the lower stretch of rope-way.

Another arrangement foi* attaining the end in

question, and tliat most commonly employed, is to

secure th(^ rope oi* cable at one or both extremities to

a I'uiming block, frame, crosshead, traveller, or carriage,

capable of being moved vertically on the post or

support, by means of a hand-powei* windlass or crab,

steam winch, steam or hydraulic cylinder, &c.

The necessaiy difterijnce in the elevation of the

rjpe or cable forming the line or track is also frequently

eflected by means of ordinary derricks.

Next in point of economy to gravity comes water

power
;

it is comparatively seldom, however, that

the location of the line is such as to admit of its use.

Wherever this is possible, it can be invariably

employed with great success.

A son;^what curious form of motive power, which

it has been pfoposed to utilisb, is the ascensive^p^^wer

of a balloon. A truck or runner with groovdd wheels

te^ engage with both the top and bottom of thecarry-

ing rope is to be used, and to a lint on the, upper side
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of this truck the balloon is to be secured whilst the

carrier is to be suspended from its under side. On
rising ground the carrier would, it is averred by the

projector, be hauled up the incline by the balloon,

which would have a tendency to ascend. On level

ground he states that by leaving the rope slack, so

that the balloon might rise, it would in so doing haul

the caT-rioT* along the rope, after which it would have

to be drawn down, and a fresh start made.

The balloon would evidently have to be transferred"

to another carrier, as also the load, at the termination

of each section of rope, and the use of the balloon in

high or contrary winds would be a matter of great

difficulty, if not totally impossible, an obstacle which

would be sufficient in itself, without mention of the

numerous otlier objections, to render the plan imprac-

ticable.

The use of electricity for driving affords in many

cases some fui-ther advantages of importance over

other applications of motive power.

An obvious advantage possessed by electrically

driven installations generally, especially in the ease of

those of any considerable length, is the dispensation

of the running or travelling hauling rope, only the

fixed carrying rope or ropes being required.

Unfortunately, however, wire rope-ways are as a

rule unavoidably subjected to a good deal of hard

usage, a course of treatment which the delicate and

complicjated arrangements of electrical devices are but

ill aefcapted to withstand, and consequently when in

the hands of rough and unskilled attendants, the

instjillations, although ibore or ^ess pefrfect theoreti-

caily, ai^3 liable to go wrong, and to give trouble.

Electrically driven wire rope-ways are therefore onJy

advantageously applicable •in certain special cases in
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whict the site is comparatively level or at any rate no

very steep gradients have to be negotiated, and where

due care in working can be exercised, skilled labour

being readily available for keeping the installations in

proper working order. The subject of electrically

driven wire rope-ways is, however, one which requires

a separate chapter.
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Electrically Driven Wire Rope-Ways: TKLPHEUAfiE—

O

rigin

AND Advantages ok Telpherage Original System op

Telpherage—Improved System of Telpherage.

Telpherage.

Trlpiieracje, wliich is the method of applying

electricity, to which it is purposed solely to contino

tliis chapter, has many specific advantages over other

electrical systems whicli will be detailed Iqter on, not

the least of which being that a very effective and per-

fectly automatic block system is provided, the passing

carrier forming its own electrical connections, and no

carrier being able to get within a certain predeter-

mined distance of that in front of it.

Origin and Advantages of Telpherage.

To Professor Fleeniing Jenkin, who died in 1885,

is due t^io credit of botli inventing and bringing to a

considerable degi^ee of perfection an ingenious system,

applicable for electrically driving the carriers or

vehicles on aerial ways, to which he gave the name

of telpherage, a term which is derived from two Greek

words ineuniiig far carrying. A tel])lier is an electric

truck or car employed for the automatic transhiission

of the carriers or vehicles by*blectricity^ tora distance

indop^dently of any ^'ontrol exercised from the

carriers or vehicles themselves. Professors* ’’John

Perry' and W. E. Ayrton have also devoted consider-

able time ffd the ^ievelopihent of telpherage, and the
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former has clearly demonstrated the great possibilities

of the system in its own particular field.

Telpher trucks can be riin either on aerial wire

rope-ways or on rigid rails, the latter being either

arranged as elevated lines or on the ground, the aerial

system being tlio only application that will be dealt

with in this book.

The special advantages inberent to the telpher

system of driving arci as follows :—The (!ondu(jtor

being insulated and only coimectod with the rubbed
wire rope-way when a train or carriage is in the

vicinity, the section of the line behind tlie train will

consequently be incapable of leakage, owing to its

not being connected with the dynamo machine, and
only- the particular section which the train happens

to bo connected with will be (capable of leakage.

AnotlKu* impoi'tant advantage due to this system of

insulation is that, as has been already mentioned, it

ensures an absolute block system, for say, if, by way
of example, a line were supposed to be divided into

thi'ee sections, and & train or carriage be on the

se(M)nd one, no electricity would bo given to the first

section at all, the current being cut off by the first

train on the second section, and a second train on the

first section being by a siinjde electri(;al device pre-

vented from getting any electricity until the first

train should have left the second section, and in like

manner the second train being pi'evented from get-

ting any electricity on the second section until the

first train should have left the third sec.tion,* and so*

on, a s^tion being thus always interposed between

each of the^trains, and the 'following train Uoiqg pre-

vented from approaching within a specific^istan^e of

"the first or leading train.

This action takes place automatically, and no driver
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is required to the separate trains, which are forced to

.

retain a certain order, and the stoppage of one train

will automatically arrest all the following trains at a

certain distance from each other, by both removing,

the source of motive power therefrom, and also by

applying very powerful brakes.

Curves can be negotiated as easily as on a surface,

line, thus admitting of the direction of the line being

altered as often as desired in order to avoid excessive

gradients, or for other reasons. This latter is a

distinct advantage possessed by telpherage over other

systems of aerial lines in which an alteration in

direction necessitates the provision of an angle station.

Original System of Telpherage.

Many hundreds of patents in this country and

abroad have been taken out for improvements in

telpherage. Briefly, the system as first, successfully

introduced was as follows :—Wheels wore arranged to

run along a strained wire rope or cable through which

passed a current of electricity, knd which formed the

way or road of transport, the loads or carriers being

hung below suspended from the axles of the wheels,

and the rope or cable being supported at suitable

intervals ‘bn posts or standards. A uniform current

of electricity was supplied to the rope or cable

from a station, so that the electro-motors upon the

trains should be electrically connected in series through

the conductor. In one arrangement a break in the

electrical continuity of the rope or cable was ‘made

at each post or standard, aitd the sections were

insulajied from each oth^in and frdb thb earth, but

the • sectioiis were electrically coupled together* by

movable coupling pieces. Including the electro-motor

and attache^* •vehicli^^ the length of a train extended
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to about that of a section of the wire rope-way. By
arranging a coupling piece to be thrown out of action

by a passing train, the electric current could bo caused

to flow, by a conductor on the train, through the

electro-motor by which the train was driven. The

power generated being calculated so as to be more-

than sufficient to maintain the maximum speed required,

the latter could be regulated, through a balanced

centrifugal governor driven off one of the motor

shafts, this governor being provided with a slider

which was capable of engaging springs so that the

electro-motor should be cut out wlien a certain pre-

determined rate of speed had been attained, whilst

at a still more accelerated velocity a brake would be

applied.
^

To prevent excessive sparking, a device consisting

of a double spring was used, one member of which

was arranged to form contact with one terminal,

before contact with the other one should be broken.

The same object, however, could also be attained by

throwing in excessive resistances.

In order to prevent a following train from

approaching too close to a preceding one, an electro-

magnet was mounted on the top of each post or

support, which electro-magnet had a lever armature,

and a reaction spring to act as a circuit closer. The

wire which excited the electro-magnet came from the

contact made by the before-mentioned switch lever

that had been pushed aside, or the coupligg piece that

had been thrown out of action by the passing'of the

electro-u^tor, and belonging to the preceding in-

sulator. At such time asS^tlie armature remained in‘

conto3t with the core of the electro-magnef, the pre-

ceding section of the wire rope-way would^.be in

electrical communication with thatf in uce* This con
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iiection would be maintained between the sedtions

for a certain distance behind the train, quite inde-

pendently, it might be, of the movable coupling

pieces, and the break in the electrical circuit between
the sections, which was absolutely necessary in order

to convey electric power to a following train, would
consequently not bo in existence.

Another arrangon lent sometimes (iinployed in place

of the above consisted of two conductors ])laccd side

by side and divided into sections, so that the break in

one would be at the middle of the other. At suc^h

time as no train was passing, the current crossed

backwards and forwa!*ds between the conductors by

movable (H)upling pie(*es. A. ])assing train, however,

established connection through its electro-motor by
moving each switch lever in succession, and im-

mediately before ea(*h switcdi broke the cross con-

nection, it made contact with a supplementary wire

whi(di worked the cle(*tro-niagnet of the svvitcli last

opened ba(^k into its normal position, and for an

instant (‘ut out the electro-motor
;

the line circuit

being never broken, no sparking (;ould take place.

The same electro-magnets might be arjanged to

form a ^blocking system, but a su])plementary
.
wire

and electj’O-magnet were preferably employed for this

purpose.

Improved Systems of Telpherage.

The system was subsequently improved by Professor

Jenkift, more particularly as regards the driving

mechanism, and that for regulating the^„ speed of

moYipu,*that is to say, f<5i» securing a colistant rate of

motioiji, ^nd a definite minimum interval.

To-'^gulate automatic electrical transport it, is

desirable, ^n** the di;:st place, to adjust the speed of
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each* vehi(;le or train to a given rate, so that the line

may be filled with vehicles all running as nearly as

may be at one rate, but inasmuch as it would be

obviously impossible to make this adjustment of

speed absolutely perfect, and since accidental delays

or stoppages may occur, it is necessary to check any
vehicle or train which may approacdi too near the

preceding train. The minimum distance behind the

preceding train at which the check would be applied

will in the following description be spoken of as the

minimum interval.

As regards the means for securing a definite niiiii-

muni interval. In effecting the transpoi*t of goods or

passengers along ropes by the aid of electricity, it is

desirable ^to regulate automatically the distance be-

tween successive trains or sir^gle vehicles, and this

distance may frequently be much smaller than would

be allowable in the case of trains oi* vehicles driven

by steam.

A number of methods have been proposed by
which the minijmun distance would be determined by

automatic*, blocking, some form of key or electrical

switch being reejuiT’ed to be fixed at frequent intervals

along the line, the mechanism of these electrical

switches or keys being worked partly by flio direct

mechanical action of a passing train and partly by

electrical devices. The following are methods for

determining a minimum space interval between trains

or single vehicles which require no sjiecial keys,

switches, or other moving parts fixed on the Ihie, and*

are esp<^ially advantageous in cases Avhere the in-

terval between the trains •dr vehicles is to i\e^small,

inasmuch as they avoid the multiplication of • the

delicate and complex pieces of apparatus rci][uiring

frequent inspection.
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These improvements are applied to the series

system, which has been previously mentioned, in

which system a single main conductor broken up into

sections of equal length is used, and the train is of

the same length or nearly so, as each section.

The desired block or minimum interval is secured,

in this system, by fixing a series of detached insulated

wires or other conductors, called block wires, along-

side the main conductor. In the simplest arrange-

ment these wires are each of the same lenirth as the

sections into which the main conductor is divided,

and they begin and end at the breaks in the main
conducitor. A rubber is provided at each end of the

train placing each block wire temporarily in connec-

tion with that part of the main conductor which is

alongside it. The connection at the leading end of

the train will be hereinafter designated the leading

cross connection, and the connection at the trailing end

of the train the trailing cross connection. The trailing

cross connection is a simple wire or other conductor.

The leading cross connection includes the coil of an

electro-magnet the armature of which is held down
when a current passes, and is released when no

current flows, and the movement of the armature when
a current passes is made to arrest the train. This

electro-magnet will be called the block electro-

magnet. This could be effected in various well-known

ways ; for instance, mechanically, by allowing a break

to act
;
or electrically, as by cutting out the electro-

motor dn the train, or by short circuiting this electro-

motor. These or any other deshable electrical or ,

mech£|,nioal actions coul(f®be produced 'directly, or,

they could be produced.^ indirectly by the help of a

relay. .<So long as only Dne train be on a giverf

section the Jblock dlectro-magnet remained inppera-
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tive,*but if the leading end of a train were to enter

on a section still occupied by the trailing end of a
preceding train, a derived current would flow through
the trailing cross connection of the preceding train,

the block wire, and the leading cross connection of

the following train, the electro-magnet of the follow-

ing train then acting to arrest that train until the

preceding train had cleared the block wire, and the

following train would then be driven as before. This

method of blocking is clearly shown in the diagram.

Fig. G6, wherein the numerals 1, 2, 3, 4, indicate

sections of the main conductor to be connected and
disconnected by switches

; a\ a®, a*, the block wires

each of the same length as the sections into which

Fig. 06.—lilocking Arrangement for a Telpher Line on the

Series System.

the main conductor is* divided; a and b two trains
;
l

and the loading cross connections
;
and t and the

trailing cross connections. The train b is blocked

by the action of a derived current flowing through

a^, and t. .

*

This simple fonn is especially applicable to telpher-

age where the line is intended to convey light vehicles

following each other in rapid succession. The block

wires will check any train which tends to gain on
those which precede, but, if by accident a train were*

to stop s% that its trailing wheel had only just entered

upon a new section, the following train migh^nm into

it, ftJr the second train experiences no chef^k until it

Snters on the section which is occupied by the«trailing

wheel of the preceding train. Ii# order, therefore, to
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prevent this, and to make the block act with a

minimum interval equal to that of one section of the

main conductor, each block wire is extended or pro-

longed behind the section it is intended to protect,

gind is made twice the length of one section of the

main conductor. To facilitate description the half of

each block wii*e at which the train tirst arrives will be

called the second half of the block wii'e, the other

half of the wire the first half.

The leading cross connection rubber puts the main

conductor into connection with the second half of

one blo(‘h wire. The rubber of the trailing cross

connecjtion puts the next section of the main con-

ductor into connection with the second half of the

next block wire, and also with the first half of a third

block wire.

The leading cross connection comprises the block

electro-magnet, and when a following train overtakes

a preceding one, so far as to enter on the section next

to that occupied by the trailing wheel of the preceding

one, a derived current flows fn^n the main conductor

through the leading cross connection of the second

train, a block wire, and the trailing cross connecition

of the first train, back to the main conductor. This

current Would continue to flow if the second train be

forced forward into the sairm section of the main

conductor as is occupied by the trailing wheel of the

first train, but the block wire employed will have

changed.

In Uie arrangement shown in the diagram, Fig. 67,

the block is made to act with a minimum interval

equal to^the length of one section of the main con-

ductor. j^s ift the first diagram, 1, 2, 3, 4 repre^sent

sections^ of the main conductor, a\ a?, a^ a®, blogh

wires twice the length of one .section of the main
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conductor, and arranged by crossing, as shown in the

diagram, to make the connections with the leading

and trailing cross connections l and T. The train b is

in this case blocked by a derived current through T,

and lA

This device may be likewise employed to make the

minimum interval twice, three times, or n times, the

Fkj. (57. —Blocking Arrangonient for a Telpher Line with Minimum

Interval e(jiial to one Seetion of the Main Concliietor.

length of each section oftlie main conductor, for which

purpose three, four, or n + 1 block wires will be required

respetitively.

Should a polarised electro-magnet be used as the

block electro-magnet, the trailing cross connection

may be that which connects the conductor with only

one block wire, while ijie loading (toss connection with

the polarised electro-magnet must then be in connec-

Fin. (iS. -Blocking Arrangement for a Telpher Line with Inverted

Block Wires and Cross (Donnoctions.

tion with n bloc^k wires. Thus, in the diagram Fig. 68

an inversion of the block wires and cross connections is

shown, wjjich is an obvious equivalent for the arrange-

ment last eifplained. The-Foop iir the
^

leadings cross

connection in this and some of the following* diagrams

i^prescnts the block electro-magnet which would re-

quire to be polarised, that is to,f#iy, only to cut out
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bhe motor when the current runs in one direction,

otherwise in the position shown in Fig. 68 both the

trains would be stopped.

Analogous cross connections, rubbers, and block

wires are used when the general system of transport is

Dn the parallel arc system, in which there are two main

conductors maintained at different potentials, and suc-

cessive trains or vehicles are driven by electro-motors,

each of wliich establishes a connection between what

may be termed the positive and negative main con-

ductors, the wires of the successive electro-motors

being cdnsequently all in parallel are between the

main conductors.

To apply the arrangement in its simplest form to

the parallel arc system, the block wires must be a

series of equal insulated conductoi s, which may be of

any length, and each block wire overlaps that which

follows and that which precedes it to the extent of

half their length. The half of each block wire which

precedes the other looking in the direction in which

trains pass, will be designated* as the first half, the

other portion as the second half.

. The trains or vehicles which require to be protected

have each two rubbers insulated one from the other

and placbd opposite each other at the same place in

the train or vehicle. One rubber is always connected

with the positive main conductor and the other with

the negative main conductor, the one called the lead-

ing rubber, although it does not precede the other,

putting one main conductor in connection with the

second half of a block wire a^ngside the main con-

ductorj ^the other rubber,, called the trailing rubber,

putting the other main conductor in connection^with

the firftt half of a block wire alongside the main coH'-

ductor. The^e tw(j connections are called the leading
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and Iraillng cross connoctioiis, and the leading cross

connection includes a block electro-magnet which acts

in a manner analogous to that required for the series

system. When the leading rubber of one train enters

on the second half of a block wire, the first half of

which is connected with the trailing rubber of a pre-

ceding train, the block electro-magnet will arrest the

following train, for a cun’ent will then flow from one

, main conductor to the other, from the trailing rubber

of the preceding train, through the block wire and the

leading rubber of the following train, and when the

preceding train leaves the block wire the following

train will be freed.

An application of block wires to the ordinary

(19.—Blocking Arrangement for a Telplier Line on the

]*ai|f,llcl Arc System.

parallel aj*c systeiri is shown in the diagram Fig. 69.

X* and N hen^ indicate two continuous conductors, the

motor whi(di propels the train being driven by a

current passing from i* to n by jneans of rubbers which

connect the motor with these rails or jiiains con-

ductors. A and B represent two trains supposed to be

driven in this way in the direction shown by the

arrow. a^ indicate block wires which are^

arranged as shown, and the length of which* is not

determifimte,^ but which block wires are habitually

equal to one another, thfe first part, of oner- being

necd&sarily equal to the second part of that which

precedes it. t, t\ and l, indicate the trailing and

leading cross connections, and it lis obvii^us that the
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train b will be blocked by a current flowing through T,

a*, and h\ It is usually necessary in each block wire

to insert some piece of material such as carbon to

prevent the passage of an excessive current.

When this simple method is applied to telpherage,

however, it does not form a perfect guard to the pre-

ceding train, for if the following train were to over-

shoot one-half of a block wire the block would be

removed and a collision might occur. Thus in thee

diagram under consideration it will be seen that

should the train «, notwithstanding the block, move

on until leaves and touches the block will be

removed; the block is therefore in this plan only

operative for one-half of the block wire.

The above defect might be practically o.bviated by

making the block wires so long as to render this over-

running highly improbable, or the block could be

rendered more efficient by increasing the numl)er of

the block wires. For example, if there be three over-

lapping block wires instead of two, each block wire

will then consist of three parts,* which may be denomi-

nated the first, second, and third part respectively.

The leading cross connection will then join one main

conductor, through a bk)ck electro-magnet, to the third

part of each successive block wire, and the trailing

rubber of the train will join the other main conductor

to the first part of one block wire, and the second part

of the next. A following train will then be blocked

by a preceding one, so long as the second train is

passing over two-thirds of the length of a block wire,

and will only be released wh#n within ono-third of

that length. An arrangement in which a third block

wire is u^d is shown in the diagram Fig. 70 .

When four overlapping block wires are used th%

block electro*magiiet will act for a distance eq[ual to
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ihred-quarters of each block wire, and, by increasing

;he number of the block wires, the fraction of the

ength during which the block will operate can be

ncreased at will. A simple method of carrying out

ihis arrangement consists in placing the block wires

)bliquely between the two parallel main conductors,

ind letting the. trailing rubber be broad enough to

nake contact with all but one.

Both in the case of the parallel arc and series

systems, the block will be quite independent of the

iirection in which the preceding train may have been

[noving, but if the preceding train has been moving

back upon the following train, although it will stop

iny following train, it will not itself be stopped. In

Flc. 70.—Blocking Arrangement for a Telpher Lino M’ith a Third

Overltyppiiig Block AVire.

telpherage, however, this backing is practically never

required, and, moreover, a backing train can be auto-

matically prevented from running into or colliding with

a following one, by arranging the mechanism so that

when dny train runs backwards, a block electro-

naagnet will be automatically inserted in what is

properly the trailing cross connection.

A method of effecting this automatic insertion is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 71, and consists in

having tV^o drictionall^ geared wheels, a, b, lightly

press^ together, a being driven by the. movSiit&nt of

the train so that its motion will be reversed when the

train backs, and b having a contact piece by^hich

tile block electro-magnet will be* cut odt,* or put in.
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The friction will lift this contact piece during forward

motion, but will depress it should the inoveinent of the

train be reversed.

To work the parallel arc system with a single rope

for up trains, and a single ro23e for down trains, the

single conductor which forms the circuit must be

crossed alternately from the up to the down line, so

o

71. —Arrangement of Bltxik Klectro-Magnot for Preventing Train

from Backing into a l^'ollowing One.

that when the conductor charged positively is on the

up side, the conductor charged negatively will be on

the down side, and vive versa. The up and down lines

are divided into sections of equal length, as in the

series system, and the train should be of the length of

one section or nearly so, the leading end of the train

being, say, on a positive section and the trailing end

Fici. 72.—Arrangement of Conductors for Admitting of a Line on the

Parallel Arc System being Worked with a Single Rope.

on a negative section. Fig. 72 illustrates diagram-

matically a special arrangement of conductors by

which the parallel arc systen# may be Y^^rked with a

single^rbpe for up trains, and a single rope for down

trains, n, p are two continuous conductors insulated

from dhe another, and maintained at different poten-

tiaKjby a djfnamo^ as in the arrangements shown in
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Figs: G9 and 70. These, conductors are divided into

equal lengths, as indicated at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, 6, 7, 8,^

so supported that 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., will form a single road

along which a train having a row of single wheels can

run, and 5, 6, 7, 8, &c., will form a second similar road.

The electrical cross connections, 1 , 7, 3, 5, which cause

N to be a continuous conductor, and 8, 2, 6, 4, which

cause V to be a continuous conductor, are shown by

dotted lines. These conductors or ropes are supported

by brackets and insulators on each side of porls placed

at c\ c\ c\ &c.

From the above it will be clearly seen that if trains,

similar to those first described in the case of the series

system, are placed on these roads or ways, they will

Eicj. 73.—Modified Arrangement of Block Wires for Lino with Alternate

Positive and Negatfvo Sections.

be driven by the currents flowing through the rubbers

and irj<)ve from one section to the next, as from 4 to 3,

or from 6 to 7, one rope being used as an up line, and

ihe other as a down line. A piece of solid insulated

material to carry the weight of the wheels is usually

placed at the gaps, so that the wheels in passing shall

not short circuit the conductors, or the same danger

may be provided against by insulating the wheels, and

lifting the rubbers by a cam at the moment of passing

the gaps. This plan of driving combines the advan-

tage derived from the* use of the single rope with the

advantage resulting from tRe absence of alt switches

or keys.

• Fig. 73 is a diagram showing another mothod ol

applying the block wiies to thRs arrajigement ol
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driving, where only one line, with the sections alter-

nately positive and negative, is used. The action by

which the train b will be blocked in this example will

be obvious from previous descriptions.

In the plan shown in the diagram, Fig. 74,* the

train a will block the train b when the leading wheels

of B reach a section already occupied by the trailing

wheels of a. In this arrangement the leading and

trailing cross connections are both placed at the
^

beginning of the train, but the current through t does

not pass through l.

The two latter arrangements may be combined^

and may be reduplicated so as to protect sections

situated further back.

—

1

1
—

j 1 #

L, —
Fia. 74.—Blocking Arrangement with the Leading and Trailing Cross

Confiections placed at beginning of the Train.

I

By the term block electro-magnet is meant any

contrivance set in action by the passage ofan electrical

current, and having for its object the checking or

arresting **of the electro-motor with its train or single

vehicle. The simplest method of checking the train

is by cutting out the motor on the parallel arc system,

and by short circuiting it on the series system, or in

the latter system the motor may be cut out and the

circuit joined up without short circuiting the motor,

as shown in the diagrams, an^ the curreni may be

employed to start a subsidiary electro-motor which

puts on a*bra£e which is. released when the blocking

erferenttfseases, the block being put in action by meanS

of block wi(;es and^lyailing and leading connections,
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and fio switches, keys, or electro-magnets being used
on the permanent way.

In cases where the carriers or vehicles are arranged
for the conveyance of persons, the system of blocking
allows the guard to see when he is overtaking another
train or is being overtaken by it. This he can do by
observing whether a current as flowing through either

cross connection. The guard can also test the action

of his own mechanism by temporarily completing a
circuit through leading and trailing rubbers and block

Flos. 75, 76, and 77.—Method of Mounting Block Wires in Line on

Telpher System. Side, End, and Plan Views.

wires. For instance in Fig. 69 if, by a supplementary

insulated metal rubber, the guard joins a and his

train should instantly be checked by a current passing

through the two main rubbers of the block system,

and the block electro-magnet. It is evident that this

mode of ^he^king train* would form a convenient brake

as well as a mode of testing Ihe apparatus.

A convenietfit method of mounting the block wires

IS •shown in side and end elevation, and in ^lan in

Figs. 75, 76, and 77. Metal supp<irts are.fix:ed by the
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side of the line, on posts, or brackets, in any convenient

position. Each of these supports carries six vertical

pins, and on these pins pottery ware insulators are

fixed. The heads of these insulators are cylindrical,

and they are arranged to receive metal caps. To

four of these caps the block wires, whi(;h are strained

between the supports like ordinary telegraph wires,

are securely attached. As shown in the illustration,

the wire is led down over the curved head of the cap, r

79, and 80.—Contact Maker or Circuit Clo r for Lino

on Telpher System. Side, End, and I’lan Views.

and is twisted and securely fixed around the body. A
cross connection couples two of the wires together,

^

whilst the other two terminate at the support. The

contact maker or circuit closer is provided with bearers

to lead it without concussion fr#m wire to^ wi^e.

This ‘circuit closer ttikfes the form of a carriage,

and it is s*hown in side and end elevation and in plan

^in FigsfTS, 79, and 80. It consists of metal fran'ies

ij^dnnected by crossbitps, and provided with metal wheels
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which run on tlie wires, and the carriage serves

electrically to connect the wires on which it stands.

Side rollers are also provided to prevent the carriage

running off the wires. A light rod not shown in the

drawing forms the connection between the carriage

and the train drawn by the clectro-motor.

This device connects together the parallel wires on

which it stiinds, which is what is desired in one of the

connections. In the other connection, however, it is

required that contact should be made with the wires

on one si(l(j only, and for this purpose the carriage is

so made as to ijisulat(i its two sides, the crossbars not

being fixed dii'eetly to the metal si<le frames, but to

insulators lik(? those shown in Figs. 75, 70, 77, which

are cariied on vertical pins provided for them upon the

side frames.

To regulate the s])eed at which the train when

unchcndvcid will bo propelled, that is, to provide means

by whic^li the speed may be inaintaiuod (constant or

adjusted independently of variations in the resistance

to be overcome, or ifi the source from which the

ele(?tri(5al energy is derived, or in the circuit, or in the

jiumber of trains to be driven by that circuit, without

ihe pse of a relay or an (‘lectro-motor, the device illus-

trated in Fig. 81 is employed, a, n, 0 are thr6e wheels

so geared that a will drive n, and, if the axis of n remains

stationary, n will drive c. If, however, the motion of

c be resisted by a force exceeding a given adjustable

amount, c w\\\ remain at rest and the axis of b will be

displaced, an arrangement in fact of differential gearing.
‘

c is coniiected with sowie resistance such as that due

to a fan, a c'Sntrifugal bral^^* a pendulum, or^t^e flow

of v/ater through an orifice, so regulated* that the

registance will* increase with the speed at wl^ch the

machine to be governed happens t^ be running.
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Another resistance is also opposed which may be

constant or nearly so to the motion of the axis of b, and

to the latter is attached a make and break piece'

or commutator, or other means of controlling the

electrical current supplied to the motor, in such a way

that, so long as the axis of B remains at rest, the full

driving current will pass through the motor, but when,

with the increase of speed, the resistance to the

motion of c also increases, and the axis of b moves,,

this motion will break the circuit, or reverse the con-

nections, or move the brakes, or short circuit the

motor, or throw in resistance, in fact the motion of b

is used to effect any desirable change

in the electrical connections.

Upon the speed decreasing so that

the resistance to the motion of c

will have again fallen to the normal

amount, the axis of B will return to

its former position under the action

of a spring or weight, by which its

motion is resisted, and the current will

be supplied as before.

Preferably the axis of b is arranged

to move between two fixed stops

placed a{ a considerable distance apart, in order to

avoid continual interference with the circuit when

i-unning at nearly the normal speed, and the make

and break piece attached to b is so arranged as only

to alter the circuit when near to either of the two

ends of its travel.

Referring to the illustration; a and c pe 'the pitch

lines of two wheels externally and internally gearing

with the pinion b. a and c are concentric but not on

same shaft, or one of them is mounted loosely upon

th6 shaft. B ie centred on the arm n which is pulled

Fkj. 81 .—^Dcvico for

Regulating the

Unchecked Speed

of Trains on Tel-

pher Line.
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agai»st a stop by a spring s. a is driven by the

motor to be controlled, c is resisted by any resist-'

ance which increases with the speed, as by a fan,

centrifugal arrangement, or water governor, so that at

a certain speed the arm d will begin to rotate round

the centre, and will work a make and break piece

or a commutator m, or any other electrical device.

The make and break piece 7n may have a slot in it, as

shown, so that the pin indicated only moves it to or

fro when the arm n is near the end of its travel.

As a rule it is desirable that the change of me-

chanical resistance to the motion of c should change

largely with a small change of speed at the critical

point, and a simple plan for effecting this change is by

making c drive a brake governor m of the type devised

by Sir William Tliomson, in which a revolving weight

is normally clear of an external rim, but at a given

speed overcomes the resistance of a spring so far as to

come in contact with this rim, and as it wore put on a

brake by means of the friction it creates.

The effect produced by a governor of the above

description is neutralised when the speed of the

macliine falls back to the normal desired speed or a

little below it. Cases arise, however, in which this is

undesirable, as some permanent change may^ccur in

the driving current, or in the mechanical resistance to

the driven electro-motor, as when the gradient of a

telpherage line changes, and this renders a permanent

readjustment of the electrical mechanism desirable.

The simple slot arrangement described above and

applied tg any centriftigal governor will effect this

purpose, or tt may be performed automatically and

with great accuraJby by the governor sho^n iu Fig. 82.

A^
fi, c form a* train of wheels so arranged ^hat a

drives n. and n drives fi. nr ver/td. c mav drive n.
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and B will then drive A. Upon b being turned in one

direction it produces an electrical change tending to in-

crease the speed of the motor, and upon b being rotated

in the reverse direction this change will be undone.

A centrifugal governor is so arranged that when

the speed falls below a certain point an arm presses

against a smooth pulley or surface connected with A,

and so drives b in one direction. When, on the other

hand, the speed rises above a certain point, the same,^

or another arm, presses against a smooth pulley or

surface connected with c and drives b in the opposite

s*2.— (Jovrrning Arrangement, for Train on Telpher SyRteni.

direction, but when the speed remains intermediate

between the two limits the arm, or arms, are clear of

A and c, and b is left at rest, b may thus be em-

ployed to shunt or cut out a motor, to throw in or out

an electrical resistance, or to adjust brushes, or to cause

an electric field to a])ply a mechanical or electrical

brake, or to produce any chaRgp, mechanical or elec-

tricalf Avhich regulates the speed, and in this manner

a pcrmaitent change may be effected^ which will not

be unA^ne when the motor is brought back to the

desired speeds Tlfe .change may if desired be effected
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in the driving dynamo instead of in the receiving

motor, or in both.

The governor is preferably employed in the fol-

lowing manner. Connected mechanically with the

machine to be controlled is a regulating drum or disc

divided into two parts insulated from each other, and

a rubber pressing against this drum or disc alternately

makes one of two connecjtions. When one connection

is made the motor will bo driven by the current, but

when the other (ionnection is made the current will be

diverted or interrupted so as not to drive the motor.

The driviim and non-drivin<r connection will be of

a lengtli dependent on the position of the rubber

relatively to the drum, and this position is shifted in

the -way aj^ove described by the wheels a, and o.

In the drawing the rubbing pieces n, n, of the

balanced centrifugal governor, bear against the smooth

surfiices a or a, as the velocuty hap
2
)ens to be above or

below tliat required. When the speed is exactly

right or normal, these rubbing
2
)iecos will run clear,

and in the latter (;ase*the wheels a, n, o will all be at

rest. If the speed becomes ex(«^ssive, the wheel b

will be worked by c ;
if, on the contraiy, the speed bo

msufficient, the wheel will be driven by^A. The

shaft of B has a setrew by Avhich a nut M is worked

backwards or forwards and is used to produce the

desired change. A desirable method of ellbcting this

required change is shown diagrammatically in Fig.

82. The insulated rubber or brush t actuated by &i

rubs on the insulated pieces o and u of a cylinder, as

shown. *0 is insulated*and u is connected by another

rubber with one terminal* of a motor q, tlie- other
• •

terminal of tl\p motor being joined to a dynamo r,

tire other pole of whicji is connected with the^rubber

or brush t.
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It will be seen that if, at one end of the cylhider,

the piece u goes all round, and at the other end the

piece 0 goes all round, and at intermediate points the

proportions between o and u gradually vary, the time

during which the current will be admitted to the

motor will depend on the position of the rubber or

brush T, which latter will be determined by the

governor. The connections for o and u can easily be

varied to suit other an-angements in which an absolute

.

break might not be desirable. In fact the well-known

system of cutting off the current for a fraction of each

revolution is employed, but in such a manner that the

cut-off shall be undisturbed so long as the speed

remains constant, but may be permanently varied by

a temporary change of speed so as to be different at

different times although the speed may be the same.

With this arrangement, if the resistance to the motion

of the motor should decrease tenfold below the maxi-

mum which the motion could overcome, when the

current was on continually, a slight increase of s})eed

would screw m along until the 6urrent was cut off for

about nine-tenths of each revolution. When the

speed had fallen to the desired amount in consequence

of the withdrawal of the current, the rubber or brush

T would be left in its new position and the machinery

would run at the old speed notwithstanding the great

alteration in the conditions.

Fig. 83 shows another arrangement of the governor

by which the desired permanent change can be effected,

in which a well-known mechanical equivalent is sub-

stituted for the three wheels pijvfously usedt In this

arrangement the bevel wheels a and c ate connected

by a sleeipe, of form part of one piece which is capable

of a sij^ll motioh along the shaft under the influence

of a balanced and if the speed becomes ex-
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cessive the bevel wheel a will drive the bevel wheel b

in one direction, whilst should the speed become

deficient or decrease, the bevel wheel o will drive b

in the opposite direction. When, however, a pre-,

determined rate of speed is maintained, both the

bevel wheels a and c will remain clear, and b will be

at rest.

On attaining the limiting or extreme position, m

jnight be employed to put on a mechanicfil or elec

trical brake, as by making contact with the stop and

the governor might in this way be employed to jmt a

brake on a train, if it continued to run too fast even

after the whole electric cur-

rent had been cut off. This

effect would, however, be

produced instantly, or almost

instantly, after the current

had all been withdrawn.

To afford additional

security against the chance

of trains or vehicles being

overtaken by those which

follow, any apparatus may

be used by which a mechanical or electrical brake will

be set in operation to arrest a train or vehicle whenever

the time during which the motor of this train or vehicle

has been deprived of the driving current, by any one

of the means which have been already described,

exceeds a definite length, and by which the brake will

be at once removed when the driving current begins to

circulate. • TJfe effect of this arrangement will be that

when the block or governor hets merely ^o contrel the

speed, no powej will be wasted in unnecessarily re-

sisting the motion of th© train or vehicle, but 4f this

train or vehicle runs past the blobk for imore than

Fifl. 83. —Modified Form of

Goweniing Arrangement for

Train on Telpher System.
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a definite number of seconds, so as to be in danger

of overtaking the preceding train or vehicle, or of

running too fast, then its motion will be checked not

only by the withdrawal of motive })ower, but also by

the acition of a brake.

Figs. 84 and 85 illustrate in elevation and section

one way of carrying out the above arrangement. The

piece M is in this case actuated by the governor so as

to mo\'e downwards when the velocity increases be-

yond the normal ; when tliis motion has reached the

limit at which the sjieod can be controlled, as already

described, by entirely cut-

ting off the current, a

wedge piece or sto[) o will

actuate a catcli m so as to

release tlio crosshead o.

This crosshead will be

then pulled downwards by

springs s\ s“, its motion

being resisted by a dash-

pcA p, or other contrivance

whic^h will delay or retard

the motion for the desired

time. After the lapse of

this time, the crosshead o will fall down nearly to the

stop Q, and will make contact at T, so as to apply an

electrical brake. The time between the release of the

catch and the arrival of the crosshcad o at its limiting

position may be for instance thirty seconds, yet when

the speed falls, the stop q attached to M will, as soon

as the latter begins to movd^back agi\in, 'break the

coritifct^t T,,and so take bff the elegtrical brake. On
M rising ^t will again set the catch n, It is obvious

that tfie Contact at t may be ^employed in many Ways

to arrest-tbe train,^ndeed the mere mechanical pressure

Fins. 84 ainl 8r>.--nruke Arrangtj-

iiKMit tor TraiiiH on Telplior

System. Elevuliori and Vorlieal

Section.
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of the springs sf, s^, on a quick running wheel, instead

of T, would in most cases form a sufficiently powerful

brake. The dash-pot p should be so arranged as not

bo resist the upward movement of the crosshead o, and
were a fan employed instead of the dash-pot, it should

be driven by the descent of the crosshead 0
,
and not

by its ascent.

To enable wire ropes to be used as the insulated

conductor, a special form of insulator ca})able of re-

sisting a great strain, and also of allowing the ropes

to rock on the point of support, and so relieve the

Fi<!S. S(i, S", and SS.

—

IiiKulator for Uko on Tolphcr Lino.

Side Kl«‘vation, Plan, and Cross Seotion.

supports li-om inconvenient strain, is employed. This

insulating device wherein the ends of the wire ropes

are secured in bent wrought-irou pieces clipped to a

circular insulator free to rotate round a centre pin, is

clearly illustrated in side elevation, plan, and vertical

cross section in Figs. 80, 87, and 88, in which the

insulating quarts are indicated by cross-hatching.

Horns c#%etal having shallow grooves en -their

upper sides intended to receive the wire rope,•are bent

round the main insulating piece, and again bentfc*back.

The rope passes between this metal horn and the

7
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main insulating piece, and is also l^ent back ^.nd is'

secured by being lashed to the horns. The horns are

bent as shown in plan when the post is to stand at an

angle, and the two horns are clipped together by

straps which are insulated from them by insulating

packing pieces. A piece of metal fixed in the main

insulator helps to bridge the gap between the ends of

the wire ropes.

A pin, which is supported by a fork, serves to

cany the main insulating piece, and the surface of th6

latter near the pin is shielded from the wet by the *

outer pieces shown in the vertical cross section, and

by the form of the main piece itself. The rocking

action on the pin prevents any undue strain from

coming on the support.

By forming the insulator over the pin in the shape

shown, good insulation is ensured for the whole system

from the earth, and the resistance across the packing

pieces is rendered sufficient.

A number of improvements have been made by

the Consolidated Telpherage (Co., of New York, and

lines designed on their system are extensively em-

ployed in America. One of the chief characteristics

of the aerial system of this firm is what is known as

the Uhit System. The results of numerous 'trials,

and many experiments, with various methods, have

convinced them that this is both the most flexible

system and the one whu^h most successfully fulfils the

greatest number of conditions, and that this fact is

capable of practical demonstration.

Fig. 89 is a plan view, showing a carriage or

telpher truck composed, of a ^single or one unit, and

termed ta single unit telpher. As will be seen from;

the (Rawing* the device is of simple construction, and

alsoJPigs. 134 and f36, pp. 173 and 176.
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it consists broadly of the combination with a suspended

car of a shaft rigidly fixed to the supporting wheels,

the electric motors located on each side of these

wheels having their revolving armatures also rigidly

fixed on the shaft. The motors are provided with a

Fu}. Singlo Unit 'relfilier CJairiago or 'rruek.

frame by^ which they are connected together, and
combined with the yoke and trailing or idler wheel

constitute a single unit telpher truck.

Fig. 90 is a similar view to Fig. 89, illustrating

a carriage or telpher truck consisting of a double

Fig. 90.—Double Unit Telpher Carriage or Truck.

unit, or two units. It consists as shown simply of

two unite combined by a yoke, the second unit in the

double unit telpher taking tRe place of^the trailing or

idler wheel of the single unit telpher.



CHAPTER IV

Examples op Installations of AViuk Hope -Ways on the

lluNNiNd OR Endless Hope System at : Works in France

—

Mill in Mexico—Furnaces at Middlksrkolrju—Water *

AVorks in Northumreuland- Fier at the (3ape de Verde

IsLANDS—PlERS IN NeW ZeALANJ) -Q,CARRY AT EmROHOINJII

—Quarries in India—Cement Works in Brazil—Mine

IN CuMREULAND—

P

rint AV^orks in Lancashire—Chemical

AVorks in Northumrekland—Mill in Yorkshire—Linoleum

AVorks in Middlesex—Suoar Plantations in Demekara,

Jamaica, Mauritius, MARTiNHiUE, 8t Kitts, Guatemala,

— Custom House in Mauritius --Bke’itioot Farm in

HOLIiAND.

Installation at Works in France.

The following arc brief descriptions of several installa-

tions on the Gourjon* running-rope system of wire

rope-way erected in France. In this system hut one

endless cable is used moving round two jiulleys in the

same v^'tical plane, the full skips being carried to

their destination liy the lower portion mion which

they are suspended at equal distances apart, and the

empty skips returning on the upper portion. Motion

is imparted according to (circumstances, by for(;c of

gravity, or by power, or partly by gravity and partly

by power in a regular and continuous manner.

One of the installations ftit question w^iich was

erected at Teil, has a length in a horizontal direction

A^cletailed description of the Gourjon system of wire rope

tramway will be found in the Aniialey des Pants et ChamseeSf vol.

xiv., 18S7, p. 604.
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of 1,558 feet, and as the difference of level is only 81

feet 8 inches, a certain amount of help has in this case

to be given by power from the motor at the works, to

assist the action of gravity.

The carrier buckets, or receptacles, which are of

sheet iron, arc suspended from the cable at intervals

of 111*5 feet apart, weigh when full 110 lbs., and

travel at a s[)oed of 5*75 feet per second, or at the rate

of about 3*92 miles per hour.

The installation cost £100, and the traffic upon the

line is 70 tons a day, the cost of transport being 3*11

pence per ton-mile.

An installation erected at St Tinier, near Grenoble,

is considerably longer, following the windings of a

valley foro8,200 feet, or over mile. The two por-

tions in the intervals between the end pulleys are

supported at the same level by pulleys mounted on

posts or standards located about 500 feet apart.

The (jable used is made of steel wire on what is

known as the Excelsioj* system, and has a diameter of

0*67 inch
;
whilst a cable made of a like number of

round wires, and of the same weight per fathom,

would have a diameter of 0*906 inch, or very nearly

1 inch in tlie latter c^ase against a little ovejr ^ inch

in the former case. The reason of this is owing to

the absence of interstices in the case of the Excelsior

make.

The cost of this line was £520, the traffic is 50 tons

a day, and the cost of transport 3 '7 5 pence per ton-

mile.

Another ^short temporary installatioji put up at

Alzon was used. for conveying blocks, of Stone for

masonry work connected with a railway. The line

crefesed a valley 1,579. feet wide, having a difference

of level between the termini of 474*^ feef.
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In this case the excess power due to gravity could

be used for moving a second cable which had a span

of 88 feet, and a rise of 48 feet, by connecting it with

the upper pulley, so as to carry the stone from the

quarry to the pulley placed at the edge of the

valley.

The uncoupling of the carricu’s was effected auto-

matically, but the coupling had to be done by hand,

which caused some delay; 130 tons were transported

per day at a cost of 14*4 pence per ton, the cost of

cartage being double.

The cost of the line was much increased by a

failure to calculate the tension of the cables, and a

carelessness in erection, which caused accidents to

take place on commencing work which 'otherwise

might have been avoided, and but for which the out-

lay would have been only £480, and some £2,400

would have been saved in the transport of 52,330

cubic yards of material.

In another installation two» portions were on the

same level, and passing over vertical pulleys at the

end of the track were directed at an angle of from

20® to 25® to a winding drum, located horizontally

at a slightly lower level, thus greatly f&cilitating' the

uncoupling and coupling of the carriers.

This line was designed for a distance of 2,214 feet,

with a fall of 24275 feet
;
the cost was estimated to be

£440, and 72 tons of cement were to be carried down

daily at a slow rate of speed from the kilns to the

works, the cost of transport being estimated to be

2*1 pence per ton, instead of lOf pence per ton, which

latter wai^ the'price of cartage. *Ther capacity of such

a line could, however, easily be raised to 100 tons

daily fey somewhaj accelerating the speed, and £he

empty carrfffs could be, used for conveying up coal
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to the kilns. The drum or pulley at the end of the

line would then have to be connected with the motor

of the works, so as to lower or raise the power due

to gravity according to circumstances, and ffroduce

a uniformity of speed.

Fig.

91.

—

Installation

at

Furnaces

at

Middlesbrough

:

General

View

of

Line.
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Installation at Furnaces at Middlesbrough.

Fig. 91 is a general view of a line on the Carrington

running-rope system designed by Bullivant & Co.

Ltd., and erected at Middlesbrough for removing the

slag dump from mine furnaces so as to admit of the

land being used for other purposes. The illustration

shows the unloading terminal in the distance and the

loading terminal in the foreground, the tension gear

being in the rear of the latter. The capacity of this

rope-way is 1 5 tons per hour, and the buckets have a

capacity of 4 cAvt. each. The line extends the entire

length of the hcay) that it is desired to level, the

discharging terminal being situated at the highest

point and the loading terminal at the lowest point.

The latter terminal rests upon a short section of rail,

and is gradually moved towards the unloading terminal

as the material is removed from before it, without

necessitating any change in the gear. The slag is

brought to tlio loading terminal in the buckets to be

placed on the running rope.
'

From the unloading terminal the slag is discharged

into a crusher, from which it is delivei*ed into a rotary

screen whicli se])arates tlie material into four grades,

each of which is received by a se])arato coiny)artment

of a hopper, and is loaded into truc.ks on a railway.

Installation at Water Works in

Northumberland.

An installation on the same system has been

constructed by Bullivant & Cb.«-Ltd., fijjf the New-
castle an<i Gateshead Watfer Works, ^Wylanj-on-Tyne,

NorthumBerland, for the purpose of ctvi'rying cement,

bricks,'* and other niaterial fur the construction "of

conduits, in coftiKJction with new works, and also
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for carrying coal for the Company’s pumping station,

which is situated some distance short of tlie main

discharging terminal.

•The total length of this lino is 1,800 fee#,- and it

has a capacity of 20 tons per* flay. •Tlie postb or

-Installation

at

Water

Works,

Northumberland

:

General

Unloading

Station.
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standards are constructed of steel, and of the type

having four legs. The longest span is one of 490 feet

where the line passes over the River Tyne, The

loading station at the tensional terminal is so arranged

that it could be placed between two lines of rails, for

which purpose the gauge from that point to an

adjacent angle frame is one of 6 feet, whilst from the

latter to the upper or general unloading terminal

it is one of 8 feet. The construction of this upper

terminal is illustrated very clearly in Fig. 92, which

also shows one of the posts or standards and a portion

of the line with a carrier coming and going. The

materials are here unloaded into contractors' waggons

which latter are made up into trains and are taken to

the new works. The driving power is supplied by an

ordinary undertype pattern of portable steam engine,

and only two men are recjuired to operate the line.

An intermediate unloading terminal is provided

at the pumping station at which a loaded carrier can

be stopped during its transit, and the contents dis-

charged through a chute into a hopper for loading

the works waggons. On one side of the loading station

a hopper is provided for loading the carriers with coal

from th^ railway trucks, whilst on the other side a

chute is arranged for filling the carriers with bricks

from the trucks on another siding.

Installation at a Mill in Mexico.

An installation on the running-rope system at

Plomosos * in the State of Sinaloa, Mexico,^ for con-

veying wood to a mill, hae a ^otal lengfo of 10,115

feet, or nqt far from 2 miles. The upper terminal of

* A very full description, from which this '^abstract has b^n
made, will be found in the Transcustidm of the Technical Society

ty ike Pacific Qoa!kty SanVfancuKio, 1890, p, 113.
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this Uue is at an elevation of 3,575 feet above the
lower one, thus affording a good example of a line on
the running or endless rope system of comparatively
short length, with a considerable difference in level

between the termini. The spans were respectively

935, 863, 104, 1,378, 977, 1,935, 410, 1,066, 771, 833,
and feet, at first, making in all 9,705 feet

; but
to this length 410 feet were subsequently added
between spans 8 and 9, when the vertical turn sheaves
were replaced by horizontal ones, raising the length
of the line to 10,115 feet, as before mentioned. The
outline of the ground is shown in the section. Fig. 93,

from which it will be seen to be of a very rugged
nature.

Most of the frames of the standards were con-

structed of hewn timber, because this latter material

was easily available, thus counterbalancing the slight

advantage which sawn timber is stated to possess for

the purpose.

The framework of the upper terminal consists of

balks of timber 8 inches squ^e.

The run of the loaded carriage for.takifig up the-

slack of the rape is limited to 54 feet, the counter-

weight gear being at the lower terminal only, tlnd the

other end of the rope beine firtrrlv anchored. The
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slack of the rope is taken up when the splices are

renewed from time to time.

The intermediate posts or standards were first con-

structed single, but in many places they were after-

wards braced, by having X-shaped frames erected

round them.

The counterweight gear is mounted in a four-post;

tower 24 feet in height, the weight box being 5 feet

square and 3 feet deep. *

In lines of this description the travelling carry^ixig

rope is supported on suitable sheaves or pulleys, whi ch

latter are mounted vertically upon the ends of cross

arms fixed on the posts or standards at a sufficient

heififlit to clear all surface obstructions. At the termini

the rope passes around sheaves or pulleys set horizon-

tally. These sheaves are either grip or plain sheaves

as the (jas(^ may require, grip sheaves being used

where power has to be supplied to the rope, or to

prevent slipping where brakes are employed to regu-

late the speed, in which case the brake wheel or

drum would be attached to the upper side of the grip

pulley.

The rope employed is a inch diameter steel

plough rope made at the California Wire Works from

special steel obtained from Germany, giving a tensile

strength of 300,000 lbs., or about 133 tons I8f cwt.

per square inch.* The carrier frames or hangers are

secured to the rope by means of a type of carrier box

or fastening, known as the Hallidie clip, a description

of which has been already giveiLf

The transport *of this ro||e was, owing to the

rugged nature of the courftry to be traversed, a matter

Tensile strength given in the paper, Wliich seems to be

excessively high,

t See pp. ^-^7.
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very serious difficulty. It was accomplished by

dividing the rope into ten lengths, each length made

ap into seven coils, with an intermediate length of 10

feet, and each of the coils in each length was loaded

apon the back of a mule, the entire train being com-

posed of seventy mules, and three men being provided

X) each seven mules, or thirty men altogether.

In transporting a wire rope in this maimer the coils

jhould be made up as small as possible, say not over

24 inches, so as to enable them to be secured to the

pack saddles.

During the conveyance of the section of rope to the

apper terminal an accident occurred which was pro-

luctive of very considerable delay, and demonstrated

the difficulties attendant upon the operation. The

liead mule* at a point where a rise immediately fol-

owed a steep descent, started to take the rise with

i rush until checked by the rope, which threw him

backwards over the bank, he taking two other mules

with him, and had not the last of these caught on a

tree, the rest of the tfain would have followed. The

path being cut out of the mountain side, and
.
so

narrow as not to admit of turning a mule, or even of

unloading its pack, the coils which had gone over the

bluff were fished up, uncoiled, and carried a quarter

jf a mile by hand. The rope was, however, badly

kinked through the mishap.

This kinking of the rope is indeed one of the chief

dangers to which this method of transport renders it

liable, the parts thus damaged being usually the inter-

^^ening Iqpgths betweeij the mules. The result of a

bad kink in fhe rope is that Ahe wires of the strands

nn the concave side of it will shortly give jout when

in use.

Screw-down brakes’were employed upon tfiis line
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As regards the cost of transport, tliis was fouvid to

be reduced by about three-fourths by the use of the

rope-way; 5,100 cords of wood delivered to the mill

as fuel costing before the existence of the rope-way

£12,670, whilst 5,900 cords delivered by the rope-way

only cost £3,392—a saving of £9,278, and an additional

supply of 800 cords of wood, being thus effected by

the use of the latter.

Installation as a Pier at the Cape de
Verde Islands.

The following is a descri])tion of another installa-

tion on the running-rope system, erected in the Cape

dc Verde Islands, at Messrs Cory Brothers & Co.’s

Coal Depot.*

The total fnigth of this line, which is illustrated in

Figs. 94, 95, and !)0 in plan and elevations, is 1,200

feet, of which length about 9()0 feet (extend along the

beach, and about 240 feet at right angles to the longer

section to the end of the
2
>ier, where the (joal is received

and despatched. '

The I’ope-way was required to be able to carry

15 tons ])er hour in either direction, and the motion

of the roj)e to be utilised in working cranes at each

f erininal for raising or lowering coal.

The coal is brought to the pier in bulk in barges

from the colliers, and the buckets of the aerial or ware

rope-^vay are lowered into the barges by a crane, and
when filled are again raised, and sent ofi‘ on the wire

rope-way to the depAt at its farther end, where a

quantity of about 10,000 tons is usually stored.

. . . c
fulUdescription of this installation, which was designed by

Mr Wl H- DaiTington, M.I.C.E., Consulting *^Engineer to Messrs

BullivanS^ f-'^d., will be found in the Minutes of Proceedlrf^a

qf tJie CivU Engincet's, vol’. Ixv., pp. 299*309
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y Steamers eivlling at the island, the
ccml IS filled at the store into bags holding 2 cwt. each
which bags are raised by a crane to the level of the

i

94, 95, and 96.—Installation as a Pier at the Cape de Verde
Islands ; Plan and Elevations.

wire rope-way, and are cWieii by it back to the barces
at the end of the pier.

pie driving gear with its steam engine is placed at
the point where the twcp sections of the wire rope-way
meet at right angles. It consists 6^a massjve wooden
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frame, carrying an upright shaft fitted at its upper

end with two drums, each 8 feet in diameter, lying

one on the top of the other, the ropes of the sections

passing round these two drums, and being driven by

them. At the lower end of the vertical shaft bevel

gear is fixed, by which the motion of the steam engine

is communicated to the drums. The steam engine by

which the requisite power is sup] died is one of 16

horse-power nominal, having two cylinders and a

surface condenser. The boiler is of the horizontal

multitubular type, working at a pressure of 60 lbs. per

square inch. The usual shunt rails allow the loads to

pass round the angle whicli is formed at this point.

The terminal at the end of the shorter section on

the pier-head carries the horizontal drum round which

the tramway rope passes, and a long horseshoe-shaped

rail. On this frame is also mounted a (;rane, having

a radius of 17 feet, and worked by shafting from the

engine. This crane is manipulated by a friction

clutch, actuated through a lever on the top of the

frame, on which the driver stafids, from which position

he has a clear view of the work going on below. Four

carrier buckets or receptacles, each holding cwt.,

are lifted at a speed of 80 feet per minute, and are

deposited on to a deck alongside the terminal frame.

These buckets or receptacles are then pushed singly

down an incliued plane, the arrangement being such

that they engage themselves on the hangers, which,

with their saddles, carry them on the line rope. In a

similar way the empty buckets or receptacles arriving,

or the sacks for delivery, are detached and lowered

into the J^arge.

The terminal at the end of the‘'longer section at

the cyal store is placed on a wooden platform, shown

in elevation yi Figi ^4, about 20 feet above the ground,
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and *120 feet long. At the end of this platform,

situated the farthest from the driving station, is placed

a horizontal drum 8 feet in diameter, carried on a

strong wooden frame, round which drum the line rope

passes, and which can be drawn back when required

to take up any extension. The motion of the rope

actuates the drum, which by a pair of bevel wheels

turns a square shaft extending along the centre of the

platform for its whole length. A crane of similar

construction to that on the pier-head is placed on this

platform in fi oiit of the terminal, and can be moved
from end to end, deriving motion from the line rojie

through the scjuare shaft at any point. The jib of

this crane is long enough to enable loads to be

hoisted on citlier side of the i^latform, and to be

put down just beliind the travelling shunt frame,

which stands about 15 fiet in front of the crane,

and which is ai'i’anged to slide up and down the full

length of the })latform in eonjun(*tion with it.

Thus the sacks of coal, having been raised trom the

ground, are })la(*ed ai tlie foot of the shunt stage,

by which they ai*o, having b(^en first hung on the

hangers, pushed on to the moving rope, and trans-

ported to tlie ])ier.

When coal is being brouglit to the store, it is

tipped into an inclined shoot out of the buckets while

they hang on the rail of the moving shunt.

It will be seen fj*om the arrangements above

described that the coal can be hoisted out of the

barge at the pier-head, transported to the terminal

dep6t, and delivered i;ito the store, where it is duly

put into sa(!ks for re-delivepy to steamers ;^and when
this is required, "the sacks of coal can be lifted up to

thp rope-way, a height of 20 feet, transported
^
to the

pier-head, and deposited into the Ij^irges..
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The rope is supported on the longer section by

seven posts or standards, which are fixed on the

beach, and are of the usual construction, and about

15 feet high. These posts or standards carry bearing

pulleys 2 feet in diameter, grooved to fit the wire

rope, which lattc^r is of crucible steel with a breaking

strain of 16 tons, and is run at a speed of 3^ miles

per hour.

This rope-way, though it was only designed to lift

.

and carry 15 tons per hour, has on emeigencies con-

veyed more tlian 25 tons in an hour.

The cost of the maintenance of the rope has been

a halfpenny per ton carried, and that of the machinery

also a halfpenny per ton, the chief item in the latter

case being the breaking of the buckets or receptacles

by rough handling. The cost of labour has been

one penny per ton handled, including tipping the coal

into the store, and attending the engine. The cost of

working the crane and filling the buckets or receptacles

in the barge has been about five-eighths of a penny
per ton the boiler for supplying steam to the engine

consuming 7 cwt. of coal per twelve hours.

The complete cost of the above installation erected

on the spot, but exclusive of freight and customs duty,

was about £2,500, including the large staging at the

depot and the whole of the woodwork. The erection

on the site occupied three months.

Installations as Piers in New Zealand.

A pier wire rope-way, designed the same
engineer,*was constructed at Russel, Bay of Islands,

New Zealand* the short section of *^the line running

for abiyit 3,600 feet out into the bay, and the main
line from the j3ier ko.the mines on the mainland beinfif
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about I mile in length. The terminal at the head of

the pier is erected upon an old hulk which is securely

moored in position.

The carrying capacity of this line is about 50

toils of manganese oro daily, with a motive )5C>wer of

6-horse.
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Figs. 97 and 98 show two other arrangements of

wire rope-ways on tlie running or endless rope system

arranged as piers, the constructive details of which are

Fig. 99,—Installation at Quarries,at Embortugh : View ( long the Line.

practica^lly similar to those already described, modified

where necessary, hojfvever, to meet the different require-

ments of each particular «ase.
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Installation a,t Quartz and Granite Quarries
at Emborough.

Another installation on the Carrington running

or endless ro^e ’system designed by Messrs Bullivant

& Co. Ltd., and erected at the Emborough Quartzite

Quarries for conveying broken# graiwt§ and quartz
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ivom a new seam to the crushers, is illustrated in Figs.

99 and 1 00, the first figure showing a view along the

line with tlie eari'iers coming and going, and the

second figure being a view showing the arrangement

of one of the terminals and a portion of the line.

The length of this wire rope-way is 3,500 feet

and its capacity 25 tons per hour, the weight of the

individual loads being 5 cwt. The standards or

trestles and terminal franu^s are constructed of steel,

and the longest span is one of 775 feet. Motive

power is produced by a Tangye engine, and the

carrier buckets are loaded from a hopper through

chutes.

Installation at a Stone Quarry in India.

Fig. 101 shows diagrammatically in planahd section

a wire rope-way or cable- way on the Carrington

running or endless ro])e system erected at a quarry in

Madras, India, for the cariiage of concrete material.

This wire rope-way, which has a total length of 15,000

feet, or nearly 3 miles, was supplied to the order of the

Indian Government, for the purpose of carrying about

100 to 150 tons of material per working day, for the

purpose of constructing a lai’ge concrete dam in a

very out-of-the-way situation in Madras.
'

This installation affords a good example of the

facility with wliich a line on the endless-rope system

can be made to pass angles of any degree, and admits

of surmounting certain constructive difficulties that

•would j»roYc very difficult to overcome, if not fatal,

in the case of any other arrangernent.

In the present example, as wfll be se^n from the

plan, the line passes three angles varying from 157"*

to 169°, and, as will be seen from the* section, over

inclines Varying from 1 in 3 to l‘in 4.
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Another feature is that the driving power is water,

which was found attainable at a point about half-way

between the terminals of the line.

The entire line was erected on the spot by native

workmen.
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Installation at a Cement Works in Brazil.

¥ig. 1 02 shows ill section a wire rope-way installation

on thffCarrington running or etidless rope system put up

in connectioft witli cement works at Jundiahv, Brazil.

Fig-

103.

—

Installation

at

a

Barytes

Mine

in

Cumberland

;

Section.
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The extreme length of this line is 8,961 feet, or

about 1 7 mile, and it is capable of transporting some

100 tons of cement in bags per working day of ten

hours.

The line passes over extremely rough ground, and

changes its direction in two places. At a number of

parts the incline is 1 in 3*5, and there are spans of

500 feet.

The bags of cement are carried in water-tight cases

made of galvanised iron, and so constructed as to

turn over on the release of a catch. The necessary

motive power to work the lino is provided in this

instance by a 14 horse-power engine of the semi-

portable type.

This Ikie affords an excellent example, as will be

seen from an examination of the section, of the

maximum s[)ans and severe inclines which can be

satisfactorily worked with wire rope -ways on this

system.

Installation at a Barytes Mine in Cumberland.

Fig. 103 is a sectional view illustrating a short wire

T*ope-way erected at a barytes mine in Cumberland

for the purpose of convoying the mineral from the

mine, which is located on the flank of a hill, to the

mill and dressing floors, which are situated at its foot,

at which latter point water-power is available.

The total length of the line is 984 feet, and the

difterence of level between the mill and the mine is

556 feet, the average incline being 1 in 5.

The water wheel which^ provides the power for

driving the mill also serves for supplying that

necessary for working the rope-way, all the power,

however, that is required for the latter purpoi^ being

a sufficient amount to act as a m^ans of•governing the
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speed and controlling it, as the loaded carriers run

down by gravity. The situation of the line and the

character^ of the incline over whicl^ it is worked are
shown ap'proximately in the illustratioa.

Thu carrying capacity of this wire rope-way is 100
tons per day.
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Installation at a Print Works in Lancashire.

Fig. 104 is a sectional view showing an installation,

on the Carrington running or endless rope system, at a

print works in Lancashire. The construction of the box

carriers for the textile goods, which usually hold about

120 lbs. each, has been already shown in Fig. 51.*

A number of lines of the above description have

been running successfully for a great many
,
years at

'print works in various parts of the country.

The following are some further examples of

installations, on the same running or endless rope

system as the preceding, that have been erected at

manure, chemical, linoleum, and other works.

Installation at an Artificial Manure Works
near London.

Fig. 105 is a sectional view showing an installation

of wire rope-way on the running or endless rope

system, erected at an artificial manure works.

The illustrations in4)oth this and the following ex-

amples, although only diagrammatical, are sufficiently

explanatory to show the general arrangement of the

lines, the constructional 'details being, as already

mentioned, similar to those already given.

Installation at a Chemical Works in

Northumberland.

Fig. 106 is a sectional diagram showing the disposi-

tion of a wire rope-way on the running-rope system

about 1,500 feet in length, erected at a chemical works

in Newcastle-on-Tyne, Northumberland.

This line, asVill be seen from thS illmstration,

passes throughout its course over buildings, d\)jrfling-

See p. 60.
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10 over intervening sheds, passes close over the

buildings contfiining the coopers’ workshops, and then

descends until it reaches the terminus on the bank

of the River Tyne, where a staging about 30 feet in

height is provided on the quay side, from which the

refuse material or waste product can be emptied into

barges lying in the river.

The engine for sup])lying the motive power is

placed upon the above-mentioned staging.

The carrier buckets or receptacles lor the refuse or

waste product contain about 3 4 (‘wt. each, and the

cariying capacity of the line is about 120 tons per

working day.

This wire i()})e-way was run, transporting the

above amount of material daily, for about eight years,

when the’works weni closed.

Installation at a Mill in Yorkshire,

Fig. 1 07 is a similar view to the last, showing an

installation on the i‘\*iming-rope system at a mill in

Huddersfield, Yorkshire.

This wire rope-way, which is about 900 feet in

length, is used for the ])urj)ose of transpoi'ting coal

from a coal mine belonging to the company to theii*

boiler house, where four large boilers are supplied.

The coal is conveyed in carrier buckets, which

contain 1 cwt. each, and which are filled from a shoot

at the colliery. On reaching the boiler house the

loaded carriers pass from the rope on to a shunt rail

suspended from the roof, along which rail they run

over the hbppers of the mechanical stokers, one of

which is fitted ^to each boiler. These hgppers are

adapted to cohtain 2 tons each, which amount is a

supply sufficient for hilf a day s consumption of each
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of the boilers, and one hour’s running of the ropd-way

is required to effect the filling of the above.

The driving gear for operating the rope-way is

located against the wall of the boiler house, 2 horse-

power being required to work the line when fully

loaded.

The cost of carriage, including renewals and labour,

has been found to be about twopence per ton trans-

ported.

Installation at a Linoleum Works in

Middlesex.

Fig. 108 is also a similar view to the preceding,

showing a short wire rope-way on the running-rope

system of about 600 feet in length, erected at a

linoleum works near Staines, Middlesex, where it is

used for the conveyance of coal from the railway siding

up to the upper floor of one of the workshops, from

which it is shot into the adjacent boiler houses.

During its course this line passes over a river and

many of the workshops and loofs. The incline is

about 1 in 5, and the coal is carried in loads of 1J cwt.

Motive power is in this instance water, and is

supplied by means of a turbine which also serves for

driving other machinery.

Installations on Sugar Plantations.

The usual arrangement adopted on sugar-cane

plantations in Demerara, Jamaica, Mauritius, Mar-

tinique, Sf Kitts, Guatemala, Australia, &c., will be

readily understood from the arrangements diagram-

matically .illustrated in Figs. l(fe, 110, 111, 112, and

113 in pl«His atid elevations.

Th§|ie lines are usually driven by power, that of the

cane mill beiqg geei^rally utilised, but in some cases
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they, are run by gravity. The canes are deposited

from the carriers, a description and illustration of

which has been previously given,* at the mill, and

loading can be effected at afty point on the line by

means of the travellin<if shunt shown ’ in ‘elevation

and plan in Fig. 109.

See p, 61
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The plan view, Fig. 112, shows an arrangement

in which several wire rope-ways driven from the same
point are arranged to discharge on the same cane carrier,

and is one extensively adopted in the Mauritius,

Fig. 113 shows a portion of a line and of a simple

form of post or standard for an endless running rope-

way for carrying sugar cane, in side and end elevation.

A large number of installations of these wire rope-

ways for the carriage of sugar cane are at work in the

island of Mauritius alone, the lines varying in length

from 1 mile to 4 miles, and
iHAiiaiMiMt Of TNiwa WM« ra*iiw*ya

oiLivtamo o«Na TO camubh transporting from 100 to

200 tons of sugar cane per

working day.

A great advantage

which this system of car-

riage by wire rope-ways

affords is, that the canes

are delivered in a continu-

ous stream direct on to the

cane carriers, and in quan-

tities that are at no time
Fig. 112.—Installation on a Sugar large CllOUgh to demand

Plantation: Junction of Three i-j-i .1

Lines, redistribution in feeding the

mill, the small individual

loads of about 2 cwt. of canes each following one
another in rapid succession, so that the quantity

delivered can be easily regulated to a nicety by the

man engaged in discharging the carriers.

Further advantages derivable from the system
are : That canes can be brought from different parts

of an estate by one or ihore v^re rope-ways, thereby

admitting of readily mixing different lots of canes

previoi*s to crushing in the mill. The canes can«be

transported, aver ofher growing or unripe canes, as
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well* as across any rivers or canals or other obstruc-

tions lying in the route. The earth is not in any way
beaten down as is the case through

the treading of mules, horses, or oxen,

and the passage of carts, when cart-

ing is resorted to, or even with the

use of portable ground tramways, or

railways, and canes can be brought,

moreover, from estates lying on high

ground which are inaccessible to ordi-

nary roads, thereby rendering valuable

land which would otherwise be practi-

cally useless. Cane can bo carried

more cheaply than by carting, one

man being sufficient to discharge up

to 150 tons of cane per ten hours, and

besides those loading the cane carriers

or hangers one man only is required

at the despatching terminus.

In many cases it is found to be

convenient to einplojf a combination

of cartage with wire rope-way trans-

port, the canes being brought * to

certain points along the line by the

carts, at which points they are loaded

and forwarded to the mill on the

wire rope-way.

Installation at the Custom
House in Mauritius.

A wire *rope-way on thfe endless

or running-rope* system : of 3,000

feQt in length, the longest span being one of 6^0 feet,

is at work at Port Louis in the island Cif Mauritius

Fig.

113.

—

Ipatallation

on

a

Sugar

Plantation

:

Porticm

of

Line

and

Standard.
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for the carriage of bags of sugar and puncheons of

rum to the Custom House.

Loads up to GOO lbs. in weight are transported on

this line.

Installation on a Beetroot Farm in Holland.

On largo beetroot farms wire rope-ways are

extensively used for (iarrying off the crops and

delivering them to points from which they can be*

despatched either by rail or ship to the sugar factories.

A good example of an installation of this descrip-

tion is to be found in one designed for the Netherlands

Land Enclosure Company for carrying the crops, and

for the conveyance of other materials on their estate

at Fort Bath, which consists of land that has been

reclaimed from the sea.

This line is about 1 mile in length, and has a

carrying capacity of 50 tons daily, the produce being

conveyed in baskets containing about 100 lbs. each.

The power is supplied by a 6c horse-power portable

engine.

The line is so constructed that it can be taken

down and put up again in a fresh place in one day,

by the aid of twenty men, provided the distance to

cart the materials composing the rope-way does not

exceed 5 miles.
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Examples op Installations op Wire Hope Ways on the Fixed

Carbying-Rope System at : Sugar Plantation in Australia

—Chalk Pits in France—^Mines in Spain—Furnaces in

Belgium—Saw Mills in Scotland— Blast Furnaces in

Hungary—Cement Works in Franck —Lead Mines in

France—Gas Works, London—Saw Mills in Italy

—

Italian Alps—Fortifications, OiRBALn’AB—

W

ater Works,

Cape Town—Pier in South Africa—Sugar Factory, Hong
Kong—Mine in Japan—Telpher System in SoMEitsKTSiiiRK

AND Sussex—Telpher System in America.

•

Installation on Sugar Plantation in Australia.

Fig. 114 is a view from the loading station of a

wire rope-way on the fixed-rope system, worked by

gravity, on a sugar plantation in Australia. The line

consists of a single sp^ 5,0 J G feet long with a 540 feet

drop to cane punts in the river below, the capacity

being 5 tons of sugar cane per hour, the individual

loads being 2 cwt.

Wire rope-ways of this type operated by gravity,

and where the loaded carriers are suspended from trucks

or runners and are allowed to run down at a high speed

on a fixed rope, are known as shoots
;
they are appli-

cable with advantage wherever the nature of the

ground admits of this method of working. The loads

may be from 1 cwt. to 4 cwt., and spans up to 7,000

feet can be worked without intermediate supfiort. The

loads being suspended from runners which are ullowed

tq, run down the carrying rope uncontrollqfi> some

arrangement is provided for breaking: the ^hock of the
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arriving load. The speed of the runners as ‘they

approach the lower terminal, can be regulated by

of the carrying rope, and the
breaking or^ cushiofling of the shock may effected
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by a crude arraugement of a heap of brushwood •or
other suitable material at the lower terminal, or a
more complicated arrangement of buffer may be

provided. In the above installation a buffer for

breaking the blow of the arriving bundles of canes

and a curved shunt for conveying them over a
punt in the river are provided.

Installation at Chalk Pits in France^

A simple system of aerial transport by wire ropes

bn the fixed carrying-rope system is described by
A. Hauet,* which is said to have been in use for about

thirty years at the chalk pits near Paris for conveying

the chalk for short distances of from 500 to 820 feet

in length.*

Two carrier wire ropes, f inch in diameter each,

are arranged parallel to each other, and act as ways
or lines, the one for the ascent, and the other for the

descent. These ropes are suitably secured to any
available support at •one terminus, and are placed

under tension at the other terminus by the aid of a

large T-Leaded bolt, passed through a block of timber

held by an anchor carriage, constructed of angle-iron

and of wrought-iron plate, and heavily loaded.

The load is suspended from each of the carrier

ropes or cables by means of a truck or traveller

having a frame of triangular form, in which are

mounted two 8-inch grooved pulleys adapted to run

upon the rope, a suspension hook being provided for

the attachment of the carrier receptacle.

An endless wire rope •of f inch to J inch in

diameter, according to the load to be with,

See Revm GSnirah Chemim de fer^ October 18S8, p. 227,

for further particulars,
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and running on grooved pulleys of 4 feet diameter

mounted at the ends of the line, is connected to this

apparatus through a short length of chain. The
carrier receptacles or buckets provided for con-

veying the materials have a capacity of from to

5 cubic feet.

The loaded carriers descend by gravitation, carrying

with them the endless hauling rope which draws up
the empty buckets. A friction wooden brake block,

or when the gradient exceeds 15 per cent., a steel

brake, serves to arrest the motion when tlie carriers

arrive at their destination.

Inclines of from 30 to 40 per cent., it is stated, are

easily successfully worked on this plan.

Installation at Mines in Spain.

A wire rope-way erected between Garrucha and

Serena de Bedar in Almeria, south-east of Spain, on

the Bleichert-Otto system of fixed carrying rope, was
at the time of construction the nfost important installa-

tion of this particular description in existence, and is

even now one of great interest. This wire rope-way
was constructed for transporting iron ore from the

mines at Serena de Bedar to the Mediterranean coast

at Garrucha, the total length being 9^ miles.

The line is divided into four sections, the first two

of which are 1*40 and 3’29 miles long respectively, and

are worked by means of an engine of 30 horse-power;

the two second sections are 3*29 and 2*8 miles long

respectively, and are driven by an engine of 70 horse-

power.

Thft oarrying ropes are firmly %.nchored at the

terminal stations to large blocks of mlaeonry, and ^.re

maintained taut by^ieans of tension weights provided
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at tha angle stations, as shown in Figs. 115 and 116
,

which represents the Puerto del Coronel power and

Fios. ] 15 and 116. —Installation at Minos in Spain : Power and Angle
Station—Plan and Sectional Elevation.

angle station iu plan and sectional efevatlortT The
ariangement of the slyint rails of this angleestatibn,
together with the hauling engine,•are shqwn in plan
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and elevation in these figures and in the sectional \ iews,

Figs. 117 and 118-

In operation on the arrival of the carrier buckets

at an angle station they are automatically disengaged

from the hauling rope, switched on to the shunt rails,

and run round by hand to the carrying rope on the

Fu'.s. U7 and 118.-'Installation at Mines in Spain; Power and Angle

Station—Seetione,

next section of the line, where 'Uiey axe again attached

to the hauling rope and despatched in a new direc-

tion.

The diiving is effecled by belji gearing which

transinits* the power to two large grooved pulleys

7 feet finches in diameter, lined with leather, around

which the hauling ^pe is coiled seyeral times. Tension
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freights and pulleys similar to those employed for the

jarrying ropes are used for keeping the hauling rope

iaut.

The loading station is at Serena, which is situated

it an altitude of 905 feet above the sea-level, and after

leaving this station the line crosses a number of deep

i^alleys, one of which is over half a mile wide and 328

feet in depth, and it traverses mountain ridges, the

llighest of which is 1,174 feet above the sea-level, to

bhe village of Pendar de Bedar, where, at an elevation

Df 951 feet above the sea-level, the first power station

is located.

From the latter place the line deflects to the right,

ind again passes over several valleys and ridges, with

i gradual descent to an angle station 370 feet above

the sea-level. It then bears to the left, extending

:)ver a more or less hilly country to the second power

station near Puerto del Coronel.

From the second power station the line turns to

bhe right, and descends at an easy gradient to the

unloading station on the coast, which is located near

ihe town of Garrucha.

The longest span of the line is that near the Villa

Reforma, which is 918 feet in width, with a sag of the

rope of 65 feet, and on which six loaded and six empty

jarriers are supported at a time. The next longest

spans of the line range from 328 to 750 feet; the

average distance between the supports, however, is

only about 130 feet.

The steepest gradient, taking into account the sag

of the rope, is 1 in 2^, and the tallest standard is 118

feet in heigh?.

The carrying tope for the loaded side isHi^ir inch

in diameter, and that for the unloaded side 1 jpch in

diameter. The hauling rope is f ineh in jliameter, and
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is provided at proper intervals with star knots* to

engage witli pawl grips.!

The posts or standards employed are of the type

which has been previously iljustrated.j Fig. 119 is a

perspective view of a portion of the rope-way showing
the arrangement of the line and the carriers coming
and going.

Storage bins of an aggregate capacity of 800 tons

are provided at the loading station, from which bins the

ore is spouted into the carrier buckets or receptacles.

Fio. 119.—Installation at Mines in Spain : Portion of Line.

The unloading station at the coast is 150 feet in

length, by 50 feet in width, and is elevated 32 feet

above the ground level. It has a storage capacity of

from 1 8,000 to 20,000 tons, so that from four to six

vessels can be loaded at a time.

At the various stations si(^ngs are ^arranged for
*

* l^deBcriptiion and illustration of those knots, see p 46.

^
t For' a description and illustration of these pawl grips, se^

pp.

! See pp. ,Uf)15, Figs. 1 and 2.
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stocking empty carriers from the different sections of

the line.

The stations are all connected together by tele-

phone, and a system of electric signalling is used.

The engine and boiler houses are solidly built, and are

large enough to be used as repairing shops.

The guaranteed capacity of this line is 400 tons

per working day of ten hours. With, however, a

travelling rate of 300 feet per minute, or about 3|^

miles an hour, and with two carriers having buckets

of 7 cwt. capacity each arriving per minute, or say

1,200 buckets per day of ten hours, the actual quantity

carried by this line in a working day of ten hours would

be 420 tons, making its capacity 4,095 ton-miles.

Owing to a large demand for Bedar ore, the line has

been worked in two shifts ofeight hours, and no less than

900 tons per day have been transported to the coast.

The complete cost of the line is said to have been

£26,000, and it was surveyed, constructed, and ready

for work within ten months, the constructor of the

line, J. Pohlig, of Cofogne, contracting to work and

keep the rope-way in repair for a number of years at

the rate of 1 shilling and 2*5 pence per ton of material

carried, this price to cover all the costs of labour,

maintenance, and repairs.*

Installation at Furnaces in Belgium.

A very full description of an installation of the

Beer arrangement of wire rope-way on the fixed

carrying-rope principle, at the Seraing furnaces of the

* E. H. Davies’ “ Machinery forMetalliferous Mines ” (London

:

Crosby Lockwood & Son), whei’e (at p. 514) Mr. Davies acknow-

ledges his indebtediiess to Commans & Co., of London, the English

repfesentatives of the makers,, for some of the informationsupplied.

See also British Patent, Otto, No. 7,607, lfi€7.
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Esp^rance-Longdoz Company, is given in the Revm
Universdle des Mines^^ from which the fpllowing

particulars are abridged.

The starting point of the line is situated 11 feet 6

inches above the ground level, and the point of delivery

is at a height of 160 feet above the starting point.

The carrying rope for the loaded carriers is 1^ inch

in diameter, and is composed of nineteen wires, each

wire \ inch in diameter, and arranged one in the centre,

six intermediate, and twelve on the exterior. The
weight of this rope is 2If lbs. per fathom, and its

theoretical breaking strain 37 tons, the actual breaking

strain being, however, appreciably less. It is strained

and kept taut in use by a counterpoise of 5 tons 18

cwt.

The carrying rope for the empty carriers is 1^ inch

in diameter, and is also composed of nineteen similarly

arranged wires to those of the above rope, but each of

which wires is only A inch full in diameter. This rope

weighs but 12|- lbs. per fathom, and its theoretical

breaking strain is 23 tons. ‘*The counterpoise for

straining the empty line is 3 tons 18 cwt.

The hauling rope is H inch in diameter, and is

composed of a hemp core surrounded by six strands

each composed of twelve wires of tV inch in diameter.

It weighs 4J lbs. per fathom, and has a theoretical

breaking strain of 14 tons 18 cwt. The counterpoise

for keeping the hauling rope taut weighs 1 ton 19 cwt.

The joints of the carrying ropes are made in two
ways. The one by inserting each end into a slightly

conical sleeve, somewhat separating the wires, and

brazing them to the sleeve with dfspeciarsolder. The

* the Beer System of Wire Bope-lJVays,” by Charles

BAoult,*}i]ngineer to the Beer Euginewing and Fotindry Company,

RewM UniverstiUf des ifinss, 3rd aeries, vol. iii., 1888, p. 49.
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larger or adjacent ends of each pair of these sleeves

are tapped with a right and left handed thread re-

spectively, and they are coupled together by means of

a right and left handed screw-threaded plug.

The other method consists of separating and wedg-

ing the wires into the sleeve instead of soldering.

This wedging is eflfected first by three curved wedges

forming conjointly a feather-edged tube or ferrule

between the outer and intermediate layers of wires,

and next by a smaller solid conical ferrule between

the intermediate layer and the central wire, which last

wedge piece is screwed at the end and secured by a

nuit.

A series of tests to which this latter coupling was

subjected showed that, although a load of 30'1 tons

ruptured all the wires, none of them were drawn out

of the sleeve, but all were broken externally, and the

joints themselves remained uninjured.

The hauling rope is endless, the two extremities

being spliced together, and, in the case of lines wher6

the gradients are slight, the carrier skips or buckets

may be attached to it at any point by a simple friction

clip easily engaged and disengaged. In the installation

under consideration, however, where the gradients are

of some severity, carrier collars or knots are fixed on

the hauling rope to engage with locking grips on the

carrier frames or hangers, which grips are automati-

cally released by coming in contact with a fixed tripper

bar or rail at each end of their travel. The carrier

collars employed are formed in halves dovetailed

together so that they can be slipped on anywhere on

the hauling *rope, and secured with a small j:ivet with

countersunk headfe, by which it is claimed 4«»avoid

th^ injurious effect of solder on the rope, and the

necessity of cutting and splicing #the latter at each
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point where a collar has to be fixed, as is necessary
when solid thimbles or carrier collars are used.

These carrier collars are 1J inches in external diameter,

and If inches in length, and they are fixed on the
rope at intervals of 228 feet apart, and when loaded
with a weight of 2 tons, and tested by repeated blows
of a hammer, no sensible displacement of one of the
carrier collars was found to have been efiected.

It has been found in practical working desirable to

change the position of the carrier collars from time to

time so as to equalise the wear on the rope.

The hauling rope is driven by a 9 horse-power

vertical engine placed under the platform at the

loading or starting station. The crank shaft carries a

pinion 8 inches in diameter, and making 120 revolu-

tions per minute, which pinion meshes with a spur

wheel 7 feet 6 inches in diameter, keyed on the

driving drum shaft, and the driving drum or pulley

has two grooves lagged with wood. The hauling rope

IS passed twice round the driving drum or pulley, and

once round a single grooved idle pulley placed above

the latter in the same vertical plane, and it is then led

away horizontally over two guide pulleys. The return

pulley at the discharging station is movably mounted
and weighted to keep the rope taut, the Counterbalance

being, as before mentioned, 1 ton 19 cwt.

At each station a fixed rail is provided on to which

the carriers can be shunted, so as to be passed, in the

one case, round the return pulley, and in the other

round the receiving hopper, for charging. Movable
switches are also provided at the starting station to

admit of IJie carriers being removed for repairs, &c.

Tfes-^raveiling speed of the cafriers is about 2^
miles per hour.

A fact which h#s been spec*ially noticed during the
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working of this line is that the hauling rope constantly

revolves on its own axis, and always in the same
direction.

The discharging station consists of a platform 66

feet high, carried on a" light but very substantial

framing steadied by guy ropes.

Three intermediate supports or standards are pro-

vided, which consist of wrought-iron lattice posts

bolted to masonry foundations, the highest being 72

7eet. Each standard is provided with two crossbars

for supporting the carrying and hauling ropes, which

are placed one above the other in the same vertical

plane. The hauling rope is simply carried on grooved

pulleys, but the plan adopted for supporting the

carrying ropes is a more complicated arrangement,

as by reasbn of the variations of temperature, and

of changes in the positions of the loaded carriers,

they are found to have an endwise movement to

and fro of 10 inches or more. If the creeping move-

ment of the two carrying ropes be in the same

direction, it is found t(^ tend to overturn the support-

ing posts or standards, and if in opposite directions,

to twist them.

When the carrying ropes are arranged to merely

slide on their supports, they soon become set fast, no

matter how well they may be kept greased
;

if they

are carried on simple pulleys, they soon show signs

of wear from want of sufficiently extended bearing

surfaces; if mounted on blocks or carriages carried

on small wheels, the blocks or carriages are found

to work themselves to the one or other end of their

track or pafh, and to stick there. To jovercome

these objections the carrying ropes are,* in t];ie Beer

system, supported on properly formed blocks mounted

on 'pendulum rods having free endwise moti&, but

10
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prevented from oscillating sideways by quadrant-

shaped guides.

During work a quarter turn over is given to the

carrying ropes from time to time, so that all sides of

the ropes may be equally worn.

The working staff on this line consists of five

persons—an engine and machinery attendant, a filler,

and a hooker-on at the starting point, a boy to tip the

carrier buckets or skips, and a hooker-on at the

delivery point.

The capacity of the line is 130 tons of material

transported to a distance of 900 feet per working day

of ten hours.

The installation is stated to effect a saving of 66

per cent, as compared with the system previously

employed.

Installation at a Saw Mills in Scotland.

A wire rope-way on the Carrington double fixed

carrying-rope system, in which one carrier on each

rope is arranged to travel in an opposite direction, and

is controlled by an endless hauling rope, is illustrated

in Figs. 120 and 121. The line, designed and con-

structed by Bullivant & Co. Ltd., is used for carry-

ing lengths of sawn timber from a saw mills situated

in Farley Forest, Beauly, N.B., to a siding on the

Highland Railway. Fig. 120 is a view along the line,

the standard in the foreground showing very clearly

the method of construction adopted. Fig. 121 is a

view of the upper terminal at the saw riiills, showing

one oLihe carriers loaded and about to start on its

journey to the discharging station. •

The length of^the line is*l mile, and the upper
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or loading station is 540 feet above the discharging

station. The rope-way is operated principally by

gravity assisted by a small steam engine, and it has

a capacity of 40 "tons per day, the weight*'^'! the

individual loads being l^ton, and consisting of»S-fe4t

and 12-feet lengths of sawn timber.
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The terminals at the loading and discharging

stations are constructed mainly of sawn timber, the

standards—as will be seen from the illustration, Fig.

l20-*heBig df the same material,'and of the four-

l^ged, pattern, and ladders at the sides are provided

for affording {iccess to the uppW parts.

Fig.

121.
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Installation at Blast Furnaces in Hungary.

An installation on the Obacli fixed-rope system of

wire rope-way was constructed a number of years back

in connection with the blast furnaces at Vajdahlinyad,

Hungary, which is known as the great Transylvanian

wire rope-way,* and was at the time of construction

about the largest example of this kind of traction in

existence.

Obach uses two fixed carrying ropes, and an endless

hauling rope passing over horizontal guide pulleys at

each end, one of wliich serves as a strainer, and the

other of which is driven by a steam or other motor.

The total length of the line in question is 1 00,203*21

feet, or nearly 19 miles, and the total fall 2,926*503

feet. The rope-way crosses sixty hill summits and

sixty-two valleys, twenty-eight of the spans varying

from G5G*1G feet to 1,571*52 feet in width, the line

being in tlie latter case 810*36 feet above the bottom

of the valley. Gradicjiits of 1 in 1^ exist in many
places. The line is divided into numerous sections.

The carrier receptacles for the charcoal are of a

cajmcity of about 17| cubic feet, each carrying a load

of 540 lbs., and they are coupled to the hauling rope

BO that they can be detached automatically at a station,

and run on rails to the next section, and so on, the

carrier receptacles being empty on the return journey.

The carrier receptacles for the ore have a capacity

of 750 lbs. each, and are provided with ti|)ping gear,

enabling them to be unloaded by one man; when

empty they feturn continuously by the opposite line.

OesteTn'ekhvschen^Zeitschrift fur Berg- und Uhtte'i^^^ens^ vol.

xxxii., 1884, p. 7215; Annates dm Mims^ vol, ix., 1885. p. 185;

and Minutes of Proceedings ^of the lnstitu^ix>n of Civil Snyineers^

voL Ixxx., pp. 380-382, and vol. Ixxxyi., pp. 415-4i7.*
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The number of loaded carriers transported is one

hundred per hour, two-thirds of which bring ore and

one-third charcoal.

In the lower section of the line the gradients are

with the load, so that this portion of the line is self-

acting when fully loaded, requiring even the use of

brakes
;
when, however, tlie down load is insufficient,

or return freight has to be carried, supplementary

steam power has to be employed.

The highest standard used on the line is 88*8 feet

in height, and is located at a point where a crossing

of 2,]45*J2 feet is divided into two spans of 1,082*4

feet and 1,062*72 feet. It consists of a double frame

with a saddle for supporting the carrying rope to

prevent injury from bending, and a system of rollers

for the hauling or driving rope to relieve the oblique

strain upon the carrier frame or hanger.

As a general rule the standards are constructed of

round timber, two types being employed, the one

for the heavier section of the, ore line having double

posts with the line suspended from the cross-pieces

above, whilst the other for the lighter sections

has single posts with the line overhanging from

a T-piece. Wherever the standards exceed 49*21

feet in height, they are provided with diagonal wind

bracings.

The bearing or carrying ropes are supported upon

the standards in cast-iron shoes, having smooth

grooves where the pressure is light, and bearing

rollers where it is heavy. On slopes the latter are

placed on swinging bearjngs, so^s to take the inclina-

tion of the li^e automatically. ,

The ropes used are of the best class of steel wire,

the cdScrying ropes being of inch in diameter, and

the hauling • ropes of inch in diameter, on the
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charcoal line, and of 1 inch diameter and inch

diameter respectively on the ore carrying line.

The apparatus for coupling the carriers to the

hauling rope grips the stops on the latter from above,

closing by a self-acting motion which is so contrived

that it cannot be released during the journey either by

accident or design, and will pass freely over the guide

rollers, thus admitting of very wide spans with rapid

changes of slope being traversed with only a mini-

mum amount of constructive difficulty in the way of

standards.

The cost of transport on the above line is given as

approximately averaging about Is. Ifd. and Is. 2^.
per ton per mile for ironstone and charcoal respec-

tively, inpluding a sufficient allowance for depreciation

and interest on capital. The cost of the complete

installation was £46,000.

Installations at a Cement Works in France.

A wire rope-way* used for transporting from the

top of Mount Jalla, which rises above the town of

Grenoble, in France, the material for the manufacture

of the Porte de France cements, affords another

interesting example of this mode of transport.*

The line consists of a single span of 1,970 feet in

length, and the vertical distance is 1,017 feet.

Two fixed steel wire ropes or cables are provided,

both having diameters of 177, or about If inches.

One of these ropes is anchored in the rock at the top,

and kept stretched by being wound round a drum at

the bottom, and on this dine a carrier^ adapted to

transport about a ton load of stone is The

* For full description of this installation see Le Oirm Cimt, vol.

vii., 1886, p. 369 j
and Annalea dea Pont^t Chaus^eSf 1877, p. 390,
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second rope or cable supjjorts anotln^r carrier v^hich

is connected to the first carrier by an endless cable of

0*709 inch in diameter, passing round a brake pulley

at the summit, and round a second pulley at the base,

which latter is secured to a loaded frame running on

four wheels up and down an inclined plane, so as to

maintain the requisite tension of the cable constant,

and regulate the motion of the carriers. It will be

seen that by reason of this arrangement the descent

of the loaded carriers is utilised to draw up the empty
carriers.

The ascent of a carrier occupies about one and a

half minute, the whole operation, including loading

and emptying, being performed in the remarkably

short time of three minutes, the travelling speed

being about 20 feet per second, or nearly 14 miles an

hour. The carrier receptacles have a capacity of

about 32 cubic feet, the boxes being slung below

hangers or frames, each having two grooved pulleys

running upon one of the fixed ropes.

This wire rope-way was erected at a cost of £620,

and is capable of delivering a supply of from 120 to

150 tons of stone per day of twelve hours to the

cement works.

A second similar line, erected a year subsequently

to the above, supplies stone to the works from a lower

quarry, the latter being, however, only 1,000 feet in

length.

At the time of erection the single span of the first

rope or cable way, which it will be seen is one of

nearly 2,000 feet, was remarkable for its l^i^h, being

in fact supposed to havd been the longest then in

dxistenc^although at the present time ones of con-

siderably more than double tl^at length can, as has

been already^ mentic4ied, be easily negotiated.
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Installation at Lead Mines in France.

An example of an installation* on the Carrington
double fixed-rope system, interesting on account of the
physical features of the ground to be crossed, is a line

erected at the Sentein lead mines near St Girons, in

the Pyrenees, France, the details of which are shown
in Figs. 122

,
123

, and 124.

Fias. 122, 123, and 124.-Installatiun at a Lead Mine in France

:

Details of Constraction.

The inclines on this rope-way are five in number,
the lower terminal of one incline joining the upper
terminal of the next incline, and so on, suitable points

for these terminals being found at the ends or
sides of th^ spurs of the mountain near the line of
the wire rope-waj.

The following lengths and inclinations of
41

* See Minutes of Prooeedh/gs of the Inel^tuti bf Civil Sngineere^

vol, 3dv., pp. 299-309.
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the sections:—No. 1, 813 feet in length, with a fall of

99 feet
;
No. 2, 2,025 feet in length, with a fall of 690

feet; No. 3, 1,230 feet in length, with a fall of 270

feet; No. 4, 2,934 feet in length, with a fall of 1,290

feet; and No. 5, 1,530 feet in length, with a fall of

390 feet.

The No. 1 incline commences at the mouth of the

mine, and forms a junction with No. 2 incline at the

edge, of a cliff about 300 feet high. No. 2 incline

crosses a span of 2,025 feet, and joins No. 3 incline at

an elevated point on the steep side of the mountain,

a small platform being cut out of the latter for that

purpose. No. 3 incline stretches across a deep ravine,

and effects a junction with No. 4 incline at the extreme

end of a spur of the mountain, a flat space being cut

oft* its pointed top, the sides shelving at an angle of

60° with the horizon. No. 4 incline spans a valley

2,934 feet across, and about 1,500 feet deep, and joins

No. 5 incline on the side of the mountain. No. 5

incline stretches thence down into the bottom of the

valley, terminating close to the cart road to the works.

These inclines are identical in principle, differing only

in length and gradient.

The lines consist of two crucible-steel fixed carrying

ropes of 75 tons breaking strain, anchored at the upper

end, and stretched across the space between the ter-

minals, the lower end being held by a pair of blocks

fitted with flexible steel-wire rope, by which the fixed

ropes are tightened. At each end they pass over a

massive masonry saddle, as shown in the vertical

sectional view, Fig. 124.

Fittirig the tightening blocks with a long flexible

rope allows of their being slackened put enough to lie

oh the ground for the purposp of repairs ; the strain

put on theqads ab6ut 12 tons.
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The carrier receptacles for the ore are made of steel

plates
;
they measure about 2 feet 9 inches long by 2

feet wide and 2 feet deep, and are intended to carry

from 14 to 15 cwt. each; they are each hung on the

fixed carrying ropes by means of a curved frame or

hanger, fitting into a pair of plates carrying between

them two deeply-grooved steel wheels 15 inches in

diameter on the treads, which fit the fixed carrying

rope. These plates also carry a small safety,wheel

located under the rope, which wheel is so placed as

nonnally not to touch it, but which will prevent the

larger grooved wheels being jerked off the carrying

rope.

The carrier receptacles are arranged to empty by

the bottoms, the latter falling on the turning of a

handle fixed to their sides. A carrier is placed on

each of the two parallel fixed carrying ropes, and the

two carriers are connected by a light wire rope of 7

tons breaking strain, of such a length that when one

carrier is at the upper end of one rope, the other will

be at the lower end of the second rope. For example,

if one carrier be charged with 14 cwt. of ore while

standing on the upper end of one of the fixed carrying

ropes, it will run down this rope by gravity, dragging

up the empty carrier on the second fixed carrying rope

by means of the light hauling or driving rope, the

speed being governed by a powerful brake located at

the end of the incline.

This brake gear, round which the hauling or driv-

ing rope is passed, consists of two vertical drums or

wheels, 5 feet in diameter, having grooved wooden

rims, placed 5 fe^et apart, each wheel being fitted with

a powerful brjike. The hauling rope* is p*assed over

the first of these vertical drums or wheels, ne^t refund

a wheel 5 feet in diameter, placed^horiaoutally in front
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at the feet of the two vertical wheels, and then round

the second vertical drum or wheel. This plan is said

to produce an adhesion to the two vertical -brake

drums or wheels equal to rather more than that

derived from two half turns on these wheels. A
second hauling rope of the same size connects the

carriers by passing round a horizontal drum at the

lower end of the incline, and the latter is arranged to

be drawn back by means of a screw, to regulate the*

tension on both the hauling ropes.

Owing to the great elevation at which most of the

stations are situated, the work of erection was difficult

and expensive. The conveyance of the ropes up the

mountain was especially so; the total weight was

about 30 tons, and the ropes had to be divided into

coils weighing 20 cwt. each, as it was found impossible

to take up a heavier weight by cart, and even then

in conveying these 20 cwt. or 1 ton coils to the upper

parts of the line five horses were required to each, and

only one coil per day could be delivered.

The transport of the machinery, carriers, &c., was

equally, if not more, difficult and expensive.

In building the masonry saddles, owing to the

frequent occurrence of frost at night, evjen during the

earlier part of the autuum, it was found to be impos-

sible to place reliance on the mortar used, and these

masonry saddles were therefore strengthened with

massive timber trestles, fixed round the stohework,

which assisted them in taking part of the vertical

strain. By arranging the junctions of the adjoining

sections the strain of one is m^e to balance to a

considerable extent that of the otjier, and by the

anchorage of tke fixed ropes of each of these sections

to the »ame foundation beam, which was placed under

the saddles, ca»d als6 strongly bolted down to the rock,
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the ^^eight of the masonry is made to act to materially

increase their security.

The inclines joining one another at a horizontal

angle, and on very confined spaces of ground, rendered

it necessary to arrange for transferring the contents of

the carrier receptacles from one section to the next by
means of small tip waggons running on a short and
slightly inclined rail, between the point where the

loaded carrier stops to discharge, to that where the

empty carrier stands at the top of the adjoining section.

These waggons can easily be run with the assistance

of one man, who, when he lias discharged the contents

of a waggon into the empty carrier, pushes it back into

its place, ready to receive the contents of the next

loaded carrier. A similar arrangement is, of course,

provided on both sides of each station.

Had it been possible to obtain better and more
spacious sites for the stations, the usual arrangement
of placing the anchorages so that one carrier could

tip its contents direct into the empty carrier on the

adjoining section woifld have been adopted, and the

lower ends of the fixed carrying ropes could then have
been anchored by means of weights.

The carriers are allowed to run by gravity at the

comparatively high speed of about 25 miles per hour,

and when the brakesmen have become accustomed to

their duties, it is found that they can regulate this

speed to a nicety, and bring the carriers to a stand-

still at the proper points with perfect smoothness and
accuracy.

The quantity of ore which can be transported by
these inclines depends, of cdurse, on what •can be got

over the longest section
; and while,* owilig to the

exigencies of the route, it was necessary ^hat -the

sections should vary greatly in len/^h, i^wias attempted?.
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to equalise their carrying capabilities by making* the

longer sections steeper than the shorter ones, thus

enabling the carriers to be run on the former at a

higher speed, a plan which is found to be to some
extent successful.

In putting up a series of inclines, such as those

described, it is most advisable to equalise, as far as

possible, the carrying powers of each section.

The amount of ore which has been regularly

brought down by this system has been from 70 to 80

tons per day, but if sufficient mineral were provided,

100 tons per day could be transported. A trial with

the 2,025 feet (No. 2) section, before the men had
become thoroughly acquainted with its working,

proved that 12 tons per hour could bo taken down.

The cost of carriage is about 2s. per ton, exclusive

of maintenance, wffiich may be taken at Is. 2d. per ton,

or making a total cost of 3s. 2d. per ton.

The maintenance charge on this installation is

exceptionally lieavy, owing to the very exposed situa-

tion, and to the fact that for * two months of the

winter at least no work can be done, the plant mean-

while being exposed to the full deteriorating action of

the weather.

This wire rope-way admits of the transport of

mineral being carried on without stoppage while the

roads are buried in snow to a depth of several feet.

TIius the works can be supplied with ore for a much
longer portion of the year than would be possible by
any other means of transport.

Installation at a Gas Works,in London.

An gxample of a short line of siAgle fixed-wire

rope-way is shown in Fig. 12^. This rope-way was
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erected some years ago at the Nine Elms Works of

the London Gaslight Company, and after working

successfully for some time it had to

be removed to make room for build-

ing operations. The rope-way was
used for the transportation of about

25 tons of coal per hour across a

dock, a distance of 450 feet between

the supports.

The load was taken up a nominal

incline of 1 in 19, and conveyed in a

carrier receptacle or bucket which

held about 17 cwt. The carrier was

drawn along the fixed carrying rope

by a small crucible-steel hauling rope

of 4|* tons breaking strain driven by
an engine of 6 horse-power, at a speed

of 5 miles an hour, and the contents

were tipped into a hopper; after

which the carrier was run back again

at a speed of 10 mil^s an hour, and

brought under a hopper from which

it was loaded.

The single carrying rope used was
one of crucible-steel wire, of 40 tons

breaking strain, which was stretched

across the dock. The upper end was

fixed to a timber framing, attached to

the retort house at about 45 feet from
the ground, the attachment being tied

back by another wire rope, exactly on

the same line as that over •the dock,

the end of whiclf was anchored to the

opposite wall of the house near the groun^. The
lower end of the rope^across theldock.was held by a
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weight of 4 tons acting on the double purchase system,

which thus exerted a strain of about 8 tons, and the

strain on the rope being thus kept constant whether

a loaded carrier was running upon it or not.

The carrier receptacle was of iron, and was sus-

pended by means of a curved hanger or frame fitting

into a running head or traveller which rested on the

fixed carrying rope. This running head or traveller

was formed of two strong iron plates carrying between

them, one near each end, two deeply-grooved cast-iron'

wheels, about 9 inches in diameter on the treads, and

made to fit the fixed carrying rope, and the edges of

their rims being turned true so as to also run on the

rail under the loading hopper. The wheels were

mounted on steel pins fitted between the wrought-

iron plates, through which latter, between the wheels,

the curved hanger or frame attached to the carrier

receptacle also passed. The bottom of the carrier

receptacle could be let fall by a simple arrangement

of lever and catch.

At the lower or loading end 'ihe carrier ran off’ the

rope on to a rail, where it stood with the receptacle

under the door of a hopper. When loaded it was

drawn across to the discharging end, hanging on the

fixed rope by means of the running head or traveller,

at a speed of 5 miles per hour, and as already meh-

tioned up a nominal incline of 1 in 19, but which,

owing to the bend or sag in the rope, was often in

reality as much as 1 in 10. The hauling rope was

passed round a horizontal drum mounted at the

upper end of the line in the wooden frame which

carried th^. attachment cf the <xed caAying rope,

and was put in motion by a simple* arrangement of

driving gear consisting of a horizontai wood-rimmed

drum driven by b^el gearing;, so that it could be
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moved at 5 miles per hour in the forward and at

10 miles per hour in the backward direction. This

driving drum had two parallel grooves, and by means

of a smaller drum placed at one side of it the hauling

rope was made to pass twice round certain portions

of its circumference, and thus increase its driving

power, as well as admitting of taking up any small

amount of stretch in the hauling or driving rope.

Tlie driving gear was mounted on a substantial wooden

frame, and alongside it was located the small engine

of 6 horse-powei’ which provided the necessary motive

force. It was found in practice that 30 lbs. of steam

(8 horse-power actual) drove the engine at the required

speed.

The labour employed when working full capacity

comprised one driver, one trimmer, and one man at

the discharging end.

The routine of working was conducted as follows :

—

The carrier having arriv(‘d under the loading hopper,

the driver jmlled U[) the door, and the receptacle dr

bucket was tilled, the 'trimmer levelling with a shovel

the coal as it fell. The driver then shutting the

liopper door, engaged the forward motion of the

driving gcjar, and the loaded carrier was drawn across

to the discharging hopper. The driver then j)ut on

the brake and stopj)ed the motion of the carrier, and

on receiving the signal from the man at the other end

that ho had emptied the carrier receptacle or bucket

and replaced the bottom, put the backward gear in

motion so as to draw the empty carrier back to the

loading hopper at a speed of 10 miles an hour. In

regular working the whole of the operations described

occupied two inihutes, so that thirty runs were made

per hour. Including tilling and emptying, hpwe’sser,

it is said to have been found j^’acticable to make
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thirty-five runs an hour, and even ten runs in fifteen

minutes.

The cost of labour was found to be 0’88 penny per"

ton
; the renewal of ropes, wheels, and general main-

tenance 0*4 penny, of which the ropes absorbed 0*26

penny. In all, excepting fuel, the cost of loading,

transporting up 450 feet of an incline of J in 10 to 1

in 10, and discharging, was 1*28 penny per ton. The
prime cost of the macihinery, ropes, and steam engine

was £340.

Installation at a Saw Mills in Italy.

Figs. 12G and 127 illustrate a double fixed wire

rope-way on Carrington's system erected
,

at Santa
Maria di Capua, Monte Penna, Caserta, Ibily. This

line is about 2 miles in length, with an average

incline of about 1 in 5. It is used to caiTy timber

and charcoal from a forest to the saw mills of the

company, and passes over a very mountainous country,

as will be seen from the section^] view.

The down or heavy load line is a steel wire rope

3| inches in circumference, or about 1*2 inch in

diameter, with a breaking strain of 42 tons. The
up or light load line is a steel ro

2
)e 3 inches in circum-

ference, or about *96 inch in diameter, with a breaking

strain of 25 tons, and the hauling rope is a plough

steel, rope Ij inches in circumference, or about

*48 inch in diameter, with a breaking strain of from

8 to 9 tons.

The section of the line shown in Fig. 126 is 8,562-

feet in length, and in fJiat distance the ropes are

supported* at twelve points on posts*^or standards, the

unsupp9rted spans varying in length irom 93 feet .to

2,229 feet.
^
T^he jAsts or standards shown in side
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and front elevation in Fig, 127 are 23 feet in height,

a carrier being also shown to illustrate the mode of
support.

^
The fixed carrying ropes are kept at the required

tension by box weights suspende^^ at the upf)er ter-

minus (Carignone) to a strong wooden 'framework.
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and at the lower terminus (Santa Maria) in wells or

pits especially excavated for the purpose.

The hauling rope passes over a horizontal drum

with brake gear attached, at the upper terminal

station, and round vertical driving and brake drum

gear, guide wheels, and a horizontal slide drum, &c.,

at the lower terminal station. The horizontal slide

drum regulates the tension of tlie hauling rope to the

re(juired tractive force.

The line is driven at a speed of 4 miles per hour,

the motive power being derived from a turbine, and

it can be set in motion or stopped by the person in

char^xe of the Santa Maria terminal station, from

which communication is carried on with the Carignone

terminal by an electric bell telegraph.

The loaded carriers are placed on the line 1,425

feet apart, at which distance rings are spliced into the

hauling rope, through which rings shackles are passed

to connect them to ear-pieces on the carrier heads.

There are six carriers on the down line, and six on the

up liiK?, one of whi(Ji on each liiJe is arranged to arrive

at the stations simultaneously. On ari-ival they are

disconnected, and the hauling rope is moved on until

the rings arc in position to attach on the opposite

side. Hero another carrier is connected, and the line

is ajxain set in motion.

The Cviirriers and slings for the timber weigh 5

cwt. eacjh, and the loads vary from 6 cwt. to 25 cwt.,

according to the size of the logs of timber, &c., the

usual loads, however, being about 12 cwt. each, single

logs of 25 cwt. being only occasionally brought down.

All necessaries for the Wbrkmen in the forest are sent

up on th5 ligh*t load line in weights iSp to 1J cwt.

• Thi| rope-way is constructed in a very substantial

manner, and liJost rff the timber for the stations, posts,
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Fifj. 128.—Installation in the Italian Alps ; Lower Terminal and
View of Line.

&o., have been injected with a solution of sulphate of
copper to retard decay.
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The total cost of the line was £4,000, including the

construction of a short inclined railway at the Santa

Maria terminal, telegraph, tenninal arrangements, &c.

It is capable of conveying eight loads per hour, or

per day of ten hours as many as two hundred logs of

timber, 10 feet long by 15 inches in diameter, or 320

sacks holding 25 tons of charcoal.

The cost of working the line is about £4 a day,

nearly 50 per cent, of which sum is absorbed for wear

and tear of the ropes and machinery.

The following are figures showing two years’ work-

ing of this wire rope-way :
—

1887. 1888.

Total iiui liber of loads carried 11,545 8,959

Number of logs carried 11,127 10,206

Number of sacks of charcoal - 22,659 18,589

Wages of tramway staff per load - Lira* 0*70 Lii*a 1*38

Stores, new ropes, repairs, «kc.,

per load - . - - 0-30 _
Average number of loads per work-

ing hour ... - 8-6 5-0

Notc .—The 1888 working season, owing to bad weather, only

began in May and finished in November, a period of only six

months’ duration.

Installation in the Italian Alps.

A wire rope-way on Carrington’s fixed-rope system,

constructed by Bullivant & Co. Ltd., and erected in

the Italian Alps at Pinerolo, Piedmont, is illustrated

in Fig. 128, which shows the lower terminal and the

line extending away, to the upper terminal in the far

distance on the mountain side. « In this dype of line

(a generar description of which haij been previously

given) it will be remembered that tvjo parallel fixed

Lira equals 9Jd.
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carrying ropes are used, and a carrier is mounted on

.each rope, which carriers are so connected that when
one of them is descending one rope the other one will

be ascending the other rope, and vice versd.

The view illustrating this installation is a repro-

duction from a photograph of the line taken when at

work.

Installation at Fortifications, Gibraltar.

Fig. 129 is a section, showing an interesting

example of wire rope-way for both passengers and

Fnj. 129.—Installation at Fortifications, Gibraltar : Section.

goods working up a very steep incline, constructed at

Gibraltar for the War Office by Bullivant & Co. Ltd.

The line, which is of a similar tyjie to that which has

been just described, is used for the transport of stores

and goods of all kinds to various stations situated at

different levels on the rock, and also for the con-

veyance of workmen.

The length of the line <5n the incline is 2,200 feet,

on the level 1,88T) feet, the vertical height i^ J,240 feet,

the average incline is 1 in 1*6, and the longegt span is

one of 1,100 feet.
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The loads carried on this wire rope-way ape of

10 cwt. or more, and the arrangement is such that

one load travels up the incline whilst the corresponding

load travels down.

Installation at Water Works, Cape Town.

Fig. 130 shows a section of another installation, a

portion of which is also on a very steep incline. This

ro})e-way is on the Carrington single fixed-rope system,

and it was constructed uj) the Table Mountain near

Cape Town by Bullivant & Co. Ltd., for the corpora-

tion of that city, and used for the purpose of carrying

the materials and machinery required for the con-

struction of their new reservoirs, which are situated

on the mountain at a height of 2,168 feet above the
city. The nature of the country to be passed over
opposed great difficulties to the successful erection

of a wire rope-way, which difficulties cannot be fully

realised from the section.

The line, as already mentioned, is on Carrington's

single fixed-rope principfe, which has been already

generally fiescribed in a previous chaptp. The single

carrier i|i run on the carrying ]?9pe at a speed of abo-at

8 miles an hpur by €he endless hauling rope, which is
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attached to it, and which passes round suitable gears

at each terminal.

The motive power, consisting of a steam engine,

the driving gear, and a jiowxrful brake arrangement,

are located at the lower terminal or starting point.

Tightening or straining gear is provided at the upper

terminal.

The length of the line on the level is 5,280 feet, or

exactly 1 mile, and the average incline is 1 in^ 2*5

,

the two longest spans are one of 1,470 feet and one ol

1,380 feet.

Loads of 15 cwt. and upwards c^ari be transported

with safety on a line of this descrijition.

Installation as a Pier in South Africa.*

In Fig. 131 is illustrated the sea-sbiging, with a

l)ortioii of the rope and the carrier in view thereon,

of an installation of wire rojie-way, also constructed

on the same principle as that at Cape Town, which

has just been described.

This wire rope-way, as well as tlie previous one, and

the other installations mentioned on the Carrington

system, were constructed and erected by Messrs

Bullivant & Co. Ltd. The line is for the purpose

of conveying materials from ships lying alongside the

staging, to the shore, in a locality in South Africa

where the surf is of such a character as not to admit

of vessels lying closer to land. The crane for lifting

the materials out of the vessels is worked by the

motion of the endless hauling rope.

The illustration is a reproduction of a photograph

showing the line tn actual work.

For description and ^lustration of^ wire rope-wajft on the

running or endless rope system, arranged as^piers, ,Tee4)p. 116 118.
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Installation for Passenger Traffic at Sugar
Factory in Hong Kong.

Fig. 132 is a sectional view, showing a passenger

wire rope-way constructed at Hong Kong for con-

veying the workmen employed at a large sugar usine

or factory to and from their quarters in the mountains.

The length of the line on the level is 6,300 feet, or

about U mile, and the vertical height is 1,090 feet.

TOTAL LENGTH 6,300 feet.

Fifl. 132. -•' Installation at a Sugar Factory in Hong Kong ; Section.

The carrier or vehicle is adapted to accommodate

six men, and when fully loaded it has a gross weight

of about 1 ton.

Installation at a Mine in Japan.

Fig. 133 is a section showing another example of

a fixed wire rope-way working up a steep incline. The

line in question, which is located in Japan, serves to

transport minerals from a mine or quarry situated at a

high elevation to a railway running along the foot of

the mountain.

The length of the rope-way is 5,004 feet, the

vertical height is 2,490 feet, the average incline is

1 in 2, and IJie steepest incline is one of 1 in 1 *5.

By reason of the sudden "change of the^ indline at

an intermediate point, the section pre*sente*d special

obstacfes to surmount, ^d this application reuresents"*^

as difficult a one as could be well lifet with,
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The carrier receptacles or buckets for convoying

the minerals contain about 4 cwt. each, and are all

fitted witTi au£omatic clips or grips which are arranged

to* gripe- the hauling rope at^^any point, and release

themselves .autpine^tically on striking against a wiper
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or plate fixed in a suitable position at each of the

terminals.

A specially designed power absorber deals with

the greater proportion of the vast amount of power

developed by the descent of the comparatively large

loads on such a steep incline, thus rendering it practi-

cable to control the line by means of the ordinary

brakes with the utmost facility.

yiG. 134.—Installation on Tclplier Systum ; Porticni (jf Lino

with Truck and Carrier.

Installations on the Telpher System in

Somersetshire and Sussex.

An installation of a wiro rope-way on th*e fixed

carrying-rope system, in wliich electricity is used as

the motive power, thp arrangement being j^hat* is

known as telpherage, was erected«oma tjventy years
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ago at Weston, in Somersetsjjire, and about the same

time an overhead telpher line was also working at

Glynde, in Sussex.

As a description of telpherage has been given in a

previous chapter entirely devoted to the subject, there

is no need here to enter into an account of any of the

constructive details.

With the first installation Professor Jenkin ex-

perimented very fully for about four months, during

which time the fall and rise of insulation resistance

were found to be exceedingly sharp, ranging from

2 megohms to 3,000 ohms. The line, which was only'

660 feet in length, was tested three times a day by Mr
Lineff for Professor Jenkin.

The line working at Glynde was completely in the

hands of labourers, who, it is stated, were found quitQ

competent to do the work, and during six months*

operation no accident happened except to the armature

of the fixed dynamo machine. This line was erected

ill a brick works, and the materials were carried at a

low rate of speed in a continuotts succession of carrier

receptacles or skips containing from 2 to 3 cwt. each.

It must, however, be observed that these labourers,

.having presumably received a certain amount of pre-

liminary training or instruction, could not be com-

pared to completely unskilled and unsupervised men,

or to the native labour usually employed on such lines

in out-of-the-way locations abroad.

Installations on the Telpher System ih

America.'**

The fyph^ system is peculiarly well adapted for

installations on practically lev^l sites/as, for instanne,

for the transportation of goods or materials from one
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part ©f a warehouse, factory, or works to another, over
intervening yards or buildings, and for this purpose
many aerial wire rope-ways are in successful operation,
especially in the U.S.A.

!Fig. 134 is a view showing a portion of a telpher
line, and Fig. 135 is a view at the works end showing
the unloading station of an installation designed and
constructed by the Consolidated Telpherage Company

Fig. la's.—Installation on Telplier System : View at Works End of Lino.

of New York, at Ampere, N.J., United States, for con-
veying castings from the brass foundry to the Electric
Comjmny s works.^ This line is on what the inventors
call the double unit system, a description and illustra-.

tions of whiqli, and also of their single unit system,
will be found in a previous chapter. For cdnvenience
of loading and unloading, the platform ^r or carrier
is so armnged that it be raised and lowerod by*a
single speed safety hoist of 500 Ifts. capacitv. The
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double unit telpher truck which carries steel* pole

pieces, and the disposition of the platform and hoist,

are illustrated in Fig. 136, Fig. 137 is a view show-

ing the upper portion of one of the posts or standards.

Fid. 136.—Installation on Telpher Rystom : View showing Truck

with CaiTi<!r and Hoist.

The telpher truck can be |tarted by turning a

switch* aild within a short distance the speed can be

accelerated if required. The castings are placed on

the caiprier at the foundry a» soon as ready, tod .the

circuit being ^onipieted, as above mentioned, by inani-
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pulating the switch, a start is made towards the

factory, slowly at first, then increasing in speed until

a curve is approached where the speed is automatically

reduced, increasing again until near the termination

of the line when an automatic slowing down is again

effected, until a final

gradual stop takes

place either directly

over the weighing

scales at the receiv-

ing clerk's station or

at the door of the

store room as may
be arranged. The
telpher truck and

carrier can be re-

started on the return

journey to the foun-

dry with new pat-

terns, &c., and is only

the work of a few

seconds. As com-

pared with the old

Fkj. 137.—IiistAllaiioii on Telplior System

:

View showing Uppor rortioii of Standard.

method of cartage this system effects a saving that

would allow for interest on the outlay and quickly

repay the cost of the installation. There is also to

be considered the saving in time and labour, increased

efficiency of the foundry, and of the works as a whole,

and great general convenience, all tending to reduce

the general expenses.

A telpher line for transporting sand from barges to a building a

distance of 700 feet comprises two* telphers. One cf these runs

on a track carried on a steel boom projecting oveif the water from

a lofty steel tower,at the dock edge, and conveys the sand in

buckets to a hopper. The ^ther carries a car charged by tke

hopper, and runs from the dock over a raMway tp tjie upper part,

bf the store. The plant is worked by*two men



CHAPTER VI

Wire Rope-Ways for Hoisting and Conveying: Installations

FOR Hoisting and Conveyino in America—Installations

FOR Hoisting and Conveying in Australia—Wire Ropb-

Ways for Coaling Visssels at Sea.

Wire Rope-Ways for Hoisting and

Conveying.

There arc many special arrangements of wire rope-

ways for the above purpose, as may reailily be sup-

posed, sfiecial circumstances giving rise to many
particular designs to meet varying roquii'cments.

For example, to remove earth from trenches during

excavation or for open pit mining, a wire rope-way

’has been designed having separates braneli ropes for

the guide wheels, and conne^eted with a drum or

draught rope, what is usually known as a Turk’s head

being employed to prevent the buckets from being

hoisted too high. The rope is prevented from sagging

by a small swivelling traveller.

The following is a brief description * of a special

form of wire rope-way in successful use in the United

States for both hoisting or raising and conveying

loads.

The main carrying rope used has a diameter of

inches, with spans between the suspending towers

of l,0i)0 tp 1,500 feet, and wei^ts of from 4 to 8 tons

can be •raised and dealt with. The main carrying

full account of this arrangement, see Transactions of ihs

American Society of Ci^il Engineers^ April 1894, p. 397.
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rope passes over oak saddles on these towers, and is

anchored at each end to the earth.

The carrier runner or carriage consists oftwo flanged

wheels adapted to run upon the carrier rope, and the

axles of which are connected together by a frame ex-

tending below them. In this frame are mounted two

pulleys, over which the hoisting rope passes to the fall-

block. The runner or carriage is hauled by an endless

rope, attached level with the axles to botli the front

and back wheels, and returning above the runner or

carriage, and passing between two guide pulleys,

working in the frame of the latter. At one end this

hauling rope passes over guide pulleys in the tower,

and is wrapped five or more times round the 54-iuch

drum of a steam winch which gives it motion. The

hoisting drum works alongside the latter, and is of

the same size, so that by working the two drums in

opposite directions at the same rate, the weight is

kept at a constant height and at the same time

will be moved horizontally.

To support the hoisting rope a special device is

employed consisting of a horn on the back of the

main carrier runner or carriage that holds a number

of subsidiary carriers which are left (as the carriage

moves along the main carrying rope or cable) at

suitable distances apart, to support the hoisting rope

fronr the latter. To effect this an auxiliary rope of

about f inch diameter is suspended above the main

cable and held at a constant distance from it at the

runner or carriage by passing under a pulley attached

to the runner frame. On this rope is a series of

buttons equally spaced, andf increasing in dilimeter

with the distance *from the tower at the* wording end.

Slots Jh the heads of the subsidiary carrieri^ corre-

sponding to the diameter of the buttons, cause each
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one, as the carriage passes along the cable, to be

stopped at its proper button.

It will be observed that the load can be hoisted

or lowered at any point under the line of the

carrying rope, and that horizontal motion can be

given to the load at any height to which it may be

raised.

This type of wire rope-way can be advantageously

emfJoyed in open pit mining operations, and other

excavations, and is said to be found very efficient in

the construction of any works which can be spanned by

the main carrying rope.

An arrangement intended for conveying goods

between a vessel and a warehouse consists of a jib

crane combined with an inclined rope-way. A double

jib is hinged to a foundation plate fixed on the

quay, and is supported by an inclined wire rope-way

passing over a sheave, and connected to a (counter-

weight located within the building. Tliis weight is so

adjusted as to be sufficient to raise the jib, which latter

is lowered by means of a crab ()r winch, and operating

blocks and tackle, connected to it and to the founda-

tion plate, the rope being clamped above the counter-

weight when the desired position is obtaim^d. Upon

this rope-way is mounted a wheeled carrier, traveller, or

runner, having the lifting or hauling rope, whicli latter

is wound upon a drum within the warehouse, attached

to it, and this drum is capable of being revolved by a

loose belt connection to a rotating shaft, which loose

belt can be tightened when desired by a pressure

pulley nonnally kept out of actjpn by a counterweight.

The riftirfg hook is attached to a frame suspended

from the lifting or hauling rope, and provided with

ttvo apns sufficiently far apart to admit the' cari’ier

traveller qr runner passing between them. Another
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pair of catches hinged to the jib hold the carrier

traveller or runner in position, whilst the load is being

lifted or lowered, by engaging with studs or projec-

tions on the carrier traveller or runner, and the above-

mentioned arms in rising are inclined by bevelled

surfaces coming in contact with these studs so as to

^hrow the hinged catches out of engagement, whilst

catches upon the arms engage with them. The carrier

traveller or runner and * load can then be drawm up

into the warehouse.

On the descent of the empty carrier, which

takes place by gravity, the catches on the arms of

the lifting hook are automatically disengaged, and

the eat<‘hes on the jib rc-engage with the studs,

so as to hold the carrier, traveller, or runner in

position whilst the lifting hook is lowered into the

hold of the vessel.

An arrangement of temporary rope-way for loading

and unloading ships consists of a wire rope stretched

taut between the deck of the vessel to be dealt with,

^and a crossbar, upon which a pulley is raised and

lowered by a winch. This pulley is connected by a

rope to a post, or other convenient point of attach-

ment, situated sonie\Yhat beyond the place where it

is desired to deposit the load, or to pick up the

latter.

The carrier receptacle is first loaded in the lower

position when the cargo of the vessel is being dis-

charged, then the end of the rope is raised by means

of the winch, and the carrier runs by gravity down
the rope, is emptied, and the end of the rope being

lowered, again returns by gravity. When tli^ vessel

is taking in carg(f, and the load would be consequently

numing in th6 opposite direction, this operation is

reversed.
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Installations for Hoisting and Conveying

in America.

At the Tilly Foster Mines, in the State of New
York, U.S., a wire rope-way* arranged to both hoist

and convey loads, was employed for the removal of

some 300,000 cubic yards of rock, in order to convert

an old mine into an open pit, and uncover about

600,000 tons of ore. The excavation was about 450'

feet in length by 300 feet in width, and the skip load

of material had to be lifted up directly at the place

ydicrc it might be filled. On the first erection of the

line chain, connected lall-ropc carriers were used to

support the hoisting rope between the towers, and

the carriage consisted of a series of blocks, with 8 or

] 0 incdi wheels to run on the main cariying rope, spaced

about every 60 feet, connected with ^-inch chains.

These heavy and cumbersome fall-rope carriers were

a* source of considerable inconvenience. The hoisting

rope only required to be supported every 100 feet,

but with chain-connected carriers the chains themselves

must be supported so as to be out of the way of

ol)structions below ; in fact the chains must not hang

lower than the skips, say 15 feet, thus bringing the

carriers 20 to 30 feet apart. The weight of the chains

and carriers was about 1 ton. The chains were found

to swing about and get enbmgled in the fall-block and

with each other, they limited the speed, gave rise to

an abnormal amount of wear in the cable, added to

the strain, and increased the power required in con-

veying iiie joad fully 40 per cedt. In spite of these

* A full description of this installation is given in a paper

read before the Canadian Mining Institute in 1§98 by Mr Bpeneer

Miller, C.E.
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drawbacks, however, each of the cable-ways was found

capable of taking out 10 per cent, more loads per day

than a derrick, whilst reaching out 300 feet against

only 100 feet in the case of the latter.

Improved fall-rope carriers were subsequently

introduced. An auxiliary rope, about I inch in dia-

meter, suspended above the main rope or cable, was

held in a parallel position to the main cabWKy passing

under wheels in the cable carriage, and had secured

upon it a series of buttons, whose diameter incr^jased

with the distance from the head tower. Slots in the

h(jad of the carriers, corresponding to the diameter of

the buttons, allowed eacdi of the carriers in passing

down the incline to be stopped at its proper button,

the carriers having small wheels to r<.>ll upon the

auxiliary or button rope. The heavy cdiains were

tlius dispensed with, and the fall-rope caiTiers spaced

by buttons, and weighing in all about 100 lbs., took

the pla(;e of the chain-connected carriers which, with

the chain, W'eighed 2,000 lbs., and caused an increased

strain on the anchorage of about 5 tons.

In another installation the button stop-rope carrier

was ajqdied to a horizontal line of wire rope-way

of 855 feet span, wdiich necessitated the provision of

means for drawing the fall-rope carrier out with the

carriage, as giavity could not be depended upon as

in the previous case. For this purpose a horn, pro-

vided upon the carriage, both lifted the carriers bodily

from the rope or cable so as to dispense with wheels

on which the carrier might run on the main rope

or cable, and also served to hold the carriers when

distributing thenj along tire cable; the carriers are

again picked uj^ by the horn on its dretum journey

towards the engine or^ starting point. The buttons

on the button rope hike the caiyiers from the horn
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and leave them spaced along the main cable or rope

at proper intervals for supporting the hoisting rope;

the buttons increasing in size in a direction receding

from the head tower, as also do the corresponding

slots in the head of the top of the carrier. A standard

pattern carriage and fall-rope carrier as used on above

line is shown in Fig. 138.

The engine for driving has double cylinders fitted

with reversible link motion. The drums are of large

diameter and of the friction type, one carrying the

hoisting rope, and the other turned with a curved

surface carrying the

endless rope, which

latter is hiken round it

five or more times so

as to ensure sufficient

friction to secure im-

munity from slipping in

the opposite direction

to that in which the

drum is turning, the

ends of the rope are

passed over the sheave
wheels on the towers, and made fast tg the front and
rear wheels of the cable carriage. The hoisting drum
is . independent of the other, and being of the same
diameter, winds at the same rate of speed, and keeps
the load at the same height if so desired

;
it has also

a band brake by means of which the load can be
sustained. The reversing lever, and the friction and
brake levers, are all brouglit to a central position
so that^ th6 operator can work all of them without
moving, ‘The ‘load can be hoisted or lowered at anv
point un^er the line of rope or .cable.

Further .injprovcments that have been made in

Fki. 138. -Installation for Hoisting and
Conveying: Carriage and Fall Rt>j»e

Carrier.
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this installation consist, first, in the employment of an
aerial dump, shown in Fig. 139

, whereby the act of

delivering the load from the skip at any point is per-

formed automatically by the moving of a lever by the

engineman, thus saving a man for releasing the load,

Pig. 139.—Installation for Hoisting and Conveying : Aerial Dump.

and also greatly reducing the time required *for dump-
ing the load

; and secopdly, in making the enijre plant

movable, which latter improvement practically
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transformed the cable-way or aerial rope-way into a

long distance travelling crane.

An installation of wire rope-way at one of the

iron-ore mines in the Lake Superior district is fitted

with a self-filling grab bucket, and two others are

used to excavate sand from the bed of a river and

deliver it to bins on dry land, where it is screened and

shipped to St Tjouis. One of those plants has made

as many as eS3 trips in forty-four minutes, in actual

working the number is from 30 to 40 trips per hour,

or from 300 to 400 trips per day, the bucket having a

capacity of yards. The amount of material actu-

ally delivered is eighteen loads per day, avei-aging 18

yards per load, bringing the total up to 324 cubic

yards; the labour required to deliver this amount of

material being one engineinan, one fireman, and one

signalman.

An interesting type of wire rope-way for placer

mining was erected at Alder Gulch, Montana, U.S.

The objects of the installation were to excavate large

quantities of material at a loW cost per yard; to

deliver the material at a sufficient height so that a

gold-saving flume could be used of sufficient length

and grade to thoroughly extract all the finer gold

which escaped the original miners; and finally, to

deliver the tailings at such an elevation that they

would dispose of themselves.

The installation comprised a central tower con-

taining a hopper, the bottom of which was 40 feet

above the bed rock, and the dimensions of which were

27 by 16 by 8 feet, sloping from each side to a central

channel* 30 «inches wide, which diannel sloped back to

the head t)f the flume or the gold-sating sluice. The

A-shaped frame tail support, a^ originally constructed,

being li^t and portable, could ‘be easily shifted about
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the hopper as a centre
;
subsequently, however, this

tail tower was mounted on wheels.

To dig the placer, a peculiar form of drag bucket

was employed, which was carried over tlie point where

the material was located, and then lowered to the

ground, where it automatically settled into a position

favourable for digging, the carriage being then run

forward, leaving the bucket on the ground. When
the direction of the ropes leading from the carriage

to the bucket was fiivourable, the hoisting lin6 was

hauled in and the bucket dragged along the ground,

teeth provided upon its edge ploughing into and

cutting their way through the gravel, and the bucket

becoming com])letely filled, after which it was

hoisted, conveyed, and dumped automatically into

the hopper.

The hopper tower was built of 8 by 8 inch

timber, and at the top was placed an auxiliary

tower, or bonnet, which suppoi'ted the main rope

or cable, and revolved to accommodate itself to the

position of the latter. This was effected without

disturbing the ropes leading from the head of

the tower down between guiding sheaves to the

engine.

A special form of engine was employed, having

10 by 12 inch cylinders, and drums 33 inches in

diameter, the operating levers being arranged at the

rear.

The main rope or cable was If inches in diameter,

and of crucible steel.

This line actually handled over 400 buckets in

ten hours, each bucket containing 1^ yards of material,

and in spite of the heavy cost of fuel and labour, the

agtuat cost of •the majerial handled did not exceed

3 cents per cubic yafd. The labour required con-
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locking the guys in the required positions were pro-

vided. Two “fore-and-aft” guys were also supplied

as “preventers,” this arrangement being found more

Fio. 141 ,—Wire Rope-Way for Hoisting and Conveying

;

Carrier or Hunning Head.

satisfactory <and reliable than the usual clips for pre-

venting ahy sliding of the derrick hfead on the main

cables.

The 'maip ^nd ether ropes' or cables were all of
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Bullwant’s make : the jfirst consisted of 4-inch, 6 by 17

specially selected mild steel wire rope having a
breaking strain of 45 tons. The guys, Jf-inch, 6 by
24 extra flexible steel wire crane ropes galvanised.

The hoisting tackle, l^-inch, 6 by 24 extra flexible

steel wire crane l ope. The traversing gear, an endless

l|^-inch, 6 by 24 extra flexible steel wire rope.

The stress on the main cables or ropes was
regulated by the centre deflections. The general

loading rarely exceeded 3 tons, but at times the* loads

went up to 5 1 tons, which were handled with facility

and despatch.

The cable-way over the permanent bridge was
used for hoisting and setting steel plate girders of

5'^' tons each.

Wire Rope-Ways for Coaling Vessels

at Sea.

Experiments in coaling vessels at sea have been
made for many years past, the subjecjt being one of

especial interest in relation to ships of war. According
to Lieutenant (1 E. Bell, li.N., in a paper read many
years ago before the Royal United Service Institution,

any satisfactory plan of coaling at sea must satisfy the

following three absolutely essential requirements :

—

(l)«Rapidity. (2) Safety. (3) Ability for the ships

engaged in the operation to proceed with the minimum
diminution of speed. Three further requirements of

no little importance being :—(4) Necessity of keeping

coal dry. (5) Minimum of labour to be employed.

(6) Little cost of material iJecessitated.

• It is generafly admitted by all authoilties upon
the i^bject, sJys Lieutenant Bell, that coaling from

broadside at sea is ifnpossible, except in very calm
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devised by Lieutenant R. G. 0. Tupper. As shown

at B, Fig. 142, an endless rope is provided, starting from

the stern of the collier in tow of the warship, passing

over an elevated support on the foreyard, thence to

the rear mast of the warship, and thence to the fore-

part of the latter. Buckets of coal are secured to this

endless rope at close intervals, and the whole arrange-

ment is worked by a capstan, tlui coal being passed in

this manner from one ship to tlie other. The objec-

tion to Beirs plan obviously applies with equal forefe

to the above.

Tlie j)lan invented and patented in 1893 by the

Hon. P. B. Low and illustrated at c, Fig 1 42, practically

only differs from BelFs plan in that a counterweight

is provided for maintaining a constant tension, and

conseciuently a constant deflection, on the suspended

cable regardless of the motion of the ships.

A test was made with this type of apparatus on

board the two U.S. cruisers, “ San Francusco ” and the

‘^Kearsarge.*^ The distance from the shears of the

cruisers to the upright poles oij the collier was about

235 feet, so that the distance between the vessels was

something less than 200 feet. The transporting cable

was secured to the deck of the “ San Francisco,'’ sup-

ported by a pair of shear poles at the stern, then run on

an incline to a gin block near the foremast of the
“ Kearsarge,” which played the part of the collier, at an

elevation of about 32 feet above the point of suspension

on the “ San Francisco.” This gave an air line inclina-

tion from the points of support of about S'* to the

horizontal. After the cable was rendered about the

gin blopk it was bent bagkwartis, and on the end was

secured a counterweight of about, 1,600 lbs. The
bags of coal weighed nearly 200 Ib^ and thg time

required to travel from the pdle head on the collier'to
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the shear pole on the warship was about fourteen

seconds. The time occupied in hoisting and sending

over ten bags of coal was about twenty minutes, giving

the rate of from 2 to 2^ tons per hour. During the

trial the sea was calm and the apparatus worked well.

The Board of Naval Officers instructed to report on

the trial, however, wore of the opinion that in rough

weather the apj)aratus would not be of any great value

in transferring coal from one vessel to another. Great

objections to this plan are:—Firstly, that in rough

weather the distance between the vessels would have

to be increased, the height of the gin block being also

correspondingly increased to maintain a proper inclina-

tion and attaining an impracticable elevation; secondly,

to render the capacity of the apparatus of practical

service the loads would have to be far heavier, and to

admit of this the weight of counterweight would have

also to be increased and would become a source of

danger.

A plan invented and patented by J. E. Walsh is

shown at d, Fig. 142i The cable is attached at one

end to the towing boat, inclines upward, and bends

over a pulley block near the head of the foremast,

thence bends under a pulley block carrying a*counter-

weiirht. Overhead derricks are also shown in the

drawing for hoisting the load out of both hatches to

platforms on the masts, that on the mainmast being

somewhat higher than that on the foremast, an

auxiliary inclined cable being provided between the

masts to carry the coal forward.

The objections urged against Low’s plan apply

equally in this case, indeed the carrying cable dor rope

being bent so many times would demand thep use of a

very large counterweight.

Two plans have 4)een devised bv S. ^ Miller.
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A.S.N.A. & M.E., the first of which is illustrated

at B, Fig. 142. Ill the first arrangement shear poles

are provided on one vessel and blocks on the mast of

the other. An endless rope is employed, and a

movable sheave in the bight of the cable aft is held

taut by a line connecting it with a sea anchor or

towing cone dragged in the sea behind the vessel. It

will be seen that tin.* vessel receiving the coal tows

the sea anchor as well as the collier, the latter merely

supporting the rope as it passes over. A carriage

gripped to the upper jiart, and provided with wheels

to roll on the lower part, serves to carry the bags of

coal over from the collier to the vessel being coaled.

An experimental trial of this arrangement was made

with a tug towing a slot>p, and although the test took

place in a storm, the sloop shipping water over the

bow, and both boats rolling and pitching very badly,

the bags of coal were conveyed across the space

(100 feet) as though the sea was smooth, the sea

anchor serving to perfectly act as a compensator and

maintaining a constant tension on the endless convey-

ing cable. In practice the sea anchor would have to

be selected in accordance with the speed of towing,

the greater the speed the smaller the cone required.

The second arrangement is shown at f and o,

Fig. 142, and in Fig. 143, as fitted on the U.S,S.

“Marcellus.” It is proposed, with this device, for the

warship to take the collier in tow, or the collier to tow

the warship, leaving the distance between the ships

about 300 feet. On the deck of the warship to receive

the coal a pair of shear poles secured by guys support

a shea>ie wheel and a chute to receive the load. A
special engine Jiaving two winding drums, shown inore

clQp;rly in the detail view a. Fig. 142, is located aft of

the forlinast on collier, and a steel cable f inch
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diameter leads from one drum to the top of the ‘fore-

mast, .over a sheave, thence to the sheave of the

warship, back to another sheave on the top of the

foremast, thence to the other drum. The engine

imparts a reciprocating motion to the conveying rope,

paying out one part under tension, a carriage secured

to one of the parts passing to and from the warship,

its load clearing the intervening water. The carriage,

which conveys in bags a load of from 700 to 1,000 Ibs^,

is fitted with wheels which roll on the lower part of

the conveying cable or rope, and grip slightly but

sufficiently the upper part of it. A hook pivoted at

the bottom of the carriage and provided with a latch

holds the load, and wlien the carriage conies in con-

tact with a rubber buffer on the sheave block at the

warship this latch is pressed in releasing the hook and

its load. If the carriage strikes heavily at either

terminus the upper part of the cable slips through

the grip without damage. When the bags are

dropped the direction of the rdjie is reversed and the

carriage returned to the collier. During the transit

of the load an elevator car descends to the deck, bags

of coal ^suspended from a bale are placed on the

elevator, and it is again raised to the stops on the

guides where the pointed hook on the carriage finds

its way under the bale or hanger supporting the coal

bags, and the instant the load is hooked on, ‘the

direction of the ropes is again reversed and the

carriage takes its load from the elevator, transfers it

to the warship, and drops it again into the chute.

The engine for operating the conveyor runs practi«

cally all tlfe time in one direction, its speed being

varied by*the tlse of the throttle. Ttie drum near the

foremasji is provided with friction mechanism and

operating leyei:, and is capable of giving to the rope
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a tension anywhere from 1,000 to 4,000 lbs. The

other drum is provided with two dry metallic surfaces

in contacit and is adjusted to slip under any strain

exceeding, say, 3,000 lbs. When the engine is

running the tendency of botli drums is to draw both

parts in one to the extent of 4,000 lbs., and the other

to 3,000 lbs. The effect consequently is that the

4,000-lbs. drum has a tendency to prevail and over-

haul the 3,000-lbs. resistance, and it is this resistance

that sustains the load during its transit. In this

manner, through the co-operation of the two drums,

the conveying distance between the two boats is

compensated for and a practically uniform tension

sustained during the transit of the load. On the

points of support on the two ships approaching each

other during the transit of the load, the drum pulling

4,000 lbs. will take up the slack and the 3,000-lbs.

drum will temporarily cease slipping, or, at least, the

amount of slip will be greatly reduced. Should the

vessels pull apart, the 3,000-lbs. drum will simply slip

the faster. It is only necessary to see that the speed

of transit is in excess of double the speed at which

the two vessels come together. After the load is

dumped at the warship the operator releases the

friction lever on the 4,000-lbs. drum, thus reducing the

tension on the lower part to some point considerably

below 3,000 lbs., whereupon the 3,000-lbs. drum acts

to haul the rope and returns the carriage to the

collier. The speed of conveying is about 1,000 feet

per minute, thus a load can be taken from the collier

and deposited in the w'arship in about twenty seconds.

Important features in tile device are that the total

tension on the fwo parts of the rop^ nevfir exceeds

about 8,000 lb9., and tjiat should the ships pull away

from each other ancf the towjine jart, xh*) only
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effect will be to unwind the rope from one of the

drums, its end falling into the water, the other drum

then winding in the other end of the rope and recover-

ing the carriage attached to it. The drum used for

operating the conveyor also serves to wind up and

store the cable when the collier is not coaling at sea.

Fig. 143 shows the collier actually in the act of

coaling a warship.

Another system for coaling vessels at sea has

lately been invented by Engineer-Commander Met-

calfe, R.N., and a trial of the apparatus is reported to

have recently been made in connection with the cruiser

“Roxburgh,” such weather conditions having been

chosen as to render the test a severe one. The results

of the trials, however, have not yet been made public.

An arrangement for coaling ships at sea, lately

devised by M‘Dowall & Piper, includes a conveyor

which consists of an endless chain passing round

shafts and provided with buckets, an endless oj)erat-

ihg chain passing round a sprocket wheel on one

of these shafts and round a sprocket wheel on the

conveyor frame, a bracket secured to the latter, a

sprocket wheel on the bracket and about which the

operating chain passes, and means for imparting

motion to the operating chain.

Further particulars of wire rope-ways for hoisting

and conveying will be found in a paper entitled

“ Aerial Suspension Cableways,” by J. M. Henderson,*

A.M.I.C.E., Proceedings of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, vol. clviii., pp. 188-222.



CHAPTER VII

MisoBLLANEOua Inpoiimation : To Calculate the Strain on

Carrying Rope—Splicing and Securing Wire Ropes

—

Ordinary Rope Attachments—Preserving Wire Ropes

—

General Matters.

To Calculate the Strains on Carrying Rope.—
The following method is given in an article on wire

rope-ways in the Remie Mecanique, Paris, by Messrs

Thiery and Cretin, Professors at TEcole des Eaux et

Forets.

(1) A cable or rope carried on two supports is only

subjected to its own weight. Referring to Pig. 144,

AB are the two fixed points supposedly at different

levels, c the length of the rope, I and h its horizontal

and vertical projections, a its angle of inclination, .T

the tension exerted at the highest point a, fi its angle

of inclination, t the tension at the lowest point b.

Admitting, according to general practice, that the

weight of the cable is evenly distributed ^ver the

length c, although in reality it is distributed over the.

arc A M B, let <a be the weight of the rope per metre

ruR, and' be what it would be if it were distributed

according to the arc, the total weight remaining the

same.

Take any point c, x and y indicating the co-

ordinates of that point in relation with the^ axes

passing through a. The Igiws of equilibrium can be

applied to the portion a c of the rope, the Jower part

OB being replipjed by the tension co exerted at c, the

value of which may beTrepresented by e. This is pro-
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jected according to the tangent of the curve, and
forms with the horizontal an angle y. The equations

of the projections on the axes of the co-ordinates

give—
^ sin 7 = T sin /? - roj x arc A C.

B cos y = T cos p.

Dividing \vc have

—

^yy
tn.V

T COS a cos P *

The equation of projection on the axis of x shows
the horizontal component* at any point on the cable to

be constaht and equal to T cos p. This being so the

tension increases with the inclination *^of the tangent,

or this latter, in accordance with the last equation.
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dimmishes with a?, T is therefore the maximum ten-

sion. To determine the latter the entire rope must

be considered, and the sum of the moments of force

T, ty and uiC be considered as nil as regards the point

B. Taking the moment of the tension t to equal zero,

then

—

T X BD - (DC X BK — 0,

from which

or

Tcsiii (P-it)

2 sin (p - a)

'

I sin {p - a)
(
1 )

If the coi*d A B is horizontal, the two tensions at A

and B are equal and take, at these points, the maxi-

mum value.

Fifi. 145. —Calculating Strains on Carrying Rope.

(2) Given a rope suspended from two supports and

carrying a number of loads n equal and at the same

distance from each other, Fig. 145. Let*the*value of

one ofthese loads be /i, e the horizontal distantje between

them;' and 2 th8 horizontal distance at point A, Taking

the moments of all the forces respect t^ point E,
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be increased, so changing the angle or the di^nce
between the loads be altered, fresh calculations must

be made.

The value of angle p may be obtained in several

ways. By photography, a sensitive plate being placed

parallel to the vertical plane of the rope, the optical

axis of the objective being normal to this plane. Or,

as shown in Fig. 1 47, wherein a is the highest point

of the rope.

Take an arc A d, and at d attach a plumb-line, the

bob of which hangs in a tube to prevent oscdllation.

This plumb-line is graduated, as at L If I be the

constant length, h be the height of the tube, and e

the value of one division of the graduations i, and say,

for example, that the division n is found to agree with

the upppr^d of the tube^ the height d e will be equal

to {l+h) + ne: , The height b e being known, b d Ban

be deduced, a d is measured and the! angle p^cslc^xx-

lated by^’its sine.
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Table of Coefficients of Inclination.

d

0
Values of

(/
8- 0) in Degrees,

S

2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 57-3 28-7 19*1 14-3 11-5 9-6 8-2 7-3 6-4
‘

5-8

2 57-3 28-7 19-1 14-3 11-5 9-6 8-2 7-2 64 5-8

a 57-2 28-6 19-1 14-3 11-5 9-6 8-2 7-2 64 5-8

4 57*2 28-6 19-1 14-3 11-4 9-5 8-2 7-2 6*4 5-7

5 57-1 28*5 19-0 14-3 11-4 9-5 8-2 7-2 6-4 5*7

6 57-1 28-5 19-0 14-3 11-4 9-5 8-2 7-1 6-4 6-7

7 57-0 28*4 19-0 14-2 11-4 9-5 8-1 7-1 6-3 5-7

8 56-9 28*4 18-9 14-2 11-4 9-5 8-1 7-1 6-3 5-7

9 56-8 28*3 18*9 14-2 11-3 9-4 8-1 7-1 6-3 5-7

10 66-6 28*2 18-8 14-1 11-3 9-4 8-1 7*1 6-3 5-7

11 56*4 28*1 18-8 14-1 11-3 9-4 80 7-0 6-3 .5-6

12 56*2 28*0 18-7 14-0 11-2 9-4 8-0 7*0 6-3 5-6

13 56-0 27-9 18-6 14-0 11-2 9-3 8-0 7*0 6-2 5-6

14 55-8 27-8 18-6 13-9 11-1 9-3 7*9 7*0 6-2 5-6

15 55*5 27*7 18-5 13-8 IM 9-2 7-9 6*9 6*2 5 *

6
*

16 55-2 27‘6 18-4 13-8 ll-O 9-2 7*9 6-9 6*1
1

5*5

17 54 ’9
,

27-4 18-3 13-7 11-0 9-1 7*8 6*9 6-1
1

5-6

18 54*6 27’2 18-2 13-6 10-9 9-1 7-8 6-8 6-1 6*6

19 64*3 27-1 18-1 13-5 10-8 9-0 7-7 6-8 6-0 6-4

20 64-0 26-91 18’0 13-5 10-8 9-0
I

7-7 6-7 6^0 5-4

21 26-8 17-8 13-4 10-7 8-9
!

7-6 6-7 60 5-4

22 633 26-6 17-7 13-3 10-6 8-9 7-6 6*6 5-9 6*3

23 62-9 26-4 17-6 13-2 10-6 8-8 7-6 6-6 5-9 6-3

24 62*5 26-2 17-5 13-1 10-5 8-7 7-5 6-6 5-8 6*3

25 •621 26-0 17*3 13-0 10-4 8-7 7*4 6-5 5-8 6-2

26 51-6 25-7 17-2 12-9 10-3 8-6 7-4 6-5 5-7 5-2

27 51*2 25-5 17-0 12-8 10-2 8-5 7*3 6-4 5-7 5-1

28 50-7 25-3 16-9 12-6 101 8-5 7-2 6-3 5-6 5*1

29 50-3 25-1 16-7 12-5 100 8-4 7-2 6-3 5-6 5*0

30 49-8 24-8 16-6 12-4 9-9 8-3 7*1 6-2 5-5 5-0
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Table of Coefficients of Inclination—Contd

*0

an

Values of (fi -• a
)
in Degrees.

S

11 12 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 b-2 4'8 4-4 4 1 3-9 3*7 3*5 3‘3 3-1 2-9*

2 5-2 4*8 4-4 4-1 3-9 3*6 3*4 3*2 31 2 9

3 5*2 4-8 44 4i 3 9 3*6 3*1 3*2 3*1 2-9

•i 5-2 4-8 4-4 4*1 3-9 3-6 3*4 3*2 31 2 9

5 5-2 4*8 4-4 41 3*9 3() 3*4 3*2 3*1 2*9

6 5-2 4-8 4-4 41 3*8 3() 3*4 3*2 3*0 2-9

7 5 2 4-8 4-4 41 3*8 3*6 3*4 3*2 3-0 2*9

8 5*2 4*8 4*4 4-1 3*8 3*6 3*4 3*2 3 0 2 '9

9 5-2 4*7 4-4 4*1 3-8 3-6 34 3 2 3-0 2*9

10 5-2 4*7 4-4 4*1 3 8 3*6 3*4 3-2 30 2*9

11 5-1 4‘7 4-4 4*1 3*8 3*6 3*4 3*2 3*0 2*9

12 5*1 4-7 4*3 4-0 3-8 3*0 3*3 3*2 30 2*9

13 51 4-7 4-3 4-0 3*8 3'5 3*3 3-1 30 2*8

14 5-1 4-7 4*3 4-0 3-8 3*5 3*3 3*1 3-0
1

2’8

rs 5-1 4-6 4-3 4-0 3-7 3*5 3*3 31 2-9 2*8

16 5-0 4-(5 4*3 40 37 3*;' 3 3 3*1 2*9 2*8

17 5 0 4-6 4-3 40 3*7 3*5 3-3 3*1 2 ’9 2*8

18 5-0 4-6 4-2 4-0 3*7 3*5 3-3 3 1 2-9 2*8

19 5-0 45 4-2 3 ’9 3-7 3*4 3-3 3*1 2*9 2*7

20 4-9 ^ 4-5 4*2 3-9 3*6 3-4 3 2 3-0 2 9 2*7

21 4-9 4-5 4-2 3 9 3-6 3*4 3-2' 3*0 2*8 2-7

22 4-8 4-5 41 3-8 3’t) 3*1 3-2 3-0 2-8 2*7

23 4-8 4-4
!
41 3 8 3*6 3*4 3*2 3 0 2*8 2*7

24 4-8 4’i 41 3-8 3-5 3*3 31 30 2*8 2*7

25 4-7 4-4 4-0 3-7 3*5 3-3 3 1 2-9 2-8 2*6

26 4*7 4*3 4*0 3*7 3-5 3'3 3*1 2-9 28 2*6

27 4*7 4*3 4-0 3*7 3-4 3*2 31 2-9 2-7 2*6

28 4-6 4-2 3-9 3-6 3*4 8-2 30 2*9 2-7 2*6

29 4‘6 4-2 3-9 3*6 3*4 3-2 3-0 2*8 2*7 2*6

30 4-5 4-2 3-9 3*6 3-3 32 3-a 2-8 2*7 25
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Splicing Wire Ropes.

The splicing or otherwise securing together of the

ends of wire ropes, and the fastening of rope attach-

ments to the ends of such ropes, forms an important

feature in their use in connection with aerial or wire

rope-ways.

To commence with the operation of splicing, a six-

strand wire rope is that which allows of the most
perfect and neatest splice being made, inasmuch as

the strands are then the exact size of the core of the

rope, for which they can he readily substituted when
the latter has been removed to admit of the strands

taking its place.

A five-strand rope forms, however, a very strong

splice, because of the strands being somewhat larger

than the core of the rope, and consequently in

the finished splice the exterior strands gripping or

pressing very firmly upon the ins(u*ted strands, and
tending to })i event the splice from drawing. A draw-

back to this s})lice, hwever, is that the bonding of

the rope round a pulley frequently causes the strands

to {)rotru(le.

When forming a splice every precjaution slft)uld be

taken to see that no ends arc left projecting, or no
thick parts formed in the rope.

The first thing to be done is to bring the two
extremities of the rope taut and overlapping some
20 feet by means of a block and fall. About 10

feet of each end must then have the strands opened
and the core or centre cut off closely, and the bunches

of strands brought opposite, to each other as, shown
in 5ig- 148

,
so th^ the opposite strands iiiay interlock

regularly with one another.

Next, unlay the strtuid marked a of one rftpe end,
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and follow up with the strand marked 1

of the other rope end, laying it tightly

into the groove left open by the un-

winding or unlaying of the strand a,

causing the twist of the strand to

correspond exactly with the lay of the

open groove, until the whole of strand

1, up to about 6 inches, has been laid

in, and strand a has become 20 feet

lonff. Then cut strand a off within

6 inches of the rope, leaving two short

ends, as shown in Fig. 149, which ends

should be temporarily

secured by tying.

Now unlay the

strand marked 4 of

the opposite rope

Fig.

150.

—

Splidng

Wire

Ropes

;

Third

Operation.
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end, following it up with the strand marked / laid

into the open groove as above described, and treat

in an exactly similar manner; following likewise

the same procedure with the strands marked b and

2, but stopping within 4 feet of the first set, then

with the strands marked e and 5, c and 3, and d
<and 6, when all the strands will be laid into each

other’s places with their respective ends passing each

other at points 4 feet apart as shown in Fig. 150.

Lastly, to secure and dispose of the ends without

increasing the diameter of the rope, these ends should

be well straightened and lapped with fine hemp siez-

ing, a marlinspike should be inserted through the

centre of the rope, and 6 inches of the core or centre

cut out, the end of 1 being then placed under a and

tucked into the space previously occupied by the core,

and a 6-inch length of core being cut out on the other

side, the end of a should be inserted into its place in.

the same way. The other ends should then be dis-

posed of in a similar maimer, taking an end alter-*

nately from one side anfl then from the other.

Finish off the splice by well closing the rope, and

removing any unevenness or irregularity by hammer-

ing with a wooden mallet.

Additional strength may be ensured by passing the

end of No. 1 strand over strand a, and strand h over

strand No. 1, by which a very tight grip is obtained,

and the splice rendered capable of withstanding very

severe strains.

Securing Wire Ropes in Sockets, &c.

As regards methods for Securing ihe efnis df wire

ropes together by^means of sockets, and of fastening

them to varioui^ attachments in qpmmon use,, nume-

rous plans have been devised, some o{ \fhic& have'
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been briefly alluded to when describing certg,in par-

ticular installations, and the following are a few

amongst the many others.

K S. Newall, as far hack as 1840, provided for

securing the ends of wire ropes by passing each end

into and through a conical tliimble, doubling back

the ends of the strands and pulling back the rope,

until the doubled part fits the thimble, when by

pouring melted brass amongst the ends of the

strands they prevented from being drawn out

of the tliimble. The two ends having been thus

secured in their respective thimbles, the latter are

screwed together by means of a right and left

handed screwed connecting ])iece, and are fixed or

locked in place by means of pins. A hook or an

eye may be fastened to the rope in a like manner.

A socket for wire ropes w hich is fairly satisfactory

consists of a taper or conical caj) made of iron or

steel and fitted with a soft metal lining, which cap is

placed round the rope end. The rope end is then

brought into proper position eEnd forcibly driven out-

wards against the lining within the socket, a taper

plug or wedge also made of soft mc'tal similar to the

lining being inserted to hold the wdre ends asunder.

A bolt is also fitted which is intended to carry the

load, or to connect another socket, and whicjh passes

through a double eye. This device possesses, the

advantage of admitting of the process of socketing

being easily and rapidly performed.

Another good form of socket consists essentially of

a taper or conical iron, ste^l, or other metal socket

piece, •the •internal diameter of the smaller end of

which i# somewhat Isirger than the circumference or

girth of the rope to be secure^ in it. • Taper oi* conical

wedge br lockiner nieces are placed round the end of
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the roge, which wedges are of such dimensions that

when the rope is drawn tight into position in the

socket, and the wedge pieces jammed between the

inner face of the former and the rope, they will be at

a certain distance from the smaller end of the socket.

The result of this arrangement is that the more the

force exerted to draw the rope from the socket, the

tighter will the wedge or locking pieces become

jammed and tend to hold it in place therein. The

surfaces of the wedge or locking pieces next the* rope

may be serrated or roughened, and sufficient clear-

ance should be provided between them to admit of

their tightening upon the rope as the latter becomes

compressed through the pressure exerted upon it.

In an arrangement somewhat resembling the above

the wedges are constructed in two parts, the one out-

side the other, the outer face of the inner part having

rounded projections adapted to fit into corresponding

recesses in the inner face of the outer part. The com-

ponent wires of the rope are bent over the end of tli«

inner part, and will be«firmly gripped between the two

parts when the wedges become jammed in the tapered

casing or socket.

The following plans may also be mentioned :

—

Wedge-shaped toothed clips, placed one on each

side of the rope, are surrounded by a ring, within

which is placed a bridle with shoulders to bear against

the. ring, the strain upon the bridle tightening the

wedges on the rope.

Passing the wires through a cone, turning them

over, winding round the parallel layers, and fastening

the ends to the rope. Thiswcone is then^plaqpd in a

socket and a ring«or hook screwed in, the emd of the

cope being protected by a leather disc.

Clamping the ropeT ends between groov^ plates
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by screw bolts passed through the edges of the platS^

or by means of a single bolt longitudinally slotted to

receive the rope ends. In the first arrangement a

grooved tapering block is preferably inserted between

one of the plates and the ropes.

Baring the rope end for a short distance, and pass-

ing an internally tapered and externally screwed

ferrule over it. An expander being then driven into

the end of the rope, and a cap screwed on to the

ferrille.

Bleichert proposes to secure a shackle to the end

of a wire rope by fitting the end of the latter, previ-

ously tinned, into a conical bush, distending the ends

of the wires forming the rope, and filling the space

between them with a comj)usition of hard tin. The

shackle is screwed on to the exterior of the bush.

To connect together the ends of wire ropes, the

adjacent ends of the ropes are tinned and placed in

conical bushes, the ends of the wires are then bent

apart, the whole >varmed in red-hot pincers, and the

ends cast out solid with a cwiiposition of hard tin,

after which the bushes are screwed to a central con-

necting piece.

This is practically the same method of securing

the end of a wire rope in a socket as that devised

nearly sixty years ago by Newall, which has been

already described.

Ordinary Rope Attachments.

A, B, c, D, and B, Fig.
15J,

illustrate the ordinary

forms of wire rope attachments in most general use.

A shows^an arrangement of clamps with capel. iThe

ei\d of the rope, it will be seen, is merely bent roijnd

a gimbal ring or^
* eye, and •then covered with the
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clamps. B is a capel
;
the eye is in this^case spliced

in as sfiown. c is a socket with hoops or rings, which

latter are driven on hot to shrink and tighten when

cold. D is a riveted socket, and b is a conical socket.

In the case of the three latter arrangements the

A Capel with Clamps.

Sye Spliced in.

^ Capel Wire Conductors without Rivets.

Capel with Riveta

Conical Socket without Rivets.

Fig. 151.—Ordinary Forms of Wire .Rope Attaohmonts,

end of the rope iiiust be somewhat enlarged to a

conical shape, which can be conveniently effected by

turning back the wires layer by layer, .and. binding

them down withwjopper wire. As the,firsHayers will

the longest,«and the,others successively shorter,,the

desired conical shape will be ensured.
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In the conical socket e the rope is first passed

through the bore in the head, enlarged as above

described, and drawn back until the conical enlarge-

ment engages in the conical portion of the bore.

Preserving Wire Ropes.

An important point in connection with the work-

ing of aerial or wire rope-ways is the lubrication

and other means to be adopted for preventing pre-

mature decay of the wire ropes.

As regards the preservative treatment most suit-

able for running and other wire ropes it may be

summed up in a few words to consist essentially in a

sufficiently abundant lubrication with a suitable oil,

grease, or other medium, at frequent and regular

intervals.

A great portion of the wear of the rope is due to

the cutting action of the wires against one another,

and this action can only be reduced by a judicious

application of an oil capable of permeating the rope.

Tests have demonstrated that an oiled rope will

stand from two to five times more bends than the

same ro[5e unoiled.

The best unguent to employ is a njatter upon
which some difference of opinion exists. One autho-

rity states* that he has found from practical experience

on a wire rope-way, extending over a number of years,

the best lubih^ant to be black West Virginia oil fed

on to the rope by automatic lubricators, about 3

gallons per month being used in this case on a line

of aboui 2 guiles in lengtii. ’On first starting work-
ing the line in guestion Swedish tar mixed with boUed

•Seepp. 110,VllL
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linseed, oil was tried with inferior results in every

way.

Linseed oil by itself is also recommended.

The following have also been employed or recom-

mended for the preservation or prevention of the

premature decay of wire ropes :

—

The application of a coating of a mixture composed

of 6 parts of tar, 2 parts of linseed oil, and 2 parts

of tallow, melted and mixed together, and applied to

the rope whilst hot.

A coating of a solution of caoutchouc in caout-

choucine.

Passing the strands and the rope after closing

through receptacles containing mica grease, glissanfo-

line, &c., to protect the core and the strands from

corrosion.

Winding a zinc wire between the steel wires to

prevent rusting of the latter.

Depositing on the rope a coating of cadmium by

electrolysis in a bath of ammonium sulphate, or of

the double salt of cjm.nide of cadmium and cyanide

of potassium, the anodes being of rolled cadmium
;
a

coating of zinc, &c., being sometimes first deposited

on the rope and afterwards a coating of cadlnium, or

the operation reversed.

A number of machines have been devised for clean-

ing* wire ropes and for lubricating them, and the use

of some efficient cleaning and lubricating machine in

connection with a running wire rope is very desirable,

as the practice of applying the fresh lubricant upon

the uncleaned rope, and over the previously applied

oil, is not only extremely wasteful, but, Qwing to the

possible defects ki the rope being thus,concealed from

view,<s one fraught with much danger.

One type of apparatus designed for cleaning and
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lubricating wire ropes comprises circular or cyliu'^

drical wire or hair brushes keyed on axles carried in

a vertical frame, and two plain rollers which have

spur or toothed wheels attached to them gearing with

other spur or toothed wheels secured to the wire or

hair brushes. The bearings are made movable to

allow of the introduction of the rope between the

brushes, and screws for regulating the pressure of the

brushes, and rollers engaging the rope are also pro-

vided*; the frictional contact of the rollers against the

rope imparts the necessary rotary motion to the cir-

cular brushes. As soon as the rope has been satisfac-

torily cleaned the wire brushes are removed, and are

replaced by hair brushes, or the latter are replaced by

barrels or drums covered with spongy njaterial and

kept supplied with lubricant from an oil reservoir,

box, or hopper, or the brushing and lubricating opera-

tions may be performed simultaneously instead of

separately.

* Another pattern of wire-rope cleanser and lubri-

cator, and one which is said to give very good results,

is that known as the vacuum. This apparatus, which

is chiefly characterised by its extreme simplicity,

consists of a spherical oil-box constructed in halves,

and surmounted by a gallery or ring running through

small wheels or rollers upon a circular path or race

on the oil-box. This gallery or ring contains a series

of radially adjustable wire brushes, the points of

which are pressed in between the strands of the rope,

and the spherical oil-box is formed with axial holes

to admit of the passage of the rope, la hinge joint

being provided upon one*si^e and a screw fastening

on the other.

^When the device is placed in position oh the wife

rope, the latter willJlass axially through the spherical
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oil'boj^ and brush gallery or ring, and when the oil-

box is secured, and the rope travels through it, the

gallery or ring will be caused to revolve, and all the

accumulations of dirt and gummy oil will be scraped

off and removed, falling down outside the box.

The outlets ef the oil-box are provided with stuffing

boxes fitted with split indiarubber packing rings, and

the arrangement is such that a suitable amount of

oil will be allowed to pass away with the rope.

The oil can be inserted into the box, the two parts

or halves of which form a fluid tight joint when closed,

.

through apertures fitted with screw plugs.
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cr^‘

directions for Uncoiling Wire Ropes.

Saiall ropes or cables are delivered in coils wrajjped

in canvas, heavy ropes or cables are coiled on a

reel covered with wooden

staves.

To uncoil a rope off a

reel the latter should be

mounted in bearings in a

frame a as shown in Fig.

152, and the rope wound off

carefully on to the drum,

great bare being taken to

avoid the occurrence of a

kink as shown at b, Fig.

153, which, is a serious

matter in. a wire rope, and
likely to remain always a

weak place during the life

of the rope.

Coils of rope should

never be uncoilfjd by hand
in the manner indicated at

ot Fig. 154; they should

be placed hn a wheel *as

shown at.D, Fig. 155^ so that ihe whfile coil can be

turned during c^ilingroff

Figs. 152, 153, 154, and 155.

Methods of Uncoittog Wire Rope.
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To Remove a Kink from a Wire Rope.

In transporting wire ropes in mountainous dis-

tricts, more especially when such transportation has

to be effected upon the backs of mules,* they are very

liable to get kinked.

To remove a short kink successfully it is recom-

mended to fasten two clamps to the rope, one on

either side of the kink, with just room to use a mallet

freely. Then by unbending the kink in the direction

in which it is formed, whilst at the same time twisting

the rope with the clamps into proper shape, and

setting down with a mallet, the worst kink can be

taken out so that it cannot be noticed. Trying to

pull or hammer out a kink will only make it worse,

and weaken the rope more than if it were left in.

Estimate for Wire Rope-Way.

The following particulars are recommended by

Mr Carrincfton to bo sent when a definite estimate for

a wire rope-way is required :

—

Length of line from end to end.

Does the lino go straight from end to .end? If

not, state the number and de^ees of angles.!

Approximate section of ground to be passed

over ? J

The quantity to be carried per hour, and the char-

acter of material to be transported ?

See p. 109.

t It is recommended in all cases where possible that the

rope-ways should run in a straight line from end to
^
end. See*

p.l4.
^

,

If possible a detailed section should be* sent, but in many

oases It simple ^n and ink sketch giving the leading dimen-

sions is sufficient.
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Is steam or water power available, and if so, state

amount ?

Is timber available on the spot for the construction

of terminal frames and posts ?
*

For the guidance of those getting out such parti-

culars, it may be stated that any divergency from the

straight line should be made in the form of an angle,

and not in a curve
;

and where motive power is

available at the point where this divergence is made,

the angle can be constructed without additional cost.

Where possible it is preferred to place the driving

power at the delivering terminus of the rope-way, but

this is not essential.

The most convenient apportionment of the loads is

as follows :

—

For a 50 ton line 100 lbs. to 120 lbs. load.

100 120 „ no
200 „ no „ 250
300 „ 400 „ 440

• These loads are not absolutely necessary, but when
adopted will enable the cheapest ‘form of rope-way to

be used.

Approximate Price List for Wirfe Rope-Ways
on the Carrington Endless-Rope System.

The following list will enable the reader to form an

idea of the cost of any rope-way he may contemplate

erecting, but as the price varies greatly according tc

the ground passed over and the material to be trans-

^ported, it must be borne in mind that the amounts

given ard puifely approximate.
s

.

^cThe above portions^are recomq^ended t8 be constructeo

tn timber, liutwhere necessary can be stpplied in iron or steel.
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• •
60 Ton
per Ten
Hours
Line.

100 Ton
per Ten
flours
Line.

200 Ton
per Ten
Hours
Line.

1. Rope, pulleyH, and rolling stock

for a leuf'th not exce^ing 1

<C £ £

mile, per mile... -

2. Driving and tightening gears

with shunt rails for a rope-way,

310 460 580

1 mile or less in length -

3. Rope, pulleys, and rolling stock

for a leiigth not exceecling 3

60 130 170

miles, but over 1 mile, per miki

4. Driving and tightening gears

with shunt rails for a rope-way

not exceeding 3 miles in length,

340 490 '620

but over 1 mile

6. Angles giving any d(^gree of de-

120 250 300 .

viation, each - - - -

6. Packing, (fee., about- -

25 35 46.
20 to 30 30 to 40 40 to 60

To which must be added the cost of wood posts

and engine power. The former average about thirty

per mile, and on level ground are about 15 feet high,

costing from £4 to *£5 each
;

irregularities of level

will cause a corresponding variation in the heights of

the posts.

The amount of engine power necessftry varies

under all circumstances. Reference to the descrip-

tions of lines at work will give a fair idea of the power
required for various services. ^

It must be understood that the wood frames for

carrying the terminal gears and shunt rails are not

included in the above prices. But otherwise these

prices would usually be found to be rather in excess of

a final estimate made on r^eipt of full p|irticplars.

^ Rope-ways fior lengths under half a mile should be

gpecklly estinaated for.

Ta illustrate the jyoper method of estimating from
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above prices, the following examples will be fq,und

useful, viz. :—

:

1. Cost recjuired for a rope-way three-quarters of a

mile long to carry 50 tons per ten hours with one

angle.

Rope, pulleys, and rolling stock as per No. 1, £310

per mile, or for three-quarters of a mile, £232. 10s.,

and terminal gear, &c., as per No. 2, £60, and with

curve as per No. 5, £25. Total cost, £317. lOs.

2. -Cost required of a roj)e-way 2 miles long to

carry 100 tons per ten hours as per No. 3. Rope,

pulleys, and rolling stock will cost £980, and as per

No. 4, driving gear, &c., will cost £250. Total,

£1,230.
* Packing is only necessary for export.

The cost of several of the different installations

described in previous chapters has been also given,

which will assist in forming a rough estimate of the

probable outlay that would be required for the erec-

tion of a wire rope-way in various situations, and

to perform certain specific duties, and the working

expenses of the lines which have been likewise added,

in several instances, will enables an idea to be gained

of the poVisible saving, in the cost of the traiispor^tion

of materials, that could be effected by the -use of an

aerial or wire rope-way.

Horse-Power Necessary to Propel i,ooo lbs.

at Various Speeds and up Various Grades

at Same Speeds.

(Coiisolidated Telphen^ Company.)

The tfaction per 1,000 lbs. assujped in this table

is 10 lbs. On any but a very good ^^il the traction

wilf be ttiore than ttiis, and ^he power required by
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table should be correspondingly increased. If the

traction is just 10 lbs., a car will roll down a one

per cent, grade without accelerating its velocity. In

fact an experiment of this kind would determine

approximately what the traction is.

Flexible Steel Wire Ropes (Bullivant).
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Table of Round Steel Wife Ropes for Mining,

Hauling, Winding, and Similar Purposes.

Showing the breaking strains obtained from different

qualities of Wire Ropes, the weight per fathom being the same

for all qualities (Bullivaiit).

Tke diameter of drums and sheaves should be about thirty times

the circumference of the rope.

For shaft winding at high speed one-tenth of the breaking strain

of a rope is sometimes taken as a fair working load. For inclines,

the proportion of load to breaking strain varies according to gradient

conditions, and friction should be allowed for.
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Breaking Strains of Steel Wire (Ryland).

S.W.G. Annealed. Bright.

Lbs. Lbs.

0000000 13,611 20,310

000000 11,722 17,683

00000 10,159 16,243

0000 8,712 13,067

000 7,534 11,302

00 6,693 9,891

0 5,726 8,573

1 4,901 7,351

2 4,127 6,221

3 3,458 5,187

4 2,930 4,395

5 2,447 3,672

6 2,007 3,011

7 1,668 2,530

8 1,393 2,091

9 1,130 . 1,694

10 893 1,339

11 734 1,099

12 ! 590 884

13 1
461 691

14 349 523

15 284 -424’

16 223 334

17
1

170 256

18 1
128 188

19 87 130

20 72 106
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Diameter of Wire-Rope Pulleys.

The following translation of a method for calcu-

lating the diameter of wire-rope pulleys, given by

H. Blasius in the Zeitschrift der Veremes deutscher

Ingenieu7X, Berlin, is taken from the al)stracts, iVo-

ceedings of tha Insfitutmh of Civil Engineers^ vol.

cxcvii., p. 350.

Loaded wire-ropes are subject to tensile and to

bt^nding stresses. If R be the radius of the pulley,

T tliat of the individual strand (not rope), then the

bending stress is—

The factor which is often empirically employed,

cannot be justified theoretically, and is ignored by

the authoi’.

If i be the number of wires in the rope, then

the tensile stress may be expressed as

—

- ?.

Whence the total stress

—

= cr^ + tr^= _P

The author shows that the smallest value of R is

obtained by distributing the values as follows :

—

/i2P
“V iirK:

/27E^
~V
3E

r 2K,

3 X 22000

2xTu
= 825.

ie.:^ should Uo distributed in the* proportion of

1*2 between cr,. and
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Tests of Steel Wire Used in Ropes for

Aerial Rope-Ways.

J. M. Henderson, A.M.T.C.E.

Tension,—Tensile breaking stress, 90 tons to 111

tons per square inch. Patent steel, 90 tons to 10(

tons per square inch. Plough steel, 95 tons to 111

tons per square inch.

Torsion,—Test length, 8 inches. From 24 turni

in largest wires to 40 turns in smallest.

Bending,—Bending the wire to a right angh
round its own diameter 10 to 15 times.

Elongation,—Length of test piece, 1 foot to 2 feet

according to testing machine. Elongation of win
under a tensile stress of 90 tons per square inch, [

per cent, to 5 per cent. The lower elongation if

the smallest wires, the higher in the largest wires

The figures also cover the variation between plougl

steel and patent steel wire.

The following tables, giving particulars of some

typical wire rope-ways, compiled by Mr J. M
Henderson, are abstracted from the Proceedings q,

the Institution of Civil Engineers, vol. clviii :

—

.Wire Rope Ways on Bridge and Viaduct Construction,

T5

fio;

Vl

Name and Location of Bridge
or Viadui't.

Clear
Span.

Height of

Supports.

Load.

Engine
Cylinders.

, 1

Dia-
meter
of

Druina.Kama. Location. Head. TaU. Dia. stroke.

Vauxball Westminster
Fwt.
904

Feet. Feet.

72
Tons.

4
Irts.

11

Ins.

21
Ini.

66
iKew Bridge - • Tjondou 525 60 4 10 18 66
Viaduct - * . Ilirkoaldy 430 46 36 2 8 12 48

** ”

»

Co. Durham 900 62 68 3, 8 12 48
* ” - » 835 60 67 3* 8 12 48<

*1
c

« —

-

Devon. 1,000 72 60
<

r 8 . 12 « 48
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WiBB Ropb-Ways on Dock Works.

Nune and Location
of Dock.

Span.

Height of

Supporti.

Load.

Engine
Oylindeni
(two).

Dia-

meter
of

Drums.

Capao-

Kama. Location. H«id. Tail. Dia. Stroke.

BoUer. HourC

Feet. Feet. Feet, Tone. 1118. Ins. Ins. Tons.

H.M. Dock,
yard

H.M. Dock-
yard

Hon^-Kong -

Malta m 6 11 18 68 Loco. 800

Gibraltar 76 25 4 10 18 68 Vert.’ 840

Hong- 1,100 40 40 6 11 18 64 Loco. 400

Simoni Bay •

Kong
Soutu
Africa

600 66 3 8 12 60
•

If 160

Wire Hope-ways at Waterworks.

Name and Location of

Waterworks. Type of

Rope-way.
Clear
Span.

Height of

Supports.

i

Engine
Cylinders.

Diameter

of

Drums.

Boiler.

Name. Ixicaiion. Head. Tail.

Feet.

26

30\
20/
66
62
60

30 \
30/
26

Dia. Stroke.

Edinburgh-
HoM'den \
Dam j

Swansea -

Ilkley

Harrogate -

Derwent \
* Dam /
Motherwell

Peeblesshire

Nr. Sheffield

Breconshire

Yorkshire

If

Nr. Sheffield

Scotland

Fixed

r Two
]

(^radial /
Filled

If

Travelling

f
Two f

\ radial j
Fixed

Feet.

1,450

1,360

1,260

1,000

1,028

1,620

• 950

B’eet.

28

/40
\60
70
56
60

/50
\40
35

Tons.

6

6i

4
3

6i

6i

3i

Ins.

11

11

10

8.

10

11

8

Ins.

18

18 >

18

12

18

18

•12

Ins.

66

61

61

60
61

61

60

Loco.

If

II

Vert.

Loco.

II

Vert.

Wire Rope-ways at Factories.

Name and Location of Works.

Span.

Height of Supports.
Diameter

of

Drums.

HoUve
Power.

Capadtjr
par Ten
ooun.

Kama. Ix)oation. Head. TaiL

PAper mill -

>1 II

CottOR „

Bisgiita^s

Sheffield

Fifeshire

Oldham

Readily

Feet.

220
210

>320

260|

Vfigt.

Fixed ODe

20
,

Fixed on
Fixed on
btyldings

Feet,

buildings
60

buildings

}
32

•C

Owt.

12
12

7
.

8

Inches.

39
•TO
36

36

^lectrio

II

Belt

II

«

1

Tons.

9fl*

60
30

26
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Cost of Wire Rope-Way (Length, 13,320 ‘feet

Rise, 3,932 feet), Kotagudi, North Travancore.

(R. F. Thorp, M.I.C.E., Proceedirigs of tJis Institution of
Civil Engineers^ vol. clxi., p. 342.)

First Cost.

Materials bought locally, including steel for standards, Hnpees.

cement roofing, sheets, <tc. ... - 14,500

Transport, 55 miles by cart and coolies - - - 6,800

Coolie labour, erection, &c. - .... 26,850

Fitters, blacksmiths, and carpenters - - - 4,600

Supervision, including office staff and medical charges - 18,200

Bridle track along line of ropci-way (5 miles) - • 2,700

Old spur wheels, (tc. - . - . . 1,500

Two dynamos with spare armatures and fittings - - 1,300

Copper cable, posts, and erection . - - - 3,000

Two Pelton wheels with valves, tfec. - - - 3,000

Spouting for watercourse ----- 2,000

Service pipe, 1,500 feet ----- 7,600

Rope - - - - - - - 12,000

Standard head pulleys and bearings - • - 1,440

Grips 3,600

Hangers 700

e Total - - 121,290

At value of rupee in 1905, ;68,080, or say £8,300, including

telephones, Ac. Maintenance and working expenditure during

twelve months were as follows :

—

Pay-Sheet.
Rupees.

Engineer in charge ... - - 3,600

N^ative clerks (2)
- - - - - - *960

Fitters (4)
- - • - - - - 2,736

Jooliea (20) 4,656

Repairs^ Materials^ rfec.

N^ew jaws for grips (renewed every four months) - - 2,520

Share of new rope (renewed every tl#ee years) - - 4,000

Standard bead f‘ope pulleys and bearings (renewed every

four years) • - - . c - - ^60

Elop^ for slings and rope drive - - c- - ^ 1^0

Tools* - *-
• #

' ' “
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OH, Cotton, Waste, &c,

100 gallons oil - - - - .

25 gallons dynamo oil -

Waste, &c. -

150

76

50

Contingencies and depreciation of plant -

5 per cent, interest on first cost (£8,300) -

19,357

- 2,535

. 6,225

Total annual expenditure - . 28,117

Say, £1,874. 9s. 4d.

List of Papers, Articles, &c.. Describing

Wire Rope-Ways, 1899-1917.

“ Aerial Ropo-\Vays,”K.Sobo Berg- und HCittenmaiinische, Jahrbuch

der K. K. Bcrgakadcmien, 1899, p. H69-4()9 (\^(j illustrations).

“ Hichtorswoil Lumber Conveyor.” Schweizerisehe Bauzeitung^ 1 900,

p. 199 et seq. (illustrated).

“ Lavos-Platz Scliatzalp RopcvWay,” C. Wetzel. Bdiweizeriacho.

Bauzeitimg^ 1901, pp. 71-81 (8 illustrations).

“Spanning Cai*(|uinoz Straits with a JLigli Potential Transmission

Line,” R. H. Sterling. Bhcirical World and Engineer^ New
York, vol. 37, 1901, pp. 363.

“Aerial Suspension Cablgways,” J. M. Henderson, A.M.I.O.K.

Froceedings of the Institution of Civil Emjinee^s^ 1904, vol.

clviii., pp. 186 222 (17 illustrations).

“Telpherage Plant for Handling Sand.” Electrical World and
Euyimer^ New York, vol. xliv., 1901, pp. 740-741.*

“ Plant for the Handling and Treatment of Ores at the Silver Cup and

Nettie L. Mines, British Columbia,” G. Attwood, A.M.I.C.E.

Proceedings of the Institution of Cunl Engineers, 1905, vol.

• clix., pp. 297-301.

“Kotagudi Aerial Rope-Way and Connecting Roads in North

Travancore,” R. F. Thorp, M.I.C.E. Proceedings of the In-

stitution of Civil Engineers, 1905, vol. clxi., pp. 332-343 (10

illustrations).

“Shipbuilding Cableway.” The Engineer, London, 10th January.

1906, pp. 68-70.

“Uhe Talla Water Supply of the Edinburgh and District Water

Works,” W. 4- Tait, B.Sc. Proceedings of the Institution

of Civil Engineers, 1907, vol. clxviir, pp. 115, 220,
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.

“The Victoria Falls Bridge,” O. A. Hobson, M.LC.E. Procee4ing$

of the Institution of Civil Engineers^ 1907, voL olxx., pp.

15-17.

“Towers for Rope-Ways,” Professors Thi^ry and Cretin. Bems
de Micanique^ Paris, 1913, voL 33, pp. 505-660.

“Diameter of Wire-Rope Pulleys,” H. Blasius. Zeitschrift der

Vereinea deutscher Ingmimte^ Berlin, 1914, vol. 38, pp. 663, 664.

“Transporter Cables for Loading Vessels at Sea,” R. Bonnin.

La Naturet Paris, 1916, Part I., pp. 306-308.

“Mechanical Equipment Used in the Port of New Orleans,”

W. von Phul. Journal of the American Society of Mechanical.^

Engineers^ New York, 1916, vol. 38, pp. 515-528.

- “ Aerial Tramway for the Saline Valley Salt Company, Inyo

County, California,” F. C. Carstorphen. Proceedings of the

American Society of Civil Engineers^ New York, 1917, vol. 43,

pp. 525-558 (illustrated).
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Absorber power, 173

Adam, Wybe, wii*e rope-

way, 1

Advantageous applications of

the endless-rope system, 7

Advantages and disadvantages

of electricity for driving aerial

rope-ways, 68, 69

of Hallidie clip or saddle,

26, 27

of use of friction grip or

coupling, 42, 43

)f telpherage, 70-72

)f wire rope-ways

—

for coal mining, 2

for forming piers, 5f 6

for open-pit mining, 2, 3,

182

for placer mining, 2, 3

.*for jemovjjl of produce

from land, 3, 4, 128-

136

for unloading, or loading

ships, 5, 6, 169, 170,

191

general, 1, 2

in factories, 4, 6

on beetroot farms, 3,

132

on sugar-cane estates, 3,

^ 4, 128-131^

iEerial dump, 185,^186

•3S

Aerial or wire rope-waya—

application of, 1-6 .

details of construction, 13-69

different systems of, 6-12

electrically driven, 70-99,

173-177

examples of installations of,

on the running or endless

rope system, 130-132

examples of installations of,

on the fixed carr
5
dng-rope

system, 133-177

miscellaneous information,

201-228

preserving wire ropes of,

216-219

splicing and*securing wire

ropes for, 209-216

Africa, ^South, wire^ rope-ways

in, 168-171

Albert lay of wire rope, 20,

21

Alder Gulch, wire rope-way at,

186-187

Almeria, wire rope-way in, 136-

141

Alps, Italian, wire rope way in,

166, 167

Alzon, wire rgpe-way at, 101-

103

America, u4b of endless -rope

8yisit)em in, 8
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America, installation on telpher

system in, 174-177

installations for hoisting and

conveying in, 182-188

wire rope-ways in, 174-177,

182-188

Ampere, N.J., U.S., installation

on telpher system in, 174-177

Angle stations. See Power and
angle stations

Apparatus for cleaning and
lubrioating wire ropes, 21 7, 2 1

9

Applications of endless - rope

system, advantageous, 7

of wire rope-ways, principal,

2-6

Apportionment of loads, most
convenient, 222

Approximate prices of wire rope-

ways, 222-224 ’

section of ground, 221

Arc parallel, blocking arrange-

ments for telpher line on,

. 181-183

Artificial maniu*e works, wire

rope way at, ^125

Asccnsive power of balloon,

working aerial way by, 67, 68

Attachment^j, ordinary rope, 214-

216

Australia

—

installations for hoisting

and conveying, 188-191

wire roj>e-way on sugar

plantation in, 133-135

Automatic lubricator, use of, on
wire rope-way, 110, 217, 218

Bauu V ADJLJfi, wire rope in

use on aerial way at, 20,
• 21

Bags of sugar, wire rope-way for

transport of, 131, 132

Bag, sugar, carrier, 62

Bale carrier, 61

Balloon, working aerial way by
means of, 67, 68

Baiytes mine, wire rope-way at,

123, 124

Basket carrier receptacle, 59

B(jauley. See Farley Fit)rest

Bedlington. See Iloo Bed-

lington

Beer system, method of sup-

porting ropes in, 29

system, instfillaiion of wire

rope-way on, 141-146

Beetroot farms, advantages of

wire I'ope-ways on, 3, 132

farms, wire i'ope-ways on,132

Belgium, wire rope-wavs in, 141-

146

Bell, Lieut. C. E., on coaling

vessels at sea, 191-193

Best types of carrier trucks,

runners, (jr saddles, 35

method of supporting carry-

ing ropes at standards,

145, 146

Bins, storage, 1 35

Black West Virginia oil for

lubric.iting wire rc)i:)e-way. 111

Blast furnaces, wire rope-ways
at, 141-146, 149-151

Bleichert, arrangement of, for

driving wire rope-way, 65, 66

claw-locking grip or coupling

of, 63-57

friction grip or coupling, 40

improvements in wire rope

ways|by, 9 ,

knot or cg^rrier collarkof, 49
• 50
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Bleichert, Otto, wire rope-way of,

lV-141

securing wire rope to

shackle, method of, 214'

wire rope-way, terminal of,

29, 30

Bh>ck arrangements for telpher

line, 75-87

electro-magnet or telpher

line, 83, 84

wires, method of mounting,

87, 88

Blondin, wire rope-way known

as the, 188

Boiled linseed oil, use of, for lubri-

cating wire rope-way, 110, 111
!

Boulders, removal of, in drag

buckets, 188

Boxes, carrier, for endless or run-

ning rope system, 22-27

Brake, arrangements of, for

telpher line, 95-97

gear, 109, 110, 136, 155,

156, 164

lever, preferable, 110

screw-down, disadvSntagcs

of, 109, 110

wooden, 136

Brass foundry, installation on

telpher system at, 174-177

Brazil, wire rope-way in, 122,

123

Brickworks, wire rope-ways at,

174

Bridges, installation of wire rope-

ways for erecting, 189-191, 230

British Government, gunpowder

cask carriers used by, 60, 61

Buckets, self-hlling gra^, 186 •

drag, 18> ^
tfuil^g operations, temporary,

•, wire rope-way%r, 100-14)6

BuUivant is, Co. £W., wire rope

for aerial ways, 20, 21

wire rope-ways constructed

by, 104-106, 112-135, 146-

148, 153-173, 188-191

wire rope tables, 226-228

CADMIUM, use of, for pre-

serving wire ropes, 217

Calculate strainson carry-

‘ ing rope, to, 201-206

California Wire AVorks, rope

made at, 108

Canada, wire rope way in, 186 •

Cane, sugar, carrier, 61

sugar, wire rope-way for

transport of, 128-135

Cannon, carrier for transporting,

61

Caoutchouc, use of, for pre-

serving wire ropes, 217

Caoutchoucine, use of, for .pre-

serving wire ropes, 217

Capacity of transport on endless-

rope system, 7-9

of transport on fixed-rope

system, 9 •

Cape de Yerde Islands, wire

rope-way at, 112-116

Capel. See Clamps

Cape Town, wire rope tnunway

at, 168, 169

Carignono terminus of Monte

Penna rope-way, 163

Carrier boxes or saddles for

running or endless rope system,

22-27

collars or knots, 46-60

for fall ropes, 183, 184'

4. receptacles or vehicled; 57-63
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Carrier receptacles or vehicles.

Sm also Examples of Installa-

tions

to stop at any point on line,

66, 67

trucks, runners, or saddles,

35-39

Carriers or trucks, telpher, 98,

99

Carrington, W. T. H., classifica-

tion of wire rope-ways by, €

improvements in wire rope-

ways by, 8, 9

installations of wire rope-

ways designed by, price

of, 222-224

saddle for running - rope

system, 24

Canying rope

—

endless or running, examples

of system, 100-132

endless or running, methods

of supporting at stan-

dards, 7, 21, 22, 108,

145

fixed, examples of system,

133-177*

fixed, methods of supporting

at standards, 104, 132,

146-148, 153-173

to calculate strains on, 201-

206

Cartage, combination of, with

wire rope tramways, 131

Caserta, wire rope-way at, 162-

166

Cask carriers, 60

Cement works, wire rope-ways
• at, 122, 123, l{y.l58

Oeretti & Tanfani friction coup-

ling, 43-46

Ceylon, wire rope-way in, 1Q2

Chalk pits, wire rope-ways at,

136, 136

Charcoal, wire rope-ways for con-

veying, 149-161, 162-166

Cheapest method of working

wire rope tramways, 66, 67

Chemical works, wire rope-ways

at, 126

Chinese, use of rope-ways by, 1

Choice of system of wire rope-.

way, care required in, 7

Circuit closer for telpher line*

88

Clamps with capcl, 214-216

Claw-locking grips or couplings,

53-67

Cleaning, or cleansing wire ropes,

machines for, 217-219

Climbing up to wire rope-way,

method of, 110

Clip or saddle, the Hallidie, 26-27

Coal depot, wire rope-way at,

112-116

mine, wire rope-way at, 127,

^128

mining, wire rope-way for, 3

wire rope tramways for

transport of, 104-106,

127-128, 158-162

Coaling steamer at seE^ wire rope-

way for, 191-200

Coast of the Mediterranean, wire

rope-way at, 136-141

of South Africa, wire rope-

way as pier on, 169, 170

Coating of zinc, depositing on
wire ropes, 217

C^fficients of inclination, 207,
c 208

Collier, wire^rope^^way for coal-

ing steamer &om, 191-2Q0

Cologne. See rohlig, J;
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Combination of cartage with wire

rope-ways, 131

Conical socket wire rope attach-

ment, 216

Consolidated telpherage system,

'.98,99
Contact maker, Circuit closer

Controlling telpher train, method
of, 89-97

Convenient apportionment of

loads, 222

Conveying goods between vessels

and shore, wire rope-way for,

5,112-117

hoisting and lowering, wire

rope ways for, 13-15, 39,

40, 178-191

Coronel, Puerto del, power and
angle station at, 139

Corporation, Cape Town, wiie

rope-way for, 168, 169

Cory Brothers A Co., wire rope-

way of, 112-116

Cost of transport per ton mile on

endless rope system, 8, 9

of transport on fixed* rope

system, 12

of wire rope-ways, prime and
working, 8,9, 12, 101, 102,

•111, J[12, 116, 141, 146,

151, 158, 162, 166, 232
Coupling or connecting truck to

hauling rope, 56

Couplings or grips—

claw-locking, 53, 57

for steep gradients, 41-46,

54-57

friction, 39-46

pawl-locking, 50-53

wedge-lockfcig, 53

CnSle^^^ carrier, lib

* sugar-cane earner, 61

Crane, floating, wire rope-way to

carry goods from, to shore,

116, 117

worked by wire rope way.

See Driving

Cranes, driving of, by wire rope-

ways, 5, 6, 112-118

Cretin. See Thiery

Cumberland, wire rope-way in,

123, 124

Curves, arrangements for round-

ing, 30, 34, 35, 222 .

Custom-house, wire rope-way at^

131, 132

Cyanide of potassium, preserving

wire ropes with, 217

Danger of not cleanings

wii-e ropes before oiling,

217

Danzig Chronicles, description of

rope-way, 1

Decay of wire ropes, preventipn

of, 216-219

Definite estimate of wire rope-

way, particulars required for,

221, 222

Demerara, wire ropeway in, 4,

128-132

Desirability of cleansing wire

ropes before lubricating, 217-

219

Details of construction, 13-69

Diameterof wire-rope pulleys, 229
Different systems of aerial or

wire rope-ways, 6-12

systems of derial or wire

rope-way^, installations

on, 100-200

Directions for uncoiling wiro

rope, 220
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Disadvantages of electricity as a

driving power, 68

Disc grip or coupling, 39-40

Disconnecting arrangement for

pawl grips, 51-53

I)isengaging. See Disconnecting

Divergences from straight line,

how made, 30, 222

unit telpher carriage, 99

Dock works, wire rope-ways on,

231

Double-wheeled truck or runner,

37

Dragbucketforplacermining, 187

Driving by electricity, 64, 69,

70-99

by gravity, 64, 66-67, 133-

135, 136, 147, 154, 179

by power of balloons, 67, 68

by steam, 64, 65, 106, 113,

117, 120, 127, 128, 132,

136, 140, 144, 147, 161,

184

by water, 64, 121, 128, 164,

drums, 64, 114, 138, 144,

155, 160, 164, 184

gear, 64-{)9, 70-99, 113, 114,

138, 139, 142, 155, 156,

161r 164, 169, 179, 184,

196

Drop lubrication for wire rope.-

way, 111

Drum, driving. See Driving

drums

Dump, aerial, 185, 186

Dumping device, 33, 34

Dye-works, wire rope-ways at, 5

Earth, wire rope-ways to

remove, fr5m trenches,

2, 3

Earth deposits in river beds, wire

rope-way for handling, 3,

186

Eccentric. See Pawl - looking

grips or couplings

Electrically - driven wire rope=

ways, 70-99, 173, 177

Electric Company's Work,

telpher installation at, 174=

177

Electricity, use of, as a motive

power, on wire rope-ways, ()8,

69, 70-99, 173-177

Electrolysis, deposition on wire

ropes of preservative coating

by, 217

Emborough, wire rope-way at,

119, 120

Endless or running rope system

of wire rope-ways, the, 7-9,

19-22, 100-132

examples of installations on,

100-132

method of supporting rope

at standards, 7, 21, 22,
' 108, 145

prices of, 222-224

wire ropes fur, 19-22, 101,

135, 139, 142, 150, 159

162, 190, 19]

End of terminal of wire rope-

way, 29-35. See also Examples

of installations
,

•

England, wire rope-ways in, 104,

106,119,120,123-128,146-148,

158-162, 173-174

Erection of wiro rope - ways,

^ choice of proper system, 7

Esperance - Longdoz Co., wire

rope-way^ of, 141-146
^

Estates, sugar, wiro rqpe-ways

on, 128-136
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Bstin^te for wire rope-way—

pariioulars required for, 221

,

222

to make approximate, 222-

224

Examples of installations of wire

• rope-ways

—

on the fixed carrying rope

system, 133-177

on the running or endless

ropo system, 101-132

Expenses oi wire ropo - ways.

See Cost

Factories, wire rope ways

at, 5', 126-128, 158-162,

174-177, 231

Fall ropes for wire rope-way

arranged for hoisting and con-

veying, 38, 39, 178-200

Farley Forest, installation at,

146-148

Farm produce, wire ropo ways

for removal of, 3, 4, 128-

136
•

Femie wire rope way, wear of

rope through grips or couplings

on, 43

Finishmg ofS splice, method of,

211

Five-strand wire rope, to splice,

20%
Fixed carrying-rope system, 9-12,

examples of installations on,

133-177

methods of supporting at

standards, 10, 28, 29-145,

146

^wire ropes ^or lyies for, 27-

^, 133-177
^

F^xible rope table, 226

16

241

Floating crane, wire rope-way to

convey goods from, to shores

116, 117

Fort Bath, wire rope-way at^ 132

Fortifications, wire rope-way at,

167, 168

Forts. See Fortifications

Foster. See Tilly Foster

France, wire rope-way on run-

ning-rope system in, 100-103

wire rope-way on fixed rope

system in, 135, 136, 151-

158

Friction grips or couplings, 39-46

grips or couplings for steep

gradients, 41, 42

Fuel, wood, wire rope-way for

transport of, 106-112

c6al, wu*e rope-way for trans-

port of, 112-116, 127,128,

158-162

I’urnaces, Middlesbifmgh, in-

stallation at, 104

wire rope-ways at, 141-14fi,

149-151

GARRUCHA, wire rope-way

at, 136-141 •

Gaslight Co., wire rope-

way of, 158-162

works, wire rope-ways at^

158-162

General table of round wire ropes,

.227

Germany, wire rope made from

special steel from, 108

Gibraltar, wire rope-way at, 167,

• 168

Giesen, wire rope-way at, 48

Glissantoline, use 0^ for preserv-

ingiwire ropes* 217
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Qlynde, telpher line of wire rope-

way at, 173, 174

Gold mining, use of wire rope-

ways for, 178-188

Goods carriers, 57-62

wire ropo-way to convey,

betw(M3n floating crane

and shore, 116, 117

wire rope-way to convey,

between vessel and ware-

house, 5, 112-118, 181

textile, carrier, receptacle

for, 51-60

wire rope-way at fortifica-

tions for ti'ansport of,

167, 168

Gourjon system of wire rope-

ways, 100-103

Governing arrangements for tel-

pher line, 89-97

Grab buckets, self-filling, 186

Granites quarries, wire rope-way

at, 119, 120

Gvavity, working wire rope*,

tramways by power of, 11,

12, 66-68

Great Tran8y\vanian wire rope-

way, the, 149-151

Grenoble, ^ire rope-ways at, 101,

151, 152

Grips or couplings

—

claw-locking, 53-57

for steep gradients, 54-57

friction, 39-46

friction, fc^r steep gradients,

41-46

pawl-locking, 50-53

wedge-locking, 63
‘ Grooved djiving^rum, 64, 65

Guatemala, wire rope ways in, 4,

128-132

Gunpowder cask carrier, 60

H ALLIDIE clip or saddle,

26-27, 105

improvements by, in

wire rope-ways, 8

Hauet, A., system of wire rope

tramways of, 135, 136

Hilly country, advantages of

wire rope-ways in, 1-2

HcKlgsoii, C., systtiin of wire rope-

ways of, 7

special arrangemimt of rope-

way of, 34
**

Hoisting and conveying loads,

wire rope ways for, 13-15, 39-

40, 178-191

Holland, wire rope tramway in,

132

Hong Kong, wire rope way at,

171

Hopper tower for placer mining,

187

Horse-pow(jr to propel loads up

an incline, 224-226

Huddersfield, wire ropo-way at,

127, 128

Hungary, wire ropo-way in, 149-

151

I
MPllOVEl) syj?tem of tel-

pherage, 74-99

Inclination, bible of co-

efficients of, 207, 208^

Inclines, steepest practicable, for

endless-rope system, 7

stoepostpracticable, forfixed

rope system, 9

dindia, wire rope-way in, 120-122

Information, miscellaneous, 200-

228

Installations or wire ropeway on

running-cope system, 100-13^
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InstaUa^ions of wire rope-way on

fixed-rope system, 133-177

Insulator for use on telpher line,

97, 98

Introductory, 1-6

Iron ore mines, wire rope ways
* at, 136-141, 171-173

posts or standards, 13-19

Italian Alps, wire rope-way in,

166, 16?

lUj/ly, wire rope-ways in, 162-166

ALLA, Mount, wire rope-

way at, 151, 152

Jamaica, wire rope-ways

in, 4, 128-132

Japan, wire rope-way in, 171-172

Jenkin, Professor Fleeming, in-

vention of the telpher system

by, 70

experiments on telpher

system by, 174

Joints or splices of wire ropes,

142, 143, 204-211 •

Junction of three lines of wire

rope-ways, 130

Junctions for wire ropts-way, tem-

porary, 30

Jundiahy, wire rope-way at, 122,

123

« T^EARSAGE,” testing of

coaling apparatus on,

194

Kinking of wire ropes during

transport, 109

^ during unwindifig, 220

IJink, ^hort, to remove from a

wire rope, 221

Knot, star, the, 46, 47

Knots or carrier collars, 46-50

Lake SUPERIORDistriot,

wire rope-way in, 186

Lancashire, wire rope-

ways in, 5, 125

Land, removal of produce from,

by means of wire rope-way, 3,

4, 128-135

Lang lay of wire rope, stvcalled,

20, 21

IjCfid mines, wire rope-way at,

153-158

Txjscheii standards, 15-17

terminals, 30-33

dumping device, 33, 34

Lifting and conveying. See

Hoisting and (5onveying

Lineff, experiments of, with

telpher line, 174

Linos for fixed carrying rope

system, 27-35

for running or endless rope

system,
19-J2

Linoleum works, wire rope-way

at, 128

Manufacturing * Company.

See abor>e

Linseed oil, boiled, use of, on

wire rope-Ways, 110, 111

Liquid carrier, 60

Lismorc, installation at, 189, 191

Loading stations, 27-35. See

also Examples of installations

vessels, wire rope-ways for,

5,6,112-118,180,181
* TiOads, convenitfit apportionment

of, 222

Ix)cking grips or couplings

—

elaw, 53-57 •
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Looking knots or carrier collars

for, 46-50

' pawl, 50-63

London, wire rope-way near, 126

wire i-ope-way in, 158-162

Lowering carrier receptacle,

carriage or truck for, 38, 39

Low, Hon. P. B., plan for coaling

vessels at sea, 194, 195

Lubricating wire ropes, 110-111,

216-219

wire ropes, machines for,

217-219

M achines for cleaning

and lubricating wire

ropes, 217-219

Madras, wire rope-way in, 120-

123

Manure works, artificial, wire

rope-way at, 126

“Marcellus,” test of coaling

apparatus on, 196-200

Martinique, ^ire rope-ways in,

4, 128-131

Mauritius, wire rope-ways in, 4,

131, 132

M‘I>0wall & Piper apparatus for

coaling ships at sea, 200

Mediterranean coast, wire rope-

way to, 136-141

Metcalf plan for coaling vessels

at sea^ 200

Method of supporting carrying

rope at standards, best, 145,

146

of supportin(]; fixed carrying®

rope at standards, the,

104, 132, f46.148, 153-

173

Method of supporting rvnning

ropes at standards, 7, 21, 22,

108, 146

of working wire rope-way,

the cheapest, 66, 67

Mexico, wire rope-way in, 106-

112

Mica grease, use of, for preserving

wire ropes, 217

Middlesbrough, wird rope-way

on fixed-rope system at, 104^

Middlesex, wire rope-way in,

128

Miller, S., on coaling vessels at

sea, 192, 195-200

Mills, wire rope-ways at, 106-

112, 127, 128

Minerals, carrier receptacles for,

. 67-69

Mines, wire rope-ways at, 2, 3i

116-118, 123, 124, 136-141,

149-151, 153-158, 171, 182-

188

Minimum interval, devices for

securing on telpher lines, 76-

90

Miscellaneous information, 20P-
228

Modified arrangement of endless-

rope system, 8, 9 ••

Montana, wire rope-way in, 186-

188

Monte Penna, wire rope-way at,

162-166

Motive power for wire rope-ways,

64 69, 70-99, 106, 113, 117,

120, 121, 128, 132-136, 140-

«184. See also Driving

Mountainous districts, transport-

ing wire ^pes^, 108, 109^^221

Mountain, Tj<]ble, wire rope-w^
up, 168, 169
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Moui^ Jalla, wirer rope-way up,

161, 162

Movable junction for wire rope-

ways, 30

shunt for wire rope-ways,

128-131

Mules, transport of rope by, 108,

109, 201

•

N etherlands Land

Enclosui e Company, wire

rope-way of, 132

Newall, R. S., method of, for

securing wire ropes in sockets,

212

Newcastle-on-Tyne, wire rope-

way at, 125-127

New South Wales, installation

in, 189, 191

Now York, Shite of, wire rope

way in, 182-186

New Zealand, wire rope-ways in,

116-118

Nine Elms Works, wire rope-way

at, 168-162
•

Northumberland, wire rope-way

in, 104-106, 125-127

OBACH system, method of

supporting rope in, 29

installations on, 149-151

Oil, black West Virginia, for

^ lubricating purposes, 216, 217

boiled linseed, for lubricat-

ing purposes, 217

Open-pit mining, wire ro^way
for, 2, 3, 178-191

Operations, tertporajy building,

wire ^rope-way for, 105-106,

*120-122, 188-19f

Ordinary form of saddle or

runner, 36

rope attachments, 214-216

Ore. See Iron ore mines. Mines,

<kc.

Original system of telpherage!^

72-74

advantages of telpherage,

70-72

Ortuella, wire rope in use on

wire rope-way at, 20, 21

Otto knot or carrier collac, 47-49

improvements in wire rope-

ways by, 9

See (dm Bleichert-Otto

Overburden, in open-pit mining, •

wire rope-way for removal

2, 3, 182-188

P
apers describing wire rope-

ways, list of, 233, 234

Parallel arc system, block-

ing arrangements for

telpher line on, 81-8^

Paris, wire rope-way near, 135,

136

Particulars required for estimate

for wire rope-way, 221, 222

Passenger carriers, 62; 63

Passengers, wirci rope-way for,

167, 168, 171, 177

Pawl-locking grips or couplings,

60-63

Pendar de Bedar, power station

at, 139

Pendulum arms for supporting

fixed carrying rope, 28, 29,

. 146, 146

•Pennsylvania, ^ire rqpe-way in
*

188

Piedmont, wite rope*way in, 166,

16X
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Piers, advantages of wire rope-

ways as, 5, 6

installations of wire rope-

ways as, 112-118, 169, 170

Pinerolo, wire rope-way at, 166,

167

Piper. See M‘,Dowall

Placer digging, wire ropo-ways

for, 2, 3, 178-191

mining. See above

Plantiitions, beetroot, wire ropo-

wayii on, 3, 128, 129

sugar-cane, wire rope-ways

on, 3, 4, 128-135

Platform carrier, 61

Plomosos, wire rope-way at, 1 06-

112

Pohlig, J., wire rope-way con-

structed by, 141

Portabbi installation of wire

rope-way, 132

temporary junctions, 34

Porte de France cement works,

.wire rope-way at, 151-152

Port Louis, wire rope-way at,

131-132

Posts or standards, 13-19

for fixed carrying rope, 13-

19, *28, 29

for running or endless rope,

7, 19

Posts or standards

—

See also Installa.tions on

various systems, 100-191

Power and angle stations, 113,

114, 137, 139, 144

absorber, 173. See also

Brakes

See also Driving, Curves •

Premature decay of wire ropes,

prevention of, 2f6-219

Presarving wire ropes. Se»above

Price list of wire roperways,

approximate, 222-224

Prime cost of wire rope-ways.

See Cost, Price list, &c.

Principal applications of wii’e

rope-ways, 2-6

Print works, wire rope-ways ati

5, 125

Produce carrier rcjceptacle, 59

farm, rtiinoval of, by means

of wire rope-way, 3, 4,

128-135

land, removal of, from, 3, 4,

128-135

Pi’opelling loads up an incJinc,

224-226

Proper system of wire rope-way,

choice of, 7

Puerto del CVn’onel, power and

angle station at, 139

Pulleys for driving endless wire

rope, 64-66

Pulleys for supporting endless

running rope, 21-24, 26, 111

Punclieons, wire rope-ways for

transport of, 131-132

Pyrenees, wire rope-way in, 153-

158

QUAKlilES, slate, wire rope-

ways at, 188

stone, wire rope-wayfci^ at,

119-121

Quartz quarry, wire rope-way at^

119, 120

Receptacles or veiudes,

cjjrriei^ 67-63 ^
See also Installations on
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Releasing pa-wl grip or coupling,

arrangement for, 51-53

Removal of earth from trenches,

wire rope-way for, 178-191

of deposits from river beds,

wire rope-way for, 3,

186

of overburden in open-pit

mining, wire rope-ways

for, 12, 3, 178-188

of produce from laml, 3, 4,

128-135

Remove a kink from a wire rope,

to, 221

Bevue Unirermlle des Mines^

doscrij)tion of J^eer s^^stem, 1 42

Mecanique. Sec Thicry and

Cretin

Richmond river, installation on,

189-191

River bods, handling deposits in,

3, 186

Roe & Redlingtfui, fri(?tion grip

or coupling of, 42

saddle for running -rope

system of, 23, 24
*

Rope attachments, ordinary, 214-

216

fixed, carrying syst(uii, the,

-9-12
.

fixed, carrying system, in-

stallations on, 133-177

• running, or endless system,

the, 7-9

running, or endless system,

installations on, 100-132

Ropes, wire, for fixed carrying-

rope system, 27-35

wire, for running-rope sys-

tem, 22-17
#

wijp, joints or splices of,

142-144, 209-214

Rope-way, temporary, for loading

and unloading vessels, 5, 181

temporary, for coaling

steamer at sea, 191-200

Round wire ropes, general table

of, 227

“Roxburgh,” test of apparatus

for coaling at sea on, 200

Rum puncheons, wire rope-way
for transport of, 131, 132

Runners or saddles for fixed

carrying rope, 35-39 ,

Running or endless rope system,

the, 7-9

installations on, 100-132

method of supporting ropes,

7, 21, 22, 108

wire ropes or linos for, 19-22

Ryland, table of breaking strains

of steel wire, 228

S
ACK carriers, 59

Huddles for running or end-

less rope system, 22-27

or runners for fixed-

rope systijm, 36-39

Haddle with gripping jaws, 25

Safety hoist for telpher line, 176

trucks or runners, 37-39

Sand, wire rope-way for digging

and conveying, 186
‘‘ San Franci8(;o,” testing coaling

apparatus on, 194

Santa Maria di Capua, wire

rope-way at, 162-166

Saw-mills, wire rope-way at, 146-

148, 162-166

•Scotland, wire rope-w|ty in, 146- *

148

Screw-down 'brakes, inconveni-

enqp of, 109, 110
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Section of ground, necessity of

accurate, 14, 221

Securing wire ropes, 211-214

Self-filling grab buckets, 186

Seraing furnaces, wire rope-way

at, 141-146

Serena de Bedar, wire rope-way

at, 136-141

Series system, blocking arrange-

ments for telpher lino on, 76-78

Shackles. See Sockets, securing

wire ropes in

Sheaves, cutting down rims of,

during working, 111

or pulleys for endless or run-

ning rope, 21, 22

Ships, conv(iying coal, &c., to

and from, 5, 181

temporary rope-way for load-

ing and unloading, 181

wire rope-way for coalijig, at

sea, 191-200

Shunt, travelling, for use with

^wire rope-ways, 129

Signals used on wire rope-ways,

141, 166

Sinaloa, wire*rope-way in, 100-

112

Single fixed - rope system with

one carrier, the, 10, 11

unit telpher carrier, 98, 99

Six-strand wire rope, to splice,

209-211

Slate quarries, wire rope-ways at,

188

Sling cask carrier, 60

sack carrier, 59

wood carrier, 61
* Smith, J. IQucknall, on the manu* <

facture of wire, 19

Sockets, securing '>fire ropes in,

\ 2U-214.

Somersetshire, wire rc^w^ in,

173,174

South Africa, wire-rope tram-

ways in, 168-171

Spain, use of endless or running

rope system in, 8

installation of wire rope-way

in, 136-141

Spans, limit of, on endless-rope

system, 7 ^

limit of, on fixed carrying-

rojH) system, 9

Sparking, to prevent excessive,

on telpher lines, 73

Special arrangements of wire

rope-ways, 178-200

arrangements of fixed carry-

ing ropes, 33-35

Speed of wire rope-ways, 10, 11,

43

of wire rope-ways, governing

arrangements for, 95-97,

109, 110, 136, 155, 156,

164

of wire rdpe-ways, governing

arrangements on telpher

lines, 95-97

See aho Installations on dif-

ferent systems

Splices, giving way of, in wire

ropes, 110, 142, 143

Splicing wire ropes, method of,

209-211
.

^

Staines, wire rope-way at, 124,

128

Standards or posts for wire rope-

ways, 7, 13-19, 28, 29

41 See ideo Installations on dif-

fe^rent systems

Star knot, ^6, 4T
State of New York, wi?e rope-

way in, 18^186
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Statit)nB, power and angle, 113,

114, 137, 139, 144

terminal, 29 33, 114-116,

120, 136, 159

Steam, driving by. See Driving

^
Steamers, wire rope-way for coal-

ing from collier, 191-200

St(*el wire

—

breal^ing strains of, 228

ropes or lines, 19-22, 27-35

'• ropes, flexible, table of, 226

ropes, round, general table

(>f, 227

Steep grades, saddles for, 22-27

gradients, claw locking grip

or couifliiig for, 53-57

Stone, wire rope-way for transport

of
,

1 1 9-1 2 1 . See alao Iron ore

mines

Sbjrage bins, 135

Stoies, wire rope-way for trans-

port of, 167, 168

Straight line, rope-way should

run in, 14, 221

Strains of steel wire, breaking,

228

flexible steel wire ropes,

breaking, 226

general, of round wire ropes,

breaking, 227

on carrying rope, to calcu-

late, 201:206

St Girons, wire rope-way at, 153-

158

St Tmier, wire rope-way at, 101

St Kitts, wire rope-ways at, 4,

128, 131

St Louis, despatch of sand to,

186 ^
Sugar bag carrier, 6i

beetroot, farms, wire rope-

ways on, 3, 132

Sugar cane carrier, 61

cane plantations, advantages

of wire rope-ways on, 3, 4

cane plantations, travelling

shunt for wire rope-way

on, 129

cane, wire rope-way for

transport of, 128-131,

133-135

usine or factory, wire rope

tramway for conveyance

of workmen to, l7l

Superior district, Lake, .wire

rope-way in, 186

Supporting endk^ss or running
^

rope at standards, methods of,

7, 21, 22, 108, 145

fixed carrpng-i’ope at stan-

dards, methods of, 10, 28,

29, 145, 1 46

sheaves or pulleys for end-

less or running rope, 21-

24, 26, 111

sheaves or pull(5ys for round-

ing curves, 22

Survey for line of •^iro rope-way,

173, 174

Sussex, wire rope-way in, 173,

174

Swedish tar, use of, for lubri-

cating wire rope-way, 110, 111,

216

System, endless or running rope,

the, 7-9, 19-22, 100-132

fixed carrying rope, the, 9-12,

28, 29,‘ 133-177

telpher electrical, 70-99,

173-177

telpher or<|;inal, T2-74

telpher improved, 74-99

Systems of wire rope-ways, dif-

ferent, 6-12*
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Table of breaking strains

of steel wire, 228

of coefficients of inclina-

tion, 207, 208

general, of round wire

ropes, 227

of flexible steel wire ropes,

226

Mountain, wire rope-way

up, 168, 169

Tallow, use of, for lubricating

wire ropes, 217

Tanfani. See Ceretti and Tan-

fani

Tar, Swedish, use of, for lubricat-

ing wire ropes, 110, 111, 216

Telpher carrier, single unit, 98, 99

carrier, double unit, 99

lines of wire rope-way, 173-

177

Telpherage, 70-99, 224-228

Temporary building operations,

wire rope tramway for use at,

•100-103, 104-106

junctionsfor wire rope-ways,

30 ^

work, wire rope-ways for,

lOQ-106

Terminals for wire rope ways,

2935
Textile goods, carrier receptacle

for, 59

goods, installation of wire

rope-way for carrying, 5,

119 . .

Thiery and Cretin on calcu-

lating strains on carrying rope,

201-206

Three lines of •^ire rope-ways,

junction of, 130,

Tiel, wire rbpe-way at^. 100,

it)j
- '

Tilly Foster Mines, wire ‘'rope-

way at, 182-186.

Timber or bale carrier, 61

wire rope-way for ,
transport

of, 106-112,146-148, 162-

166
.

Trains, telpher, method of con-

trolling distance between. 89-

Transporting cannon, 61

wire ropes in mountam»^e

districts, 108, 109, 221

Transylvanian wire rope-way, th€

great, 149-151

Travelling shunt for use with

wire rope-way, 129

Trenches, wire rope way for re

moving earth from, 2, 3, 178=

191

Truck or runner

—

best form of, 35

safety arrangemonts, 37 39

to couple to driving or liaul

ing rope, 39-57

,with double wheels, 38

Trucks, runners, or saddles, 35-31

Tupper, St H, G. 0., on coaling

vessels at sea, 194

Two parallel fixed-rope system

arrangement of, w'^itli numerou

carriers, 10

parallel fixed rope sycteit

with two carriers, 11, 1^

Type of motive power for wir

rope-way, most suitable, 64

UNCOILING wire rop

directions for, 220

Unrouplmg pawl gri^

arrangement, 'for,

63
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best types, for use on

wire rope-ways, 110, 111, 216-

219

United States, endless-rope sys-

tem in, 8

telpher system in, 174-

177

wire rope -ways in, 178-

188

Unloadinjf stations, 104, 169,

JTO See (if,so Terminals

vessels, wire rope-ways for

loading, <fec., 6, 181

Uprights. See Posts or Standards

Usiucs. See Sugar estates

T ^ACUUMmachir
V mg and lubri

lineforcleans-

lubricating wire

ropes, 218, 219

Vajdahiiin’ad, wire rope-way at,

149-15 r

Vehicles, carrier receptacle^ or,

67-63

See also Installations on

different systems

Vessels, wire ropn-way for con-

veying geods between, and

wareliousej 6, 6, 180, 181

^re rope-way for loading

and unloading, 112-118,

180, 181

wire rope-way for. pormit-

' ting, to be coaled at sea,

191-200

Villa Reforma, span of wire

rope-way at, 139

Vii^inia oil, blAk '^est^ use of,

^or lubricating wire rope-ways,

216, 217

2SI

WALSH, J. E., plan for

coaling vessels at sea,

195

Warehouse, wire rope tramway

to convey goods between, and

floating crane, 116, ll7

wire rope tramway to convey

goods between, and ship

or vessel, 5, 6, 180, 181

War Office, wire rope-ways con-

structed for, 167, 168

Wasteful application of* lubri-

cants on wire rope-ways, 217

Water power, working wire rope-

ways by, 97, 121, 128, 164

works, wire rope-ways at,

104-106, 168, 169

Waterworks, wire rope-ways at,

231

Wear of ropes on wire rope-ways,

20, 21, 39, 216

Weston, telpher line of wire rope

way at, 174

West Virginia oil, block, use ®f,

for lubricating wire rope-way,

111, 216, 217

Windingzincwirein wirprope,217

Wire rope

—

Albert lay, when^new, 20

Albert lay, after use on wire

rope-way, 20, 21

Lang lay, so-called, patent^

20

ways, to estimate for, 221,

222

wayg, difierent systems

6-12

ways, for coaling vessels at

• sea, 191^00 •

ways, installations of, 100-

200 •

jkrections for uncoiling,* 220
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Wire ropes

—

for fixed carrying -rope

system, 27-35

for running or endless rope

system, 19-22

ordinary attachments for,

214-216

securing, in sockets, &c.,

211-214

splicing, 209-211

to remove a kink from, 221

to preserve, 216, 217

t*ible, general, <jf round, 227

table, of flexible, 226

Wire, steel, breaking strains of,

228, 230

Wood carriers, 61

Wood fuel, wire rope-way for

transport of, 106-112

See fdao Timber

Wooden posts or standards, 13-19

Work, temporary, wire^rdpe-way

for, 100-103, 104-106

Working wire rope-way, cheapest

method of, 66, 67

See also Cost

Workmen, number required on

wire rope-way. See Installa-

tions of wire rope-ways

wire rope-ways for convey-

ance of, 171

Yorkshire, wire rope-

ways in, 127, 128

ZINC, coating of, to preserve

wire rop(^s 217

wire winding in wire

ropes, 217

-J 4
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ROPEWAYS DESIGNED
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REFRIGERATION, COLD STORAGE, AND
ICE-MAKING. A Practical Treatise on the Art and
Science of Refrigeration, containing the Third Edition of
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654 pages, with 424 illustrations. Medium 8vo, cloth,

15s. ne/.
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223 pages, 31 illustrations, 5s. net.

TEA MACHINERY AND TEA FACTORIES.
A Descriptive Treatise on the Mechanical Appliances required
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Tea for the Market. Medium 8vo, cloth,* 468 pages, with

218 illustrations, 28s. nef.
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ENGINE. A Practical 'Preatise on the Design and
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Acetylene lighting. Gibbs. Crown 8vo .... 10b 6d

Aerial Navigation. Dumbleton. Demy 8vo .... 12b 6d*

Aerial or Wire-rope Ways. Wallis-Tayler. Demy 8vo 12b 6d

Aeroplane Construction. Camm. Demy 8vo 7s 6d

Agrioultural Arithmetic. Newsham. Crown 8vo . . 5b

Agricultural Facts and Figures. M'Connell. Fcap. 8vo . . 16b

Agricultund Geology. M'Connell. 8vo 7 218

Agriculturid Surveyor’s Handbook. Bright. Fcap. 8vo . Ss 6d

Agricultural Tenancies. Curtis and Gordon. Demy 8vo . 10s 6d

Agricultural Valuer’s Assistant. Bright. Crown 8vo . . 7b 6d

Asriculture. Wrightson and Newsham. Med. 8vo . . 12s 6d

Air Screws. Riach. Demy 8vo 10s 6d

Aircraft Identification Book. Matthews. Fcap. 8vo . . 8s 6d

Alphabets, Andent. Delamotte. Oblong Royal 8vo. . . . Os

Alphabets, Modem. Delamotte. Oblong Royal 8vo ... Os

Alphabets and Initials, Medieeval. Delamotte. Small 4to • Os

Alternating Currents. Lamer. Crown 8vo . New Ed, Nearly Ready

Alternating Currents. Kempe. Crown 8vo . . . . 4s 6d

Aluminium Repairing. Platt. Crown 8vo 8s

Appraiser’s Pocket Assistant. Wheeler. Royal 32mo • Os

Architectural Perspective. Ferguson. 8vo 5b

Architecture, Mechanics of. Tam. Crown 8vo ... 8s 6d

Arithmetic, Revision. Thomas. Crown 8vo .... 28 6d

Asphalts and ,Allied Substances. Abraham. Demy 8vo . .42b
Assaying, Golll. Phillips. Large Crown 8vo Ss Od

Astronomical Glossary. Gore. Small Crown 8vo .
^ & 8d

Auctioneers : their Duties and Liabilities. Squibbs. uemy 8vo’ 15^
Aviation A, B, C. Pag6. Medium 8vo ^ . 168

Aviation Pocket Book. Matthews. Crown 8vo . . . ISs 6d

Aviation Engines. Pagd. Medium 8vo .ISs
Aviation Terms (Glossary of). Pag^ and Montariol. Cr. 8vo 6s

Aviation Chart. Pag6. Pocket-size Ss 6d

Bacon Curing : Art of. Davies, frown 8vo . Nearly Ready

Beipns : Experiments on. Guy. Medium 8vo . . . • fti

Bee-Keeping r Eveir Step in. Douglass. Large Crown 8vo . Os.

Be^ for Pleasure and Profit. Samson. Crown 8vo . 88 Od
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Blowpipe^ Obemistiy. Mineralogy, &c. Crown 8vo . ;6li
Boiler poDstmctioa. Hutton. Medium 8vo .... 21g
Boiln anf Factory Chinmeya. Wilson. Crown 8vo • . . 4e
Boiler Midring and Plating. Homer. Large Crown 8vo 12i 6d
Bidleta : The Tiancashire Boiler. Wansbrough. Demy 8vo . 6p
Boilen. Wilson, icmo
Boilers, Economisers and Superheaters. Smith. Demy 8to 9s
Boot Bepairing. Lawrence-Lord. Crown 8vo . . . . fip

Bread and Biscuit Baker’s Assistant. Wells. Crown 8vo . Bi
BreaUast Dishes. Allen. Fcap. 8vo . . .

‘

. is 6d
Brewing. Wright. Large Crown 8vo 15s
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. 6s
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Vm. The Minor Elements In Preparation
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Ctotinuous Railway Brakes. Reynolds. 8vo . . . . 9l

Controllers for Ele^c Motors. James. Demy 8vo . .81s
Cotton Industry. Crabtree. Crown 8vo 6s

Creation, The Twin Records oL Le Vaux. 8vo . . . .Os
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Dairying (British and Colonial). Sutherland Thomson. Demy 8vo 9s

Dairying Industry. Sutherland Thomson. Demy 8vo . 10s 6d
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New Ed, JPreparing
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fDangerous Goods. Pliillips. Crown 8vo 10s M
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Deep-Level Mines of the Rand. Denny. Royal 8vo . .86s
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'Drawing. Pyne. 4to . . « 8s 6d
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New Ed, Nearly Reddy^

^ebtric Lighting and Heating. Walker. Fcap. 8vo ... 5s

Electric Motors. Crocker and Arendt. Medium 8vo . . . 81s

Electric Power Stations. Klingcnbcrg. Crown 4to . . . 88a

Electric Poi^er Station: A 130,000-Kilowatt Power Station.

^Klingenberg. Crown 4to Nearly Ready

Electric Ship-Lighting, Urquhart. Crown 8vo .... 8s 6d^

Electric Spark Ignition in Internal Combustion Engines. Morgan.

Medium 8vo Os

Electric Traction and Transmission Engineering. Sheldon and

Hausmann. Large Crown 8vo

Electric Wiring Diagrams and Switchboards. Harrison. Crown 8vo

Electrical Calculations (Elementary). Sloane. Crown 8vo .

Electrical Circuits and Connections. Bowkcr. Medium 8vo .

Electrical Dictionary. Sloane. Large Crown 8vo

Electrical Distribution : Conductors. Perrine. Royal 8vo

Electrical Engineering (Elementary). Alexander. Crown 8vo .

Electrical Engineering. Sewell. Large Crown 8vo

16a

15a

158

81a

81a

58

8s (Kb

Electrical Horology. Langman and Ball. Crown 8vo . Nearly^ Realty

Electrical Installation Work. Havelock. Demy 8vo . . . 15s

Electrical Transmission of Elhergy. Abbott. Roy^8vo - . i 80a

Electrical Transmission of Energy—Three-Phase tfansmission.

Brew. Demy 8vo fls

Eilectrical and Magnetic Calculations. Atkinson. Crown 8vo . 18a

Electricity as Applied to Mining. Lupton. Medium 8vo . ISs 6d

Eleotricity in ]^ctories and Workshops. Haslam. Large Cr. 8vo 88 6d

*EQectro^lating. Urquhart. Crown 8vo 7s 6d

Electr^Iating. Watt. Crown 8vo 8i

Electro-Plating and Electro-Refining of Metals. Watt and Philip.

Large Crown
Eilectro-Typing. Urquhart. Crown 8vo Oa

Embroiderer’s Book of Design. Delamotte. Oblong 8vo . . 8a
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Foreshores. Latham. Crown 8vo 2s 6d
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Beench Conversation, Guide to. De Fivas. 32mo . . 2s 6d
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Gas and Oil Ens^e Management. Bale. Crown 8vo 8b fid

Gasfitting and Appliances. Briggs and Henwood. Crown 8vo . fis

Geometry of Compasses. Byrne. Crown 8vo . . . 8b fid

Geometry for Technical Students. Sf^rague. Crown 8vo . . 28
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History : The Influence of the French Revolution in English

History. Brown. Demy 8vo SsjBd
History : The Wars of the Roses, 1377-1471. Mowat. Demy 8vo 7s 6d
Hoisting Machinery. Homer. Crown 8vo . . SiET^Ui

Horticultural Note-Book. Newsham. Fcap. 8vo ... 78 6d
Hot Water and Steam Heating and Ventilation. King. Med. 8vo Sis

House Owner’s Estimator. Simon. Crown 8vo . . . . 4s

House Painting. Davidson. Crown 8vo ... . 78 6d
House Planning—How to Plan a House. Samson. Crown 8vo 6b
House Property. Tarbuck. lamo 7s 6d
Houses, Villas, Cottages, and Bungalows for Britishers and ^

Americans Abroad. Samson. Demy 8vo . . ^
7s 6d

Hydraulic Power Engineering. Croydon Marks. 8vo . .

'

12s 6d

Hydrostatics and Pneumatics, Handbook of. Lardner. Fmt 6s

niuminating and Missal Painting. Whithard. Crown 8vo . 6b

Illumination, Art of. Delamotte. Small 4to ... 78 6d

Inflammable Gas and Vapour in the Air. Clowes. Grown 8vo 68 ,

Interest Calculator. Campbell. Crown 8vo Ss

Internal Co^ustion Engines. Carpenter. Medium 8vo 88b

Inwoo^’s Ti^es for Purchasing Estates. Schooling. Demy 8vo 98

Ironed Metal Trades Companion. Downie 98

Iron and Steel Girders (Graphic Table for Computation of Weights).

Watson Buck. On a sheet 8s 6d

Iron Ores of Great Britain and Ireland. Kendall. Crown 8vo 18b

bon-Plate Weight Tables. Burlinson and Simpson. 4to SSI

Irrigation (Pioneer). Mawson. Demy 8vo ISs 6d

Jigs, Tools and Fixtures (Dr%dng and Design).^ Gates. •

Crown 8v% 8B6d
Jourflalism. Macki#. Crown 8vo ...... 8s 6d

Iiafldur iSsputes, Cdliciliatioi^d Arbiti|tion in. Jeans. Crown 8vo Ss 6d

LanUTaluer’s Assistant, ljudson. R^al 32mo . • ! 48 6d

Lathe Design, Construction, and Qperaffon. ^f’errige. Med. 8vo * 18b

Lathe WBt. Haslufle.® (iown #vo .»
• • N

AU Published Prices are net.



8 . A List of Books

Law : Svatf Hbrn’s Lawyer. Barrister. Large Crown 8vd*. ^
LeM, MetaUnrgy ol. Eissler. Crown 8vo a . ,

Leather Chemistry. Harvey. Demy 8vo .
' . .18s

Leather Hanntactnre. Watt. 8vo ".16s
Lettw Painting. Badenock and Prior. Crown 8vo . . . Ss
Lereliing, Principles and Practice oL Simms. 8vo . .9s
Lightning Condnctors, Modem. Hedges. Medium 8vo . . 8s
Limes and Clements. Dancaster. Large Crown 8vo . . 7s 6d
Ligoid Fuels tor Internal Combustion Engines. Moore. Demy 8vo 16s
Lockwood’s Builder’s Price Book. Crown 8vo . Annually 7s 9d
Locomotive Engine. Weatherbum. Crown 8vo . . . 8s 6d
Locomotive Engine Development. Stretton. Crown 8vo . . 6s

Machine Shop Tools. Van Dervoort. Medium 8vo .
‘

‘
. 88s

Magnetos tor Automolnlists. Bottone. Crown 8vo . . 8s 6d
EburUe and Marble Working. Renwick. Medium 8vo 16s
Marble Decoration. Blagrove. Crown 8vo 4s

Marine Engineer’s Guide. Wannan and Lindsay. Lge. Crown 8vo.

In 2 vols.

Arithmetio New Ed. Preparing

ElementarySf Verbals, and Drawings New Ed. Prepiwing
Marine Engineer’s Pocket-Book. Wannan. i8mo 7s M
Marine Engines and Boilers. Bauer. Medium 8vo ... 86s
Marine Gas Engines. Clark. Crown 8vo 10s 6d
Marine Steam Turbines. Bauer. Medium 8vo . 18s 6d
Marine Works. Latham. Demy 8vo ...... 16s
6|ponry. Purchase. Royal 8vo 9s
MasonryDams bom Inception to Completion. Courtney. 8vo 10s 6d
Measures (British and American). Foley. Folio ... Es 6d
Heasurinfr aed Valuing ArtiScers’ Work.' Dobson and Tam.

Crown 8vo 8s 6d
Mechanical Engineering Terms (Lockwood’s Dictionary ot).

Homer. Ceown 8vo , . . . . 9s

Mechanical Engineer’s Pocket-Book. Clark and Powles. Sn;tall8v«7s 6d
Mechanical Handling and Storing ot Material. Zimmer. R(.>yal 8vo 68s
Mechanics Condensed. Hughes. Crown 8vo v^8s 6d
Mechanics ot Ab Machinery. Weisbach. Royal 8vo . ^85s
Mechanics’ Workshop Companion. Templeton & Hutton. Fcp.8vo 7s 6d
Mensuration and Ganging. Mant. i8mo 4s

Metal Plate Work (Prindples and Processes). Barrett. Crown 8vo 8s 6d
Mhtal-Tuming. Homer. Large Crown 8vo . . 18s 6d
Metals and theb Alloys. Vickers and Bfennt. Royal 8vo Nearly Ready
Metrobgyp Modem. Jackson. Larg^ Crown 8vo 12s 6d
Hlitasy Observation Bmioons. Widmer. Crown Svoi^ . . lb
MDk and Cream Testing! Thomson and Lowe. ^ New Ed. defeating
Milling Matdiines. Homer. M^ium 8vo«. . . l6i
Wne Drainage. ' ^chell. Roval 8vo . . K* .2b
IBneBesmeWQrkmd<)ftanigatton.»Bulmanand Mills.'^ Deiw 8vo lEs

IBiUL.Wagon anddts tiojosncfttion. faftelu. Medium 8vo^ 7s 6d’- ^ ^
^ 1 ^ . '•

AJ} Published. Prices are* net.



*Publisf^ed by Crosby Lockwood and^Stfin

MbwrA Vtoperty. The Valuation oL O’ljonalvie.' Demy 8vo * 8» M
Hnsiab And Mining (

Earthy). Davies. Vrown 8vo . ISgM
Einerals and Mining (Hrtalliterons). Davies. Laii'e Crown 8vo ISa 6d
Mineii*and Hetallntgists, Pocket-Book lor. Power. Fcap. 8vo 78 8d
IBner’s Handbook. Milne. Fcap. 8vo Ts 6d

'

Mining, British. Hunt. Super Royal 8vo . , . . . 4Si
Mining Calcnlations. O’Donahue. Crown 8vo . . . da 6d
IGning Examuiation Questions

(
1,200). Kerr. Demy 8vo Es 6d

Mining, Physics and Chemistry of. Byrom. Crown 8vo . «
Jtining : Hachinery for Metalliferons Mines. Davies. Medium 8vo 25i
Motor Car Catechism. Knight. Crown 8vo .... Ss Cd
Motor Car Construction. Brewer. Demy 8vo . . . . 8i
Motor Cycl# Overhauling. Shepherd. Crown 8vo Ss M
MotQ{ Lorry Design Construction. Schaefer. Medium 8vo Ifti

Motor Vehicles. Fraser and Jones. Medium 8vo . • . . 16g
Museum of Science and Art. Lardner Sli
Naval Architect’s and Shipbuilder’s Pocket-Book. Mackrow and •

WooUard. Fcap. 8vo 16s
Oils and Allied Substances. Wright. Demy 8vo New Ed. PrepiiPfK^
Oil-Field Development and Petroleum Mining. Thompson. do.

*

Oil Palm Cultivation. Milligan. Small Crown 8vo ... Si

Ore Deposits of South Africa. Johnson.

Part n.—-The Witwatersrand and Pilgrimsrest Goldfields and
Similar Occurrences. Demy 8vo 6s

Packing-Case Tables. Richardson. Oblong 4to . . . . 6s

Painting for the Imitation of Woods and Marbles. Van der Burg. ^
Royal Folio New Ed. Nearly Ready

Paints : Their Chemistry and Technology. Toch. Royal 8yo 80s

Paper and its Uses. DaweT Crown 8vo * 8s 8d

Paper-Making. Clapperton. Crown 8vo .... 7s 6d

Paper-Making. Watt, Crown 8vo 8s 6d

Wper-Making, Chapters on. Beadle. 5 vols. Crown 8to. Per vol. 68

PastnwDok i^d Confectioner’s Guide. Wells. Crown 8vo . Ss

Patent-Bightsk Hardingham. Demy 8vo . New Ed. Preparing

Pattm Making. Barrows. Crown 8vo 14l

Pattto Making. Homer. Large Crown 8vo ... , 99

Petrol Air Gas. O'Connor. Crown 8vo Ss 6d

Petroleum and its Substitutes, Chemistry of. Tinkler and ChaL

lenger. Medium 8vo .
.

• •

Brttidenm. OU Fields oi Bnssis and the Russian Petroleum

Industry. Beeby Thompson^ Royal 8vo .... 21s

Pigments. An Artist’s Manual. Standage. Crown ^vo *

Plumbing. Blaise. Crown 8vo. .
*

. In PreparaHon

PorthBod ^ment InAstry. Brown. Medium 8vo New Ed. ^epdring'

Poefiand Cement, Tfte M<^ern ManulacQ^ of. West. Royal^o.

1m 2 volumes , . % .
• < ^ Ed\repan^

Pot Plant Onlton. ^^vidson. Crown 8vo
; / "if . •

.

•

*

Fonttr^E^iins : Comifltt^. T^vey. ®ra^»8vo» Ci'

AU Published Prices are njf.



A List of Books
^ J! ^

^ ^

—
Producer Gas Practice (Aperidan) and Industrial Gas Engineeriw.^

Latta. Demy 4to

Propac^on and Pruning. Newsham. Demy 8vo
'

'*rospecting. Merritt. Fcap. 8vo

hnsipecting for Gold. Rankin. Fcap. 8vo .

Prospector’s Handbook. Anderson. Small Crown 8vo

Pumps and Pumping. Bale. Crown 8vo

hinohes. Dies, and Tools. Woodworth. Medium 8vo

Sadio and High-Frequency Currents. Lamer. Crown

7a ed

da

7a 6d
5a

5a

28a

8VO.

Nearly Ready

. . 128

16b 6d

Niarly Ready

itadiodynamics. Miessner. Crown 8vo .

Etadiotelegraphy, Elements of. Stone. Crown 8vo

Stating and Assessment. Webb. Demy 8vo New Ed,

Eteceipts, Formulas, and Processes. Hiscox. Medium 8vo . ^21b

Etecoil of Guns. Rausenberger. Translated by Slater. Demy 8vo ISi 6d

Refrigerating and Ice-ldaking Pocket-Book. Wallis-Tayler. Cr. 8vo 5s

Ref;igeration, Cold Storage, and Ica-Making. Wallis-Tayler. Med.8vo 15s

Reinforced Concrete Design Simplified. Gammon & D3rson. Crown 4to 15s

Construction and Maintenance. Goldsmith. Medium 8vo 21s

iRoads : The Making of Highroads. Carey. Crown 8vo 3s 6d

Boof Carpentry. Collings. Crown 8vo . . 2s 6d

Bothamsted Experiments. Tipper. Crown 8vo .... 4s

Bubber : its Cultivation and Preparation. Johnson. New Ed. Preparing

Bubbsr Hand Stamps. Sloane. Square 8vo .... 78 6d

Bubber Planter’s Note-Book. Braham. Fcap. 8vo ... 5s

Se Railway Working. Stretton. Crown 8vo ... 4s 6d

e Use of Steam. By an Engineer 8d

Sailmakiag. Sadler. 4to 12b 6d

Sanitatiei\e>^iB^dr Supply, and Sewage Disposihl of Country Houses.

Gerhard, Crown 8vo

Savouries and Sweets. Miss Allen. Fcap 8vo

Saw Mills. Bal^ Crown 8vo . . .
,

.

Screw Cutting for Engineers. Pull. Crown 8vo .

Screw Threads. Hasluck. Waistcoat-pocket size

Sea Terms, Phrases, and Words. Pirrie. Fcap. 8vo

Sewage, Purification of. Barwise. Demy 8vo

Sewerage Hydraulics. Coleman. Demy 8vo .

Sewerage of Sea Coast Towns. Adams. Demy 8vo

Sewerage Systems. Watson and Herbert. Royal 8vo

Sheet Metal Worker’s Instructor. Warn and Homer. Crown 8vo Ss 6d

Shipbuilding Industry of Germany. Felskowski. Super Royal 4to 10s 6d

Silver,JIhe Metallurgy of. Eissler. (Jrown 8vo ISs 6d

Slide Buie. Hoare. Sin. Crown 8vo. • • .

Smoley’s Tables—1. Logarithms and Squares \

2. Slopes andjiBises . .^ .

Logarithmic-Trigononmtric Tables

Soap : Modem ItoapaiidBeterftnt Industry. Martin. Royal 8vo.

158

Is 6d
lOs 6d

h2s 0d

v7s 6d

. . m 6d

In Preparation

6s

. 12s 6d

4s.

278

«4a

yol. NfSJy Ready

Ali Puhlished Prices are' net.
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Rublish^d by Crosb^ Lockwoodr aUd* Sfit% JX
- I* ^

~ A :

Ek>8^d&kiii|r« Watt. Crown 8vo 0i
ft)d-IIahixig Mai^. Thomssen. 6'" x . IStfU
Soapi, Oandlea, and Olyoerine. Lambom. Medium 8vo . . 64a
SdaUlitieB ol Inorganic and Organic Snbatancea. Seidell. Med. 8vo 468
Spanish Grammar and Reader. Korth. Fcap. 8vo . Ss 6d
E^ieciflcations in Detail. Macey and Men. Royal 8vo . . SOa
Speciflcation, A Short. Cubitt. Oblong Demy 4to . Out of Stock

Spedfloaiions for Practical Architecture. Bartholomew. Revised
by Rogers. 8vo 161

Stanley, William Ford : His Life and Work. Inwards. Demy 8vo 2s 6d
Stationary Engines. Hurst. Crown 8vo ..... 2b

Steam : The Application ol Highly Superheated Steam to Loco-
motived*.* Garbe. Edited by Robertson. Medium 8vo . 9b

Steao Engine. Haeder and Powles. Crown 8vo . lOs 6d
Steam Engine. Goodeve. Crown 8vo . . • . 6b 6d

Steam Engine (Portable). Wansbrough. Demy 8vo ... 6b

Steam Engineering in Theory and Practice. Hiscox and Harrison. .

Medium 8vo 21s.

Sted Research Committee’s Report. Fcap. Folio

Steel Thermal Treatment. Urquhart. Medium 8vo

Steel : Elliott’s Weights of Steel. Medium 8vo .

Stockowner’s Veterinary Aid. Archer. Crown 8vo

Stone Quarrying—Practical. Greenwell and Elsden.

Stone Working Machinery. Bale. Crown 8vo

Strains, Handy Book for the Calculation of. Humber.

Strains on Structures of Ironwork. Shields. 8vo .

Streamline Kite Balloons. Sumner. Medium 8vo . .
.

Structural Elngineer’s Pocket Book. Andrews. Crown 8vo

Submarine Torpedo Boat. *Hoar. Crown 8vo

Superficial Measurement. Hawkings. Crown 8vo

Survey Practice. Jackson. 8vo

'Surveying. Whitelaw. Demy 8vo .......
Surveying for Settlers. Crosley. Small Crown 8vo

Surveying S^ts lor Professional and Educational Use.

• Beyal 8vo

Snrd&ing, Land and Marine. Haskoll. Large Crown 8vo

Surveying, Land and MLoing. Leston. Large Crown 8vo

Surveying, Practical. Usill and Leston. Large Crown 8vo

Surveying with the Tacheometer. Kennedy. Demy 8vo

Surveyor’s Field Book lor Engineers and Mining Surveyors.

Haskoll. Crown 8vo . 12s fid

Tanning Mutorials & Extract Manufacture. Harvey. ,Demy 8v« 16b

Tantiing (Practlgal). Rogers and Flemming. Medium 8vo A2 6s

Tandns (Synthetic)f Grasser and Enna. D«my 8vo . . ISs

Tei Mimhinary and*Iea Faetpries. Wal^s-Tayler. Medium 8vo . 28b

TdMcal Guide, ]l|easurer, |knd Estimat^. Beaton. .Vais^at-

pocte^size* .fc. .*2l

. . 86b'

. . 25 5s

. . 7b fid

Med. 8vo 16b

. . lOs fid

Crown 8vo 7s fid

. . . J»

. . . lOs fid

18s

12s

. . 4s

12s fid

12s fid

7b fid

Oblong

Is fid

9b

Ss

8s fid

12b fid

• All 'PitbUshed Prices are 'fiet.s



A List 0 Books
-t f- 11 ^

Tenw: English-lltoclu Frenoh-English. Fletch^.' r

•Waistcoat-pocket size t . . . , . ' . . « • *81

Technical Terms : English-German* Gerimm-Englis&« Homer
and Holtzmann. Waistcoat-pocket size . . . .

^ ' 8s 6d
'^Technical Terms : English-Gpanish* Spanish-English. Monteverde.

Waistcoat-pocket size 88

Tdeifhones : their Construction, Installation, Wiring, Operation*

and Maintenance. Radcliffe and Cushing. Fcap. 8vo . . 9s

THephones : Field Telephones and Telegraphs lor Army Use.
^

Stevens. Crown 8vo Gs
Timber Merchant. Richardson. Fcap. 8vo .... 4b
Timber Merchant’s Companion. Dowsing. Crown 8vo 88 6d
Tods for Engineers and Woodworkers. Homer. Demy^dvo lOs 6d
Toothed Gearing. Homer. Crown 8vo . . New Edition Preparing

Traverse Tables. Lintem. Small Crown 8vo ... 8s 6d
Tropical Agriculture. Johnson. Demy 8vo 58

Tunnelling. Prelini and Hill. Royal 8vo 18b
Tunnelling, Practical. Simms and Clark. Imp. 8vo . . 218

Atilhel Shafts. Buck. 8vo 128 6d
^Upholstering. Bitmcad. Crown 8vo Ss 6d
Urban Traffic, Principles of. Stone. Crown 8vo ... 88 6d
Valuation of Real Property. Webb and Runnings. Demy 8vo88 6d'

Valuation of Real Property. Lamputt. Crown 8vo . . 28 6d
Valuation, Tabular Aids to. M'Caw and Lyons. Crown 8vo . 58

Vegetable Culture. Davidson. Crown 8vo ds 6d
Wgges Tables. Garbutt. Square Crown 8vo .... Os

Watchmaker’s Handbook. Saunier. Crown 8vo . lOs 6d
Watch Repairing. Garrard. Crown 8vo Os

Water EngmOdring^ Slagg. Crown 8vo .
^

. 78 Od
Water* Flow of. Schmeer. Medium 8vo lOs

Water Supplies. Rideal. Demy 8vo 8s Od
.Water Supply oP Cities and Towns. Humber. ,Imp. 4to . £0 Os'

Water Supply (Rural). Grecnwell and Curry. Crown 8v^o v Os

Water Supply of Towns and the Construction of Wate^orks.
Burton. Super Royal 8vo

Weight Calculator. Harben. Royal 8vo ^258
Wlro Ropes for Hoisting. Ciown 4to 208
Vtirdess Tdegraphy. Erskine-Murray. Demy 8vo New Ed. Preparing

Wirdess Telegrapli^ (Framework of). Galletti. Demy 8vo. ds Od
Wireless Telephones. Erskine-Murray. Cr. 8vq New Ed, Nearly Ready
Wireless Telephony. Ruhmer: Dem^8vo . . lOs Od
Wood**The Seasoning of. Wagner, ^oyal 8vo .... 218

Wood-4larving for Amateurs. By a Lady. Crown 8vo . 8s Od

.

Woodworking Machinerji^ Bale. Large Crown 8fo . . ^
lOpi Od

Woodworl^ Machinery for Ca^et Make^. Ball.^ Crown 8vo
*

/ * f
InPrepemion

Wockshop Pracjick kfod^. Tull. 4 Large Crown 8vc . lOs

WiRksAffimagn’s jaandl^ Hutton.^ Mf^iffiTOvo T?* 18b
f

f,

A^Puhlished Prices are net*



PuiUshfed by, Croi^%^ iiock»(x0

PRk:TICAL* HANDBOOKS FOR HOME STUDY.

Ittued by THlE AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY.

Agents: CROSBY LOCKWOOD & SON.
NOTE,—The Prices herein quoted are based on American Prices^ and

therefore subject to revision without notice, «

fir Brake. Ludy 78 6d
Altemating-Ciirrent Machinery. Esty 168

Architectural Drawing and Lettering. Boume .... 78 6d
Annatnre Wiliding. Moreton IQi

AntomobOe Con8tniction and Repair. Hall 15b

AniShiobile Ignition^ Starting and Lighting. Hayward . . . • fB
Bank Bookkeeping. Sweetland *

. 78U
Blueprint Beading. Fairfield and Kenison IOb

Bridge BDgi^ring<-Boof Tnusee. Dufour 468
Building and F^ii^ an Aeroplane. Hayward
Bnilding* Code. Fitzpatrick *7M4i
Building Superintendence. Nichols lOr
Bnilding Superintendence for Reinforced Concrete Stmoturea. Post 78 Sd
Building Superintendence for Steel Stmoturea. Belden ... 78 6d

Bnirineas English and Correspondence. Barrett .... 78 8d
Carpentry. Townsend 78 6d
Civil Engineering Specifications and Contracts. Ashbridge . . . lOa

Commercial Law. Chamberlain lOs

Compressed Air. Wightman 7««S(I

Contracts and Specifications. Nichols 78 8d
Corporation Accounts and Voucher System. Griffith .... 68

Corporation Law. Abbott, Springer, and Gilmore ^ • • 168

Cotton Spinning. Hedrick 12866
Dams and Weirs. Bligh ICs

Descriptive Astronomy. Moulton 10b

Electrip Railways. Craveth 78 6d

Electflb Lighting. Harrison • IOb

Eleetric andnSfas Welding. Craves 78 6d

ElegklOohemistry and Metallurgy. Burgess 78 0d

Electrochemistry and Welding. Burgess .10b

Elements of Electricity. Millikan . . . 786d
Elevators. Jallings 12s 8d

Estimating. Nichols 78 66

Ifiie Insurance Law. Hardy • Ifc

Fireproof Construction. Fi^atrick 12s 66

Ford Car. Bayston^ ' * •* w%
Forging. Jemberg . . .• 7sW
Fou^ary Work.^Gr|y ^

Fryehani and Persn^ve Drawing. Everett .
*

. •

Gas Oil miB CM Prodnoersl Marks IBs 66

GsmBm AntomoUl^ LougliBed • « ^ ^
CtaMdiseJI^wtoilk. q|yward ... . ^ «•

AlC.Published Prices net»

7» 9A
. ISt

7k 6d
. lOi
. Vk
. n
78 6d
lOi

. 468

*5.
. lOr
7ii6d

7k 6d
78 0d
78 6d

. 108

. 108

Thist

7k Od
. 68
. 16b
108 06
. 108
. 108
7k 06*

. lOk
7k 06
7k 06

. 108

78 66
108 66
7k 06'

. 16k

108 66

, lOk
78^

•. lU
. 6k

10b66
78 66
7k 66



SEe^iliig «iil yad&Hon.* Hubliard

Bydnuilto Knginfiiriiig- Tum^uf^ and Black

lalette BeeMe Wiring. Nelson,

Locomotive^ BoUm and Enginca. tudy . . .

^ Bfaithliy peiign. Wallace . ^ . f
Machine Drawing. Griffin and Adams .

Madllne-Shop Work. Turner and Perrigo

Mechanical Drawing. Kenison
Meter TMng and Eleoirlgal Measnremenia. Bushnell

Modem American Homea. Von Holst

,
Ifodem Land and Submarine Telegraphy. Macomber
Mo4em>BadioPrimtioe. Hayward. . . .

Modem Road Conatraetion. Byrne ....
Qlpdera ol Arcdiiteotore. Bourne, Brown and Holst

(^Acetylene Wdding Praotioe. Kell

Pattern Making. Ritchey and Monroe
Mmnhing. Gray and Ball

PWtfolio of the Orders. Bourne, Brown, and Holst

Power Stations and Tranamiaaions. Shaad
jNaitinal Aviation. Chas. B. Hayward •

•Praotioal Book^ping. Griffith

Pnetioal Mathematics. Nobbs and Waite
Railroad Engineering. Webb
Real Property Law. Kal^
Refrigeration. Arrowood^

Reinloroed Concrete. Webb and Gibson .

Sewera and Drains. Marston and Fleming

Hipet Metal Work. Neubecker

Small Motors, Transformers and Electromagnets .

Stair Building and Sted Square. Hodgson .•

Standard XgaA^orma.
Steam B<m^ Care’and Operation. Kuss
Steam Boilers, Ckmatroction and Design. Kuss
Steam Engines. Ludy
Steam Engine XiAioatora and Valve Gears. Ludy ...
Sloam Turbines. Leland

^
.

Steel ConstmctiQn; Burt .

Storage Batteries. Crocker and Arendt
Strength of Materials. Maurer
Straotural Drafting. Dufour

Surveying. Finch

Switchboards. Adams
TIdephony. MHler and M'Meen ........
Tod and Die Design for Beginners. Shajlor

TOd Making. Markham . «

Trigoihnnetry, Plane. l^cCarty . . ^
Vtedetwrtten’ Reqnirementa or Safe Eteotrical Installations.^ Pierce

Turnbull

Vtatikmal Guidaiioe. McdOnney-Simons . ^
WMess :^ow to Become a Wi^^ Ha/ward . .

: Aji are Uet,

.^0. '-isv

. 10.

. Ifti

iai6d
. 6i

>UU 9,6d
. lOi •

. >

. lOi

7b fid

. 16b

^ 6b

7b 6d
7b 6a

. 10b

. 10b

. 168

78 60
78 60

. 16b
128 60
. 10b

10b

7^60
. 10b
18b 60

6b
. 10b
7b 60
7.60

. 10b
78 60

^7b60
168 60

V78 60
^l%6d
. 6b
. lOi
7860
61 8b

7860
. IOb'

6b

.7b 60



WI41K MfflnW W JEdBBQU.*'
Jtmmgad lueorflug to Sni^t^

Acototic^ Swto (I . . . 2/6
AgriaUjtaal Surveying, 5eo« (243) 2/6
Animal Ayiics, tirdn^r-^

Part IJ183) • .... 4/6
Part II (184) . . . . 3/6

Arches, Piera, Ac., J5/alfrf(i II) . 2/-

Architectnre, Xndent (128, 130) . 6/-

Design, Gsrftett (18) • . . 3/-
Grecian, (130) . .1/6

^oi Vitruvius, Giw’tt (128) . . 5/-
Orders, Leeds (16) . . .2/6
Orders Md Styles (16. 17) . 5/-

2/6Styles, Bttiy (17]

Architectural^odt
(17)

Aril

ielling, Richardson

2/-

letic, (84) . . 3/-

Do. do. Key (84*) . 2/6
Eqi]ational,*£rt/)slsy <58) . . 2/-

Blasting and Quarrying, Burgoyne

^
(35) 2/.

Boilermakers' Assistant,

(211) 3/-

Ready Reckoner, Courtney (254) 6/-

Bookkeeping (83) , , . 1/6

for Farmers, Woodman (266) . 3/-

Boot and Shoe Making, Leno (262) 3/-

Brass Founding, Graham (162) . 3/6
Brick'Cutting A Setting, Hamfiioffd

(265) 2/6
Bricklaying, Hammor%d (189) . 2/6
Brickwork, Walker (252) . . 2/6
Bridges (Iron), '(260) • 2/6

(Tubular andGirder),I7^/>rd^(43) 2/6

Building, Beckett (206) . . .5/6
Estates, Maitland (247) . . 2/6
Science of, rarn (267) . . 4/-

Calculus, Differential, c

jnoi) 2/-

CJ^ui>entry oM Joinery, Tredgold,

PUites,i|^6 (182*) . . . 7/6
Sheep, A Horses, (142) 3/6

Cements,Pastes,Glues,5tondgge(276) 3/6
Circular Work in Carpentry, Callings

(258)

Coach-Building, Burgess (224)

Coal Mining, Smyth (180) . b

Colouring, Grammar of. Field (186)

Compound Interest and Annuities,

Thoman (196) . a .

Cottage Building Allen (42)

Gpdening, HSdaylisi)

3/6

3/6

4/-

3/6

»6.
2p
2/-

Masonry and Stone-Cutting (25)».

Masting anA Riggii^, Kipping (5,4)

Materials A Construction, Campin
Dai^, ]^8andPou[^,B«fii(i45} 2/d I (216)* • . • . .

' AU Ftblished phc

4^ th^ PddiM Mtt AAA

Decoration^ Elementary Honie^

.
Facey (229} , 2JG

Do. Practicsil
.
House;

'

_ Facey (2S7) . 3/d
Dramage of Lands Dempeey, (26^ 4/d
Draining A Embanking, Scott (23^) a/-
Drawing and Measuring Instru-

ments. (168) . . 3/w
Dwelling Houses, Brooks (132) . 3/.
Electric Lighting, Swinton (282) . a/-
Farm Roads and Fences. Scott (241) a/d
Farming Economy, Burn (141)

'

. 3/d
Foundations, Ac., Dobson (44) , 2/-
French Polishihg, Bitmead (281) . a/d
Fruit Trees, Du Breuil (177) ,

' 4/d
Garden Receipts, Quin (233) , a/-
Gas Vioilsa,Hughes d*0\Connor (212) 6/§
Geology, Historical, Tide (173) . a/d

Physical, Tate (174) ... . 5/.

Geometry, Analytical, Hann (90)
Descriptive, Heather (76) .

’

Plane, Heather (178) . • 2/-

Grafting and Budding, Baltet[2^i) 3/6
Hall-Marking of Jewellery, ^^(249) 3/O
Handrailjai|[ and Staircasing, Cef-

lings (230) .... 3/d
Health,Management of,Ba{rd (x 12*) x/6
House Book (112, 112*, 194) . 6/-

Decoration, Facey (229, 257) . d/^
Manager (194) , , , , ^

Human Understanding, Locke, (153) a/-

Irrigation and Water Supply, Scott

(240) . . . 2/6
Joints Used by Builders, Christy

(226) 3/6
Kitchen Gardening, Glenny (201) 3/-

Land, Ready Reckoner, Arman (61) 3/-

Landed Estates Management, Bifrw

(208) 3/-
Light, r«fn^269) • . . , zf*
Locomotive Engine Driving, Rey*

nolds (255)
.

. . . 5/.

Engineer, Model, Reynolds (278) 5/-

Logarithms, Law (204*) . . 4/-
Logic, Emmens (130) . . * a/-

Machinery, Details of, Campin (236) 3/d

Marine Engineering, Elementary,

Brewer (274) 3/-

3/-

3/-

3/ft
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